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DECISION OF THE NATIONAL OFFICER ELECTION COMMITTEE  

ON POST-ELECTION PROTESTS OF SAG-AFTRA PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 

 

On July 29, 2019, Integrity Voting Services (“IVS”), the independent agency 

SAG-AFTRA retained to conduct the 2019 National and Local elections, mailed ballots to SAG-

AFTRA members.  IVS counted the ballots for the President, Secretary-Treasurer, and the New 

York and Los Angeles Local Boards, Local Officers, National Board members and Convention 

delegates on August 28, 2019. 

Fourteen members filed post-election protests in connection with the election of 

the President of SAG-AFTRA. Peter Antico filed a post-election protest on August 29, 2019.  

Susan Kathryn Hefti and Jamie Theurich filed post-election protests on August 31, 2019.  Jennae 

Hoving, Dimitrios Koutsomitis, Renee Boakes, Abraham Justice, and Brian Hamilton filed post-

election protests on September 3, 2019.  Anthony Marciona and Michael Woods filed post-

election protests on September 9, 2019.  Adam Nelson filed a post-election protest on September 

9, 2019 and additional allegations on September 10, 2019.1  Jodi Long and Queen AllJAHyé 

Searles (“AllJAHyé”) filed post-election protests on September 11, 2019.  Richard Hadfield filed 

a post-election protest on September 12, 2019.2  Copies of these protests are attached as 

Exhibit A. 

On September 18, 2019, SAG-AFTRA advised Gabrielle Carteris (“Carteris”) and 

all presidential candidates of their right to submit evidence to the National Officer Election 

Committee (the “Election Committee”).3  

SUBSTANTIVE ALLEGATIONS IN THE PROTESTS 

Because many of the protests contain identical or overlapping allegations, we will 

describe the issues raised by the various protesters, and then separately analyze each substantive 

issue.  Antico, Hoving, Marciona, Woods, and Nelson raise a number of issues concerning the 

                                                 
1 Robert Allen, a partner at Pierce Bainbridge Beck Price & Hetch LLP, submitted the protest 

in a letter on behalf of Nelson.  Since Allen’s letter on September 9, 2019 clearly identifies 

Nelson, a SAG-AFTRA member, as the protestor, we have accepted and reviewed this protest. 

2 Hadfield’s protest is untimely since he submitted it on September 12, 2019, more than 14 

days after the election. See SAG-AFTRA Constitution, Article V(G)(2)(ii)(a).  For this reason, 

we dismiss this protest.  However, as Hadfield raises the same allegations as Nelson regarding a 

meeting of the Election Committee during the ballot count, the substance of his claim is 

addressed in the discussion of this issue, infra at p. 23. 

3 Evidence was submitted on behalf of Carteris several hours after the submission deadline.  

Carteris’s representatives advised us that the submissions were late due to an unavoidable 

technological computer problem.  The Committee does not believe, however, that it is 

appropriate for us to waive fixed deadlines under any circumstances.  Accordingly, we have 

decided not to accept this evidence.  The response submitted by AllJAHyé is attached as Exhibit 

B. 
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use of SAG-AFTRA resources to promote the candidacy of President Gabrielle Carteris.  First, 

they allege that SAG-AFTRA improperly promoted Carteris’s candidacy through a union-

sponsored podcast, a video loop in the lobby of Ken Howard Membership Center in the Los 

Angeles office, various online videos, and the SAG-AFTRA magazine.  With respect to the 

SAG-AFTRA podcast, Antico, Hoving, Marciona and Woods highlight an episode of the podcast 

that featured an interview between Carteris and 2019 SAG Life Achievement Award recipient 

Alan Alda.  Second, Antico, Hoving, Marciona and Woods allege that Carteris improperly used a 

union membership list in order to obtain endorsements from SAG-AFTRA National and Local 

Board members and officers.  Third, Antico, Hoving, Marciona and Woods allege that Carteris’s 

travel in connection with the negotiation and ratification of the recently negotiated Commercials 

Contract constituted electioneering financed by SAG-AFTRA. 4 

The protests of Hamilton, Long, Nelson and AllJAHyé include allegations 

regarding Carteris’s involvement in the show Beverly Hills 90210 and the negotiation of a 

collective bargaining agreement with Netflix.  First, the protesters allege that Carteris received 

an improper employer contribution through her role as an executive producer and cast member 

on the “reboot” of Beverly Hills 90210 (“BH90210”).  Second, Nelson and Long allege that 

Carteris violated internal union rules by participating in union committees while serving as an 

executive producer on this show.  Third, Hamilton, Long, Nelson and AllJAHyé allege that 

SAG-AFTRA improperly allowed Carteris to revise her candidate statement for National 

President after the submission deadline in order to include information about the recently 

negotiated collective bargaining agreement between SAG-AFTRA and Netflix.  In the 

alternative, these protestors allege that Carteris “breached confidentiality” by including details 

regarding this agreement in her statement prior to its presentation to the National Board.  

Nelson alone raises a number of issues.  First, he alleges that the Election 

Committee is biased because Carteris’s political party appointed its members; he also requests 

that the Election Committee issue all post-election protest decisions before the Convention.  

Second, Nelson alleges that Carteris improperly used union resources, including the SAG-

AFTRA logo, SAG-AFTRA graphics and design, and a union-owned photograph in a campaign 

video.  Third, Nelson alleges that Carteris and other candidates harassed and verbally assaulted 

member Linda Harcharic in order to prevent her from distributing MembershipFirst campaign 

materials.  Fourth, Nelson alleges that Carteris knowingly defamed Modine in public statements.  

Fifth, Nelson alleges that National Board Member Illyssa Fradin used employer resources to 

endorse Carteris in text messages sent to members, and that the Union discriminated in favor of 

Carteris by providing member contact information to Fradin to allow her to distribute these text 

messages.  Sixth, Nelson alleges that attorney Pamela Jeffrey violated the Election Policy, federal 

law, and rules of professional conduct in sending a letter asking MembershipFirst supporters to 

                                                 
4 Antico, Hoving, Marciona, and Woods also claim that any producer bonds garnered by 

SAG-AFTRA constitute an unlawful employer contribution to promote Carteris.  However, the 

protestors provide no facts or evidence to support the assertion that producer bonds were used to 

endorse Carteris.  Pursuant to Article VI(B)(2)(c)(i) of the Election Policy, a “protest shall set 

forth with reasonable specificity the nature of the alleged violation, the facts underlying it and 

how it may have affected the outcome of the election.”  Absent any facts or evidence to support 

this claim, we find no violation.   
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cease and desist from making false allegations against Carteris.  Seventh, Nelson alleges that 

SAG-AFTRA failed to ensure adequate safeguards when it allowed the Election Committee to 

confer in private on the day of the vote tabulation.  Finally, Nelson alleges that SAG-AFTRA 

retaliated against members who endorsed MembershipFirst candidates. 

AllJAHyé alone claims that members were not provided a reasonable opportunity 

to vote because the election was conducted by mail ballot. 

Hefti, Justice, AllJAHyé, Koutsomitis and Theurich allege that the exclusion of 

two presidential candidates from an August 15, 2019 “Presidential Town Hall” violates federal 

law and the SAG-AFTRA Constitution, and constitutes a failure on the part of SAG-AFTRA to 

provide adequate safeguards to ensure a fair election.  Hefti and Justice additionally allege that 

SAG-AFTRA failed to provide adequate notice of a meeting regarding a collective bargaining 

agreement. 

We have carefully considered the protests, the parties’ submissions, the Election 

Policy, the SAG-AFTRA Constitution, and applicable federal election law.  For the reasons 

discussed below, we conclude that there was no violation of the SAG-AFTRA Constitution, the 

Election Policy, or federal election law.  Accordingly, we dismiss all post-election protests. 

DISCUSSION  

I. Coverage of Carteris in SAG-AFTRA Publications and Other Union Media  

A. The Applicable Legal Standard 

Section 401(g) of the LMRDA, 29 U.S.C. § 481(g), prohibits the use of union or 

employer resources to promote or denigrate any candidate for union office.  Department of Labor 

(the “DOL”) regulations (the “DOL Regulations”) provide that a union may neither attack nor 

urge the nomination or election of a candidate in a union-financed publication.  29 C.F.R. § 

452.75.  However, the DOL and the courts have consistently recognized that incumbent officers 

must be able to carry out union business during an election, and that unions have a right to 

publicize the business being conducted by their officers.  Thus, regular coverage of incumbents 

in union publications or other union-sponsored media is permissible during an election period, as 

long as the union does not promote an incumbent’s candidacy or denigrate the candidacy of a 

challenger.  

In order to determine whether a particular communication constitutes promotion 

of a candidate in violation of Section 401(g), the DOL evaluates the timing, tone and content of 

the communication.  For example, the DOL found no Section 401(g) violation where a union 

journal article published just prior to the election contained a laudatory statement by the 

incumbent president about the work that two candidates on his slate had done over prior years.  

In so finding, the DOL found determinative the fact that the article contained no mention of the 

election or campaign rhetoric.5  Similarly, the DOL held that two union publications and a union 

                                                 
5 Operative Plasterers’ & Cement Masons’ International Association (OPCMIA) (December 

3, 2015). 
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convention video that covered the past activities of an incumbent national president did not 

constitute a violation where the communications contained no explicit endorsement or promotion 

of the president, no reference was made to the personal campaign goals of the president, and the 

content was similar to previous publications and convention videos.6  In another case, the DOL 

found no violation where a local newsletter included a statement complimenting one of the 

candidates for office, but did so in the context of a recent newsworthy action taken by the 

candidate and did not mention her candidacy.7  The DOL similarly found no 401(g) violation 

where a union newsletter included pictures of incumbents and mentioned their accomplishments 

in the context of newsworthy union activities, because the newsletter made no mention of their 

candidacies.8 

In a decision issued earlier this year, the DOL found no violation where a local 

union magazine contained articles written by incumbent officers and pictures of incumbent 

officers in the context of coverage of union events of interest to the membership.9  The DOL 

emphasized the fact that the articles contained no reference to the election or express campaign 

statements.  In another decision, the DOL found no violation where a local union newsletter 

focused its coverage of incumbents on contemporaneous union topics such as contract 

negotiations, and neither attacked nor promoted any candidate.10  Likewise, the DOL found no 

violation where a union distributed a newsletter signed by an incumbent candidate on the same 

day the union mailed election ballots because the union had previously issued such letters in its 

regular course of business and the newsletter contained factual information valuable to 

members.11 

                                                 
6 National Treasury Employees Union (May 2, 2012). 

7 International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers Local Union (IBEW) Local 46 (December 

9, 2014). 

8 Laborers International Union of North America Local 261 (June 24, 2015). 

9 International Union of Operation Engineers, Local 3 (August 6, 2019). 

10 Transport Workers, Local 234 (September 22, 2017). 

11 Teamsters, Local 420, 72-10152, 72-10164, 84-(LM)-118, 84-(LM)-123 (1984).  See also 

American Postal Workers Union (APWU) Local 458 (August 13, 2014) (no violation where 

union newsletter included information regarding grievances filed, the names of incumbent 

officers who handled the grievances and the amount of money won as grievances were a matter 

of legitimate interest to the membership and publication contained no reference to the election or 

the candidacies of the incumbent candidates); American Federation of Government Employees 

(AFGE), District 14 (April 17, 2015) (no violation where union newsletter included quotes from 

candidate regarding recent Washington D.C. primary election and upcoming general elections); 

International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers District Lodge 837 (January 30, 

2012) (no violation where Christmas issue of union publication included color photographs of 

incumbents with holiday messages); International Association of Machinists and Aerospace 

Workers, Local Lodge 2339N (August 12, 2010) (no violation where newsletter provided 
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Decisions from courts also have consistently found that as long as a union 

publication or communication does not promote an incumbent’s candidacy, it does not run afoul 

of Section 401(g).  For example, a district court found no violation of Section 401(g) where a 

union published a magazine that included substantial coverage of incumbent officers and a 

monthly column under the incumbent president’s signature. 12  In so holding, the court noted that 

the magazine covered incumbents in connection with their active participation in issues of 

importance to the union’s membership, and did not promote or denigrate any candidate’s 

candidacy.  The court stated,  

So long as such coverage is addressed to the regular functions, 

policies and activities of such incumbents as officers involved in 

matters of interest to the membership, and not as candidates for 

reelection, there is no violation of [the LMRDA].13   

Another district court found no violation after reviewing six issues of a union’s newspaper that 

contained numerous articles and photographs of incumbent officers including coverage of the 

officers attending industry events, local workshops, seminars, and union scholarship awards.14  

The court found that the “press exposure received by the incumbent officers is substantially 

attributable to their participation in newsworthy events of interest to the Union and that the 

Union paper had not been used a campaign organ in violation of the LMRDA.”15  The court 

noted that it was “not unusual for the publication to publish pictures of incumbent officers in the 

performance of their related activities.”16 

In contrast, courts and the DOL have found 401(g) violations where unions have 

used their publications to promote incumbents and, in the same publication, attack challengers.  

For example, a district court found a Section 401(g) violation where a union published a book 

that included various charts and graphs showing how the incumbent president had outperformed 

previous presidents and, in the same publication, criticized the incumbent’s opponents in his race 

                                                 

information about union business and affairs, did not reference upcoming election, and did not 

include statements that would constitute an endorsement of incumbent candidate). 

12 Camarata v. Int’l Broth. of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and Helpers of 

America, 478 F. Supp. 321 (D.D.C 1979). 

13 Id. at 330. 

14 New Watch-Dog Committee v. New York City Taxi Drivers Union, Local 3036, 438 F. 

Supp. 1242 (S.D.N.Y. 1977). 

15 Id. at 1250. 

16 Id. at 1251. See also Conery v. Niccollai, No. CIV.A. 92-840 (JAG), 1998 WL 34076966, 

at *4 (D.N.J. Feb. 2, 1998) (no violation where union letter did not promote anyone’s 

candidacy).  
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for re-election.17  Similarly, the Second Circuit found a violation of Section 401(g) where a 

union distributed a newsletter that strongly praised the incumbent president, who was running for 

re-election, and strongly criticized the candidate running against him.18  In another decision, a 

district court found a violation where the incumbent president used the union’s newspaper to 

publicize severe criticism of opposing candidates and to provide verbose descriptions of his 

campaign promises.19  In each of these cases, the violation arose from the express promotion of 

an incumbent candidate and, at the same time, the denigration of the incumbent’s opponent. 

B. SAG-AFTRA Podcast 

Antico, Hoving, Marciona, and Woods allege that SAG-AFTRA improperly 

promoted Carteris’s candidacy on the SAG-AFTRA podcast.  The protestors highlight one 

specific podcast episode that contained an interview with Alan Alda, a high-profile actor who 

was the winner of the 55th (2019) SAG Life Achievement Award.  The protestors do not allege 

that the episode at issue ever mentioned the election or Carteris’s candidacy.  It did not.  The fact 

that Alda allegedly previously endorsed Carteris is of no moment, as he did not say anything in 

the interview that even remotely could be construed as promoting Carteris individually or her 

campaign.  Union members are free to endorse candidates for office as long as they do not do so 

using union resources.20  Alda’s prior endorsement of Carteris certainly did not preclude him 

from participating in a podcast interview discussing union-related events where, as was the case 

here, the interview made no mention whatsoever of the election or Carteris’s candidacy. 

Additionally, the tone and content of the Alda episode is virtually identical to the 

other episodes that SAG-AFTRA produced and aired prior to the election.  The episode discusses 

Alda’s career as an actor and his recent receipt of the 55th SAG Life Achievement Award, a topic 

of keen interest to the membership.  The episode was part of a long-standing practice of “Actor-

to-Actor” interviews with the SAG Life Achievement Award winners.  For example, in 2016, 

Carteris conducted a similar interview with Lily Tomlin, the 53rd SAG Life Achievement 

                                                 
17 Guzman v. Local 32B-32J, Service Employees Intern. Union, No. 95 Civ. 5713 (LMM), 

1995 WL 562187 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 21, 1995). 

18 Usery v. Masters, Mates and Pilots, 538 F.2d 946 (2d Cir. 1976). 

19 Hodgson v. Liquor Salesman’s Union, Local No. 2, 335 F. Supp. 1369, 1371-73 

(S.D.NY.), aff’d, 444 F.2d 1344 (2d Cir. 1971). 

20 McLaughlin v. Am. Fed’n of Musicians of U.S. & Canada, AFL-CIO, 700 F. Supp. 726, 

734 (S.D.N.Y. 1988) (“Section 401(g) does not restrict the rights of union members and officials 

to use their private resources to campaign themselves or to support another candidate in any way 

they see fit.”); Air Line Pilots Association (ALPA) (August 4, 2017) (LMRDA allows union 

officers and members to support candidates of their choice so long as no union funds are used in 

doing so), Local Election Council 54 (LEC 54) (August 4, 2017) (same). 
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Winner. 21  The Special Digital Winter 2017 issue of the SAG-AFTRA magazine, distributed to 

members electronically on January 2, 2017, included a multiple-page article on Tomlin including 

footage from the interview.22 Similarly, the Fall/Winter 2017 issue, distributed to members by 

mail on November 15, 2017 and electronically on November 22, 2017, included a cover picture 

and article featuring the 54th SAG Life Achievement Winner, Morgan Freeman, and footage 

from an interview Freeman gave at a SAG-AFTRA Foundation event.23  Former SAG-AFTRA 

and SAG president Ken Howard also conducted Actor-to-Actor interviews with numerous SAG 

Life Achievement award winners.24  

We also find that Carteris’s co-hosting (with Executive Director David White) the 

podcast series as a whole did not violate the Election Policy or applicable law.  As discussed 

above, a union is not prohibited from including coverage of incumbent candidates in the course 

of regular union business.  As the highest elected officer of SAG-AFTRA, Carteris, through the 

podcast, discussed numerous issues of significant and legitimate concern to the SAG-AFTRA 

membership.  Neither she, her co-host, nor any guest ever mentioned the election.  Nor did the 

co-host or any guest say anything to promote Carteris’s candidacy or denigrate any other 

candidate. 

Neither the timing, tone, nor content of the podcast raises any concerns.  The first 

episode of the SAG-AFTRA podcast was released on January 7, 2019, nearly 8 months before 

the election.  Production of the podcast series started even earlier, in or around May 2018, more 

than a year before the election.25  In the first episode of the podcast, co-hosts White and Carteris 

                                                 
21 Actor-to-Actor Interview with Lily Tomlin by Carteris (2016), available at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQr2RawTMTA&t=44s. 

22 Available at: http://digital.copcomm.com/i/766812-special-edition-2017/0?. 

 
23 Available at: http://digital.copcomm.com/i/904648-fall-winter-2017/0?. 

24 See e.g. Actor-to-Actor Interview of Carol Burnett by former SAG-AFTRA President Ken 

Howard (2016), available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AAnmwDHU-vc&t=216s; 

Actor-to-Actor Interview of Rita Moreno by former SAG-AFTRA President Ken Howard 

(2013), available at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0YbcoER83iE&list=PLINVuwP_s5m4JYdcdP2ryNCo0ZL

wpN3ao&index=2; Actor-to-Actor Interview of Dick Van Dyke by former SAG-AFTRA 

President Ken Howard (2012), available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5QIxB6Szt8; 

Actor-to-Actor Interview of Ernest Borgnine by former SAG-AFTRA President Ken Howard 

(2010), available at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zHTU3lfC2KA&list=PL105CDA760EC794B1&feature=plp

p_play_all; Actor-to-Actor Interview of Betty White by former SAG-AFTRA President Ken 

Howard (2009), available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ywhT1XP5eg. 

25 The Spring 2019 issue of the SAG-AFTRA magazine, distributed to members by mail on 

April 29, 2019 and electronically on May 16, 2019, notes that production for the podcast began 

in May 2018. Available at: http://digital.copcomm.com/i/1114369-spring-2019/0?.  The Fall 

2018 issue of SAG-AFTRA magazine, distributed to members by mail on November 12, 2018 
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explained that the purpose of the podcast was to explore issues that affected members working in 

the entertainment industry.  They expressed their hope that the podcast episodes would provide 

members with a greater understanding of the wide variety of work performed by SAG-AFTRA 

members and increase member engagement. 

Since January 2019, SAG-AFTRA has released an episode of the podcast on 

approximately a bi-monthly basis.  Episodes have covered a range of contemporaneous union 

topics, including contract negotiations and performers’ digital property rights.  As was the case 

with the Alda episode, a topically-relevant guest generally accompanies co-hosts Carteris and 

White.  For example, during an episode on stunt performers, Jane Austin, a stunt performer, 

SAG-AFTRA Secretary-Treasurer and presidential candidate who ran against Carteris, and Cort 

Hessler, Chair of the National Stunt Committee, were the guests who joined White and Carteris.  

During an episode on the newly-negotiated Commercials Contract, Carteris and White were 

accompanied by Ray Rodriguez, SAG-AFTRA Chief Contracts Officer, Lori Hunt, Executive 

Director of Commercials and Corporate/Educational & Non-Broadcast Contracts, and Kathy 

Keane, an actor. 

The other episodes focused on similarly topical issues for SAG-AFTRA 

members: 

 First episode-“Making the Revolution” released January 7, 2019 

o As discussed above, this episode provided a short introduction for 

the series and established its goal: to provide information on issues 

that affect members, particularly on Union events and 

developments, and to build member engagement.  

 Second episode- “A Real-Life Telenovela Drama,” released February 5, 

2019  

o Covered SAG-AFTRA’s groundbreaking collective bargaining 

agreement with Telemundo Television Studios.  The collective 

bargaining agreement was the first agreement covering Spanish-

speaking television actors in the Union’s history. 

 Third episode- “The Attack on the Free Press,” released February 5, 2019 

o Discussed threats against reporters at political rallies, an issue of 

critical importance to the Union’s broadcast members.  

 Fourth episode- “Social Media Superstars on the Future of Entertainment,” 

released on February 19  

o Covered a SAG-AFTRA agreement with Zeus, a subscription 

based video-on-demand content production company. 

 Fifth episode- “Sexual Harassment: Have We Reached a Turning Point?,” 

released March 5, 2019 

                                                 

and electronically on November 21, 2018, also includes a reference to the upcoming podcast. 

Available at: http://digital.copcomm.com/i/1054784-fall-2018/0?m4=. 
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o Included discussion with a member regarding her own experiences 

with harassment and advocacy against sexual harassment in the 

entertainment industry.  

 Sixth episode- “Bang! Zoom! Pow! Inside the Dangerous World of Stunt 

Performers,” released on March 19, 2019  

o Discussed Union initiatives to ensure safe sets for stunt performers. 

 Seventh episode- “Who Controls Your Digital Rights? From Deepfakes to 

Resurrecting the Dead”- released on April 2  

o Covered Union initiatives to protect members from new 

technology used to create false images and video of performers. 

 Eighth episode, “A Life in Music,” released on April 16, 2019 

o Singer-songwriter and SAG-AFTRA Vice President Dan Navarro 

shared music and industry insights.  

 Ninth episode, “How NextGen Empowers Performers,” released on April 

30, 2019 

o Covered Union initiatives to engage and support younger 

members.   

 Tenth episode- “CES Unplugged - Where Technology is Going,” released 

on May 14, 2019 

o Included an investigation of the CES tech show in Las Vegas and 

an interview with the Union’s General Counsel Duncan Crabtree-

Ireland on steps the union is taking to protect and empower 

members in an era of new technology.   

 Eleventh episode: “Actor-to-Actor with Alan Alda,” released on May 28, 

2019 

o Discussed above. 

 Twelfth and thirteenth episodes- “Disruption in Entertainment, Part 1: 

Threats and Opportunities,” and “Disruption in Entertainment, Part 2: The 

Future of Content,” released on June 24, 2019 and June 25, 2019 

o Included a discussion with Jeffrey Cole, a research professor and 

director of the Center for the Digital Future at USC, and Sanjay 

Sharma, co-founder and CEO of Marginal Mediaworks, on the rise 

of new media and its impact on performers. 

 Fourteenth episode- “How the New Commercials Contracts Change the 

Game,” released on July 9, 2019 

o Focused on the newly negotiated Commercials Contract and 

included interviews with Chief Contracts Officer Ray Rodriguez, 

Executive Director of Commercials and Corporate/Education & 

Non-Broadcast Contracts Lori Hunt and actor Kathy Keane. 

 Fifteenth episode- “How SAGindie Connects Actors and Filmmakers,” 

released on July 23, 2019 

o Provided actors with information about SAGindie, an initiative to 

promote a working relationship between professional actors and 

independent filmmakers. 

 Sixteenth episode, “What Happens Behind the Voices,” released on 

August 6, 2019 
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o Included interviews with veteran voice actors discussing their craft 

and experience. 

Since the podcast episodes relate to timely and relevant newsworthy union issues, 

do not reference the upcoming election, and do not include statements that would constitute the 

endorsement or denigration of any candidate, we find no violation of the Election Policy or 

applicable federal election law.  

C. SAG-AFTRA Videos  

Antico, Hoving, Marciona, and Woods allege that SAG-AFTRA promoted 

Carteris through “various videos online,” as well as a video loop displayed in lobby of the Ken 

Howard Membership Center in the Los Angeles office.  Other than Nelson pointing to the video 

loop and a video version of the “Actor to Actor” interview between Carteris and Alda on the 

SAG-AFTRA website,26 the protestors do not specify which online videos allegedly violate the 

Election Policy or federal law.  Additionally, the protestors do not allege that the video loop or 

the videos posted online ever reference the election or Carteris’s candidacy.  They do not. 

With regard to the video loop, SAG-AFTRA has projected a video loop in its Los 

Angeles membership center lobby since at least 2012, when SAG and AFTRA merged to form 

SAG-AFTRA.  The loop typically features between six to ten short videos displayed with 

subtitles, but no audio.  The videos cover newsworthy union events, provide updates on recent 

membership benefit changes, and seek to encourage member engagement.   

Antico, Hoving, Marciona and Wood’s post-election protests incorporate 

allegations from a July 9, 2019 email that Antico sent to SAG-AFTRA.  At the time of this 

email, a video loop posted on March 29, 2019 was playing in the membership center lobby.  

Carteris appears in a portion of the loop discussing SAG-AFTRA’s strike against the advertising 

agency BBH, in a section of the loop with fellow Beverly Hills 90210 cast members showing 

support for SAG-AFTRA’s “Ads Go Union” organizing campaign, and in clips of prior union 

actions depicted in a video called “Siempre Contigo,” aimed at showing the union’s support for 

its Spanish-language organizing and collective bargaining efforts. 

We do not find the timing of the loop to be problematic, as the loop has 

consistently run since at least 2012.  The union organizing campaigns highlighted in the loop --

the BBH strike and the “Ads Go Union Campaign”-- were key Union campaigns at the time of 

display.27  Similarly, the content and tone of the loop do not raise any concerns, as no video in 

                                                 
26 Nelson additionally alleges that Carteris and other Unite for Strength members may have 

breached their fiduciary duties to the Union.  This allegation does not state a violation of the 

Election Policy or the election provisions of the LMRDA, and thus is not within the purview of 

the Election Committee.  Additionally, Nelson has alleged no facts supporting a breach of 

fiduciary duty claim. 

27 SAG-AFTRA removed footage regarding the BBH strike and posted a new loop shortly 

after a July 20, 2019 announcement that SAG-AFTRA and BBH had reached a settlement 

agreement.   
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the loop promotes Carteris’s candidacy or denigrates any other candidate.  Indeed, the videos in 

the loop make no reference whatsoever to the upcoming election. 

All of the footage of Carteris is in the context of recent, newsworthy union 

activities, such as contemporaneous strikes and organizing campaigns.  Carteris does not discuss 

her personal campaign goals or prior accomplishments.  The clip with her Beverly Hills 90210 

cast members does no more than voice support for the “Ads Go Union” campaign, and makes no 

mention of Carteris’s candidacy.  The video loop also includes a favorable clip of Jane Austin, a 

presidential candidate running against Carteris. 

Although Nelson questions the lack of MembershipFirst candidates in clips, there 

is no obligation to include all candidates in union publications on issues unrelated to the election 

or newsworthy events. 28  The protesters present no evidence indicating that SAG-AFTRA 

excluded newsworthy events involving MembershipFirst candidates. The coverage of Carteris is 

clearly in her capacity as an incumbent officer engaged in union initiative and activities. 

Since Antico, Hoving, Marciano and Wood provide no specificity in their protest 

regarding online videos, it is not clear what other videos they claim are problematic.  As an 

entertainment union, SAG-AFTRA maintains a regular online presence with frequent video 

postings.  All of the videos that SAG-AFTRA posted on its website and other social media 

channels that include footage of Carteris do so solely in the context of newsworthy events.  For 

example, in the past year, Carteris has appeared in a video encouraging members to vote in the 

US midterm election, in videos encouraging members to support the strike against BBH, and in 

an interview with the 55th SAG Life Achievement award winner Alan Alda.29  Jane Austin, one 

of Carteris’s opponents, also appeared in newsworthy footage.  None of the videos referenced 

Carteris’s candidacy or the election, and none denigrated any other candidate.   

In sum, the membership center lobby video loop and all online videos posted by 

SAG-AFTRA focused exclusively on events of interest to the SAG-AFTRA membership, 

including organizing campaigns, collective bargaining developments, and other timely issues 

facing the Union.  Coverage of Carteris was strictly in the context of important, newsworthy 

events of legitimate interest to the SAG-AFTRA membership.  The coverage did not promote 

Carteris’s individual accomplishments, but instead focused exclusively on the Union’s 

achievements.  As such, we find no violation of the Election Policy or applicable federal law. 

                                                 
28 See e.g. Camarata, 478 F. Supp. at 330-31 (noting that there was no evidence that political 

opponents who did not receive coverage in union publication had participated in newsworthy, 

non-political activities that would merit coverage); New Watch-Dog Committee, 438 F. Supp. at 

1251 (same). 

 
29 Nelson takes issue with this video, which contains the same footage of the interview that 

aired on the SAG-AFTRA podcast.  As discussed above, the interview contains no endorsement 

of Carteris and no mention of her candidacy, the election, or any other candidate running for 

office. See supra at p. 6-7.   
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D. SAG-AFTRA Magazine 

Antico, Hoving, Marciano, Woods and Nelson allege that the Spring 2019 issue 

of the SAG-AFTRA magazine improperly promoted Carteris.30  Specifically, the protestors note 

that the issue included a number of references to Carteris and a section covering her interview 

with Alan Alda, discussed supra at p. 6-7.  They also allege that the magazine included fewer 

mentions of Jane Austin and no mention of Matthew Modine, two other candidates for national 

president.  The protestors do not allege that the magazine refers to Carteris’s candidacy or the 

election.  It does not.  A review of the timing, content and tone of the references to Carteris does 

not support a finding that SAG-AFTRA promoted Carteris in violation of the Election Policy or 

applicable federal election law. 

First, the timing of the release of the Spring 2019 issue does not raise any 

concerns.  SAG-AFTRA distributes its magazine to members on a quarterly basis.  The Spring 

2019 issue of the magazine was distributed to SAG-AFTRA members by mail on April 29, 2019 

and electronically on May 16, 2019, a mailing schedule similar to the release of prior issues31 

and more than three months prior to the election. 

The tone and content of the magazine similarly are not problematic.  All 

references to Carteris in the Spring 2019 issue relate solely to newsworthy union issues and 

reflect coverage of Carteris similar to earlier publications of the magazine.  The number of 

mentions and images of Carteris in the Spring 2019 issue is similar to the average number of 

mentions and images of Carteris in prior issues of the magazine (excluding “Special Edition” 

Winter issues, which focus almost exclusively on the SAG Awards).  Moreover, the number of 

mentions and images of Carteris in the Spring 2019 issue is nearly identical to the number of 

mentions and images of Carteris in the Spring 2018 issue and the Spring 2017 issue. 

As an entertainment union, SAG-AFTRA must maintain a regular media presence 

and uses its magazine to connect with members and the larger industry regarding the activities of 

the union and its leaders.  The Spring 2019 issue depicts Carteris attending various union and 

entertainment industry events.  For example, Carteris, who also sits on the AFL-CIO Executive 

Council, is mentioned in a blurb regarding the AFL-CIO Civil and Human Rights Conference, 

where she served as a panelist.  Carteris is also shown attending the ReelAbilities Film Festival, 

an event that focuses on people with different abilities, and a Power Women Summit on 

workplace sexual harassment.  Since the Harvey Weinstein scandal broke in October 2017, 

                                                 
30 Nelson additionally alleges that the Spring 2019 issue improperly promoted other Unite for 

Strength candidates.  The footage of National Board members Elaine Loh and Ben Whitehair and 

SAG-AFTRA member Chantal Cousineau is in the context of a video supporting the SAG-

AFTRA strike against BBH, and makes no reference to the election or to their candidacies.  For 

the reasons discussed with respect to Carteris, we find no merit to this allegation. 

31  The Spring 2018 issue was emailed to members by mail on April 4, 2017 and 

electronically on April 18, 2018.  The Spring 2017 issue was distributed to members by mail on 

May 1, 2017 and electronically on May 10, 2017.  The Spring 2016 issue was distributed to 

members by mail on May 17, 2016 and electronically on June 3, 2016. 
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Carteris has been a high-profile voice in the labor movement and entertainment industry on 

issues involving sexual harassment.  Past issues have included similar blurbs regarding Carteris’s 

attendance at conferences, union events and film festivals.  For example, in the Spring 2017 

issue, Carteris is pictured attending the Sundance Film Festival.  In the Spring 2018 issue, 

Carteris is depicted attending the IATSE Women’s Committee Networking Event, a female 

leadership luncheon, and an AFL-CIO leadership summit on sexual harassment in the workplace.   

The Spring 2019 issue also includes quotations and pictures of Carteris in articles 

regarding the union’s latest collective bargaining negotiations, including bargaining with 

Entercom Communications Corp., and recent union actions and meetings, including rallies in 

support of SAG-AFTRA’s strike against BBH and a report provided to the National Board.  In 

prior issues, Carteris provided quotes for articles on similar topics.  For example, in the Fall 2017 

issue, Carteris is quoted in an article regarding SAG-AFTRA’s strike against a group of video 

game corporations.  In the Fall 2018 issue, Carteris is featured in a video discussing the strike 

against BBH.  The magazine regularly covers Carteris’s reports to the National Board (see e.g. 

Carteris’s report to the National Board regarding the merger of the SAG and AFTRA health 

plans, the implementation of direct deposit of residual checks, and the Telemundo organizing 

campaign in the Spring 2017 issue, and Carteris’s report to the National Board regarding the 

Network Television Code and Telemundo negotiations in the Summer 2018 issue).  

The Spring 2019 issue contains no reference to Carteris’s candidacy.  It does not 

endorse Carteris, promote her candidacy, or denigrate any candidate running against her.  The 

tone of the portions of the magazine that refer to Carteris is not laudatory of her as an individual, 

but rather appropriately positive about the Union’s achievements.  The only reference to the 

election is in the Notice of Nominations and Election itself, entitled “Calling All Candidates,” 

that provides factual details regarding the upcoming election.  This section does not mention 

Carteris or any other candidates.  

 Jane Austin, who ran against Carteris, also frequently receives coverage in the 

magazine regarding her participation in various union and industry events.  For example, the 

Spring 2019 issue highlighted Austin meeting with the newly-elected governor of California, 

quoted and pictured Austin in an article regarding the BBH strike, and mentioned Austin as a 

participant at the Power Women Summit.  The magazine also includes coverage of Austin’s 

regular reports to the National Board regarding the union’s finances. 

The protestors’ complaint regarding the amount of coverage of Carteris and 

United for Strength (“UFS”) candidates, as compared to Modine, Austin and other candidates, is 

unfounded.  As discussed supra at p. 11 although the LMRDA and the Election Policy require 

the Union to afford all candidates an equal opportunity to distribute campaign literature at their 

own expense, there is no requirement that all candidates for office receive equal coverage in 

union publications on issues unrelated to the election or newsworthy events.32  As discussed 

                                                 
32 See e.g. Camarata, 478 F. Supp. at 330-31 (noting that there was no evidence that political 

opponents who did not receive coverage in union publication had participated in newsworthy, 

non-political activities that would merit coverage); New Watch-Dog Committee, 438 F. Supp. at 

1251 (same). 
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above, the DOL and the courts have regularly recognized that incumbent officers generally 

receive frequent coverage in union publications due to the nature of their involvement in the 

work of the union.  The protestors present no evidence that SAG-AFTRA failed to cover 

newsworthy events involving Modine, Austin or other MembershipFirst candidates.  In fact, 

Modine is included in the Spring 2019 issue in a list of high profile supporters of the BBH strike.  

As noted, Austin received significant coverage in the Spring 2019 issue.  However, as the highest 

elected officer and chief spokesperson for the Union, Carteris understandably received more 

coverage than other SAG-AFTRA members or officers.  

The final allegation of Antico, Hoving, Marciano, and Woods concerns an article 

about the 55th SAG Life Achievement Award winner, Alan Alda.  The article includes excerpts 

and footage from Carteris’s “Actor-to-Actor” interview of Alda, discussed supra at p. 6-7.  Like 

the podcast and video, the article did not promote Carteris or her candidacy, did not mention the 

election, and did not denigrate any other candidates.  Thus, as we concluded with respect to the 

podcast and video, we find no violation here.  

 

In sum, we find no evidence of improper promotion and no violation of the 

Election Policy or applicable federal law. 

II. Use of Membership List 

Antico, Hoving, Marciano, and Woods claim that Carteris improperly used the 

SAG-AFTRA membership database to electioneer.  The only support that the protestors provide 

for this allegation is a list of endorsements from certain National Officers, Local Board members, 

and Local Officers on the website for Carteris’s slate, Unite for Strength.  However, the 

protesters provide no evidence that Carteris communicated with these National and Local 

Officers and Board members by using the SAG-AFTRA membership list.  Carteris, as the 

incumbent president, has obviously met and interacted with these National and Local Board 

members throughout her presidency (and, prior to that, while she was Executive Vice President).  

As discussed supra at p. 6, endorsements by union officers made without using union resources 

do not constitute a violation of the Election Policy or federal election law.  Since no facts, 

documentation, or evidence has been provided to substantiate the protestors’ claim that Carteris 

used the SAG-AFTRA membership list, we find no violation here. 

III. Travel for Commercial Campaign 

Antico, Hoving, Marciano and Woods also allege that Carteris improperly 

engaged in “electioneering” by traveling “around the country to support the passage of a 

commercial contract.”  Carteris was Chair of the Negotiating Committee for the Commercials 

Contract and, in this capacity, traveled to New York to attend negotiating sessions.  The 

protestors provide no evidence that Carteris engaged in campaigning for the election on these 

trips or on any other Union-sponsored travel.  As Carteris made these trips as Chair of the 

Negotiating Committee on official union business, we find no violation. 
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IV. BH90210 

Hamilton, Long, Nelson, and AllJAHyé allege that Carteris received an improper 

contribution from an employer through her role as an executive producer and cast member in a 

reunion show of the series Beverly Hills 90210.  Carteris played the role of Andrea Zuckerman 

in the original Beverly Hills 90210 series, which aired from 1990 to 2000.  In the recently aired 

“BH90210,” the cast of the original show return for a six-episode self-referential parody 

premised on the idea that the cast members have come together to determine whether to film a 

reboot of Beverly Hills 90210. 

Although the show aired in August 2019, production began significantly before 

the election.  Rather than play their original 90210 characters, the cast members play 

fictionalized versions of their real-life selves.  For example, Tori Spelling, who played the role of 

Donna Martin on the original series, is depicted as a character named “Tori” in the reunion 

version.  In real life, Spelling has been the subject of a number of reality TV shows with her 

husband Dean McDermott such as “True Tori and Dean: Cabin Fever.”  On the reunion series, 

Spelling’s character “Tori” is married to a man named “Nate” and is portrayed as participating in 

a fictionalized version of one of these shows called “Tori and Nate: Spelling the Beans.”  

Consistent with the treatment of all cast members, Carteris’s character on the new 

series, “Gabrielle,” is partially based on her current life.  In the new series, Carteris is the 

president of a fictional union, “Actors Guild of America,” a reference to Carteris’s position as 

the SAG-AFTRA president.  The primary character arc of “Gabrielle,” however, focuses on her 

becoming a grandmother and exploring her sexuality. 

We have reviewed the clips provided by the protesters, which total approximately 

1 minute and 15 seconds out of a total of six 43-minute episodes.  The clips do not refer to 

“Gabrielle” running for union office or to an internal union election.  There is nothing that occurs 

on the series that can even remotely be considered to be promoting Carteris’s candidacy.  A 

fictionalized reference to an incumbent candidate’s union position in the context of a dramatic 

television series, standing alone, simply does not violate Section 401(g). 

Similarly, there is no basis for the protestors’ allegation that Carteris’s status as an 

executive producer constitutes an improper employer contribution.  As noted, the television 

series does not refer to Carteris’s candidacy or the upcoming union election.  All of the original 

Beverly Hill 90210 cast members who participated in the reboot were given executive producer 

status.  Since the series does not promote Carteris as a candidate for office, this title is of no 

import.33  

                                                 
33 To the extent that the protestors seek to challenge Carteris’s eligibility to run in 

the election, this issue should have been raised as an eligibility challenge with five (5) days 

under Article VI.A of the Election Policy.  We find that such an eligibility protest would be 

untimely.  Moreover, there is no evidence whatsoever that Carteris was ineligible to run for 

office.  Pursuant to Article VIII(G) of the SAG-AFTRA Constitution a “management employee” 

is defined as “anyone who acts primarily and continually in the interests of an employer or 

employers rather than in the interests of the members of the Union.”  The protesters provide no 
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In sum, we find that Carteris’s participation in the BH90210 series, both as a cast 

member and an executive producer, did not constitute receipt of an unlawful employer 

contribution. 

V. Carteris as Alleged Management Employee on Union Committees  

Nelson and Long allege that Carteris improperly served on the Union’s Wages & 

Working Conditions (“W and W”) and Negotiating Committees while also serving as an 

executive producer on BH90210 “in violation of union rules.”  However, the claim that Carteris 

improperly served on these internal union committees does not state a violation of the LMRDA 

or the Election Policy, and therefore is not within the scope of the Election Committee’s 

jurisdiction. 

VI. Carteris’s Candidate Statement 

Hamilton, Long, Nelson and AllJAHyé allege that SAG-AFTRA improperly 

allowed Carteris to revise her candidate statement after the submission deadline to include 

information about a recently negotiated contract between SAG-AFTRA and Netflix.34  First, the 

protesters presented no evidence that Carteris revised her candidate statement after the deadline 

for submission of candidate statements.  All candidate statements had to be submitted through 

the Nominations Portal by June 28, 2019 at 5:00 PM.  A review of the Portal shows that Carteris 

submitted her candidate statement for National President on June 28, 2019 at 2:14 PM.  Carteris 

initially submitted both her National and Local Board Member statements on June 28, 2019 at 

2:15 PM and then submitted revised statements on June 28, 2019 at 4:59 PM (before the 

deadline).  The SAG-AFTRA IT department confirmed that Carteris’s statements were not 

altered prior to their July 24, 2019 publication.35   

                                                 

evidence that Carteris works “primarily and continually in the interest of an employer,” but 

rather only point to the fact that Carteris, along with all fellow cast members, held the title of an 

executive producer on a single television series.  Accordingly, we find no violation.  

34 Nelson and AllJAHyé also claim that Carteris may have violated the SAG-AFTRA 

Constitution by allegedly claiming to have personally negotiated the Netflix agreement and by 

not putting the Netflix agreement out for ratification.  These allegations, which are entirely 

unfounded, have no bearing on the election, and thus do not constitute a violation of the Election 

Policy or applicable law. 

35 AllJAHyé additionally alleges that SAG-AFTRA representatives improperly allowed 

Carteris to revise her candidate statement after the deadline, but denied AllJAHyé the 

opportunity to make a revision to her candidate statement.  As noted, the SAG-AFTRA IT 

Department confirmed that Carteris did not revise her statement after the deadline.  AllJAHyé’s 

submitted candidate statements for the National Officers Election and Los Angeles Local 

Election exceeded the one-hundred (100) word limit for candidate statements outlined in Article 

III.A.1.b of the Election Policy.  The National Officer Election Committee and the Los Angeles 

Local Election Committee reviewed the statements and agreed to publish only the first one-

hundred (100) words of each statement in accordance with the Election Policy.  AllJAHyé then 
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Second, there is no evidence that Carteris’s reference to the Netflix agreement in 

her campaign statement involved an improper contribution of union or employer resources.  The 

protestors have not alleged that Carteris used any union funds, facilities, staff or other union 

resources in connection with her inclusion of a reference to the Netflix Agreement in her 

campaign statements. Carteris, as chair of the TV/Theatrical negotiating committee, properly had 

access to this information. Nothing in federal election law or the Election Policy prohibits a 

candidate from using information acquired through his or her work as an incumbent officer to 

establish a campaign platform. Indeed, incumbent officers often focus their reelection materials 

on priorities and concerns gleaned through their experience in office. That is precisely what 

occurred here. 

Third, the protestors’ claim that Carteris breached union confidentiality by 

including a reference to the Netflix agreement in her candidate statement is also without merit. 

The protestors have provided no evidence that Carteris was under an official order or obligation 

to keep this information confidential prior to presentation to the National Board on July 20, 

2019.  As the chair of the TV/Theatrical negotiating committee, it follows that Carteris became 

aware of the final terms prior to this presentation to the National Board.  In any event, this claim 

does not belong in this forum.36  

Finally, Carteris’s inclusion of a reference to the Netflix agreement in her 

candidate statement had no impact on the outcome of the election.  On July 20, 2019, SAG-

AFTRA issued a public press release regarding its contract with Netflix.  This public 

announcement was made more than a week before IVS mailed ballots and candidate statements 

to the members.  Thus, even before the members saw Carteris’s campaign statement, all 

candidates had the opportunity to discuss and comment on the Netflix contract in their own 

campaign communications, mailings and online postings. 

Given the fact that the IT Department confirmed that Carteris’s statement was not 

changed after the June 28th deadline, the lack of evidence that Carteris used any union resources 

in connection with her reference to the Netflix agreement in her campaign statement, and the fact 

that all candidates and members were informed of the Netflix deal before Carteris’s campaign 

statement was published, the Election Committee finds no violation of the Election Policy or 

applicable law. 

                                                 

requested to revise her candidate statements after the June 28, 2019 deadline.  There was no 

violation of the Election Policy. 

36 The allegation that Carteris violated a SAG-AFTRA rule concerning confidentiality does 

not implicate the Election Policy or the federal law governing elections.  In fact, the DOL 

Regulations do not allow unions to regulate the content of a candidate's campaign literature or 

materials.  Specifically, the DOL Regulations provide that a union may not alter or censure 

statements of candidates in any way.  29 C.F.R. § 452.70.  Similarly, Article III(A)(1)(b)(viii) of 

the Election states that, with the exception of certain formatting requirements, the Union will 

print candidate campaign statements exactly as submitted. 
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VII. Alleged Election Committee Bias and Timing of Decision Issuance  

Nelson alleges that the Election Committee is biased because all members were 

“selected and seated by UFS, Ms. Carteris’ political party.” Nelson requests the appointment of a 

“truly independent Election Committee.”37 

 The Election Committee was appointed pursuant to the procedures in Article 

VI(G)(2)(g) of the SAG-AFTRA Constitution, which provides, in relevant part:  

i. The National Board shall appoint a National Officer Election 

Committee to oversee the conduct of all National Officer elections 

and to hear and determine election protests in accordance with the 

procedures and polices established by the National Board.  

ii. The Election Committee shall be made up of at least three (3) 

members in good standing, who may not be candidates for 

National Officer, National Board or Local Board positions.  

The members of this Election Committee were, accordingly, appointed by the 

National Board, and not, as alleged, by any political party.  The appointment was the result of a 

unanimous decision by the National Board.  We find no violation.  

Nelson next requests that the Election Committee issue decisions prior to the date 

of the Convention in order to avoid costs to the Union to rerun the Convention should the 

election be set aside.  Nelson does not allege any violation of the Election Policy or of applicable 

federal law. 

Article IV(g)(2)(h)(iii) of the SAG-AFTRA Constitution and Article (VI)(B)(1)(e) 

of the Election Policy require the Election Committee to render its written decision on all 

election protests “as promptly as possible, but in no event more than forty-five (45) days 

following the date of the election.” As our decision is in accord with this provision, we find no 

violation.  

VIII. Alleged Use of Union Resources in Carteris Campaign Video  

Nelson alleges that Carteris improperly created a campaign video using union 

resources.  In support of his protest, Nelson provides a link to the video at issue.38  Nelson 

alleges that, in the video, Carteris uses official SAG-AFTRA graphics and design, and union-

owned photographs of Carteris conducting union business beneath the SAG-AFTRA logo.  

                                                 
37 AllJAHyé similarly alleges that Bill Charlton was appointed Chair of the “LA Governance 

Review Committee” by Carteris through the use of “skullduggery.” She provides no evidence for 

this assertion, nor any connection between this claim and the election process. Accordingly, we 

find no violation.  

38 Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u3EnoisFNrg.  
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Nelson further alleges that Carteris then posted the video via Twitter and other social media 

platforms.  

A. Use of SAG-AFTRA Graphics and Design 

Nelson’s claim that Carteris used union graphics and design in her campaign 

video is devoid of any factual or evidentiary support.  Nelson makes no allegation that the 

graphics and design used in the video are trademarked by SAG-AFTRA, nor that the graphics 

and design were made using union computers, facilities, staff, or other union resources.  As 

Nelson has failed to meet the burden of proof, we find no violation of the Election Policy or 

applicable federal law.   

B. Use of Union-Owned Photos 

Nelson next alleges that Carteris used a Union-owned photo in the campaign 

video. Nelson again provides no evidence that the photo appearing at the beginning of the video 

is the property of the Union.  SAG-AFTRA confirmed that the photo at issue was not a Union 

photo.  In a virtually identical case, the DOL found no violation where a candidate displayed 

photos on his campaign website which were taken at union facilities and union sponsored events, 

contained the union logo, and were previously used in Union publications.39 The DOL found 

determinative the fact that no union resources had been used to create the photos, even though 

the union, unlike here, may have used the same photos on its website and in its publications.  

Since there is no evidence that union resources were used to create the photo, we find no 

violation of the Election Policy or applicable federal law.  

C. Use of SAG-AFTRA Logo 

The DOL has held that the LMRDA prohibits the use of a union logo in campaign 

materials only if its use creates the impression that the union supports or endorses a candidate.40  

Similarly, Article IV(A)(1)(d) of the Election Policy prohibits use of the Union’s logo “in a 

manner which would reasonably be construed as an endorsement by the Union.”  In a 2017 

SAG-AFTRA election protest involving the New England Local, the DOL found no violation of 

applicable law or the Election Policy where a candidate used the SAG-AFTRA logo in his 

personal campaign Facebook and Twitter accounts because the posts at issue were clearly those 

of the candidate, and did not create the impression that SAG-AFTRA endorsed his campaign.41 

Here, the only depiction of the SAG-AFTRA logo was in a photo of Carteris 

shown at the beginning of the video, where Carteris is seated in a room with the logo situated on 

the wall behind her.  The photo appears in the context of a video wherein Carteris asks for 

                                                 
39 Painters District Council 5 (DC 5) of the International Union of Painters and Allied 

Trades (Sept. 9, 2016). 

40 National Association of Letter Carriers (NALC) (Dec. 4, 2014); see also SAG-AFTRA New 

England Local (March 9, 2018). 

41 SAG-AFTRA New England Local (March 9, 2018). 
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member support in the SAG-AFTRA election.  The video also contains the logo and web address 

of Carteris’s campaign, Unite for Strength, and its New York-affiliated slate, USAN.  The video 

ends in a disclaimer “Not Paid for by SAG-AFTRA Funds.”  Because the video unmistakably 

belongs to the campaign, not the Union, the photo showing the SAG-AFTRA logo cannot 

reasonably be construed as an endorsement by SAG-AFTRA of Carteris.  

The fact the Carteris is shown in front of the logo is of no moment, as nothing in 

the video suggests that the Union endorsed her.  The DOL has consistently held that the mere 

appearance in a photo of a candidate and a union logo, on a t-shirt or otherwise, does not 

constitute an endorsement.42  Accordingly, we find that the photo in the campaign video 

depicting Carteris does not constitute a violation of the Election Policy or applicable federal law.  

D. Video Posted on Social Media 

Nelson’s final allegation is that Carteris posted the video on various social media 

platforms. Nelson provides no evidence that the video was posted on any SAG-AFTRA 

platform.  He also does not allege that the Union operated any of the pages on the platforms on 

which it was posted, or that the posting involved any Union resources.  The posting of a 

campaign video online, without any evidence that union resources were used in connection with 

the posting, does not constitute a violation of the Election Policy or applicable federal law.  

Accordingly, we find no violation.  

IX. Alleged Verbal Assault of Member Harcharic 

Nelson alleges that Carteris and other UFS candidates “verbally assaulted, 

intimidated, [and] harassed” member Linda Harcharic (“Harcharic”) in order to prevent 

Harcharic from distributing campaign literature in support of the MembershipFirst slate in front 

of the Union’s Los Angeles office. 

As the only evidence supporting this claim, Nelson provides an email from 

Harcharic recounting an incident that allegedly occurred on August 12 between 10 AM and 11 

AM outside the Los Angeles SAG-AFTRA office.  Harcharic describes an encounter with 

Carteris in which Carteris supposedly yelled at Harcharic and expressed her disappointment that 

Harcharic attacked Carteris on social media.  Harcharic claims that the two then engaged in a 

prolonged conversation regarding Carteris’s support for background actors and Harcharic’s 

support for the MembershipFirst slate. 

Harcharic, in her email, provides screenshots of two Twitter posts which each 

state, “Hot Gossip! We Hear #GabrielleCarteris Was Caught Screaming on a Hollywood 

Sidewalk At An Opposing Candidate In Her Hotly Contested #SagAftra Election!”  Harcharic 

herself acknowledges, however, that although the conversation was heated at the beginning, it 

                                                 
42 Painters District Council 5 (DC 5) of the International Union of Painters and Allied 

Trades (Sept. 9, 2016); International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local 1900 (Apr. 13, 

2010). 
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quickly quieted down.  Harcharic does not allege that Carteris cursed or made any threats against 

her.  Nor does she claim that Carteris prevented her from distributing her campaign literature. 

Neither Nelson nor Harcharic allege that any Union resources were used to 

denigrate MembershipFirst candidates.  Nor is there any allegation that Carteris or any other 

UFS candidate acted in his or her capacity as a union official to prevent Harcharic from 

distributing campaign literature.  

The conduct alleged does not state a violation of the Election Policy or applicable 

federal law.  Carteris’s remarks, as alleged, constitute nothing more than campaign speech.  

Therefore, without any allegation or evidence that union resources were used to denigrate a 

particular candidate or slate of candidates, or that Carteris (or anyone else) prevented Harcharic 

from distributing campaign literature, we find no violation.  

X. Alleged Defamation of Modine by Carteris 

Nelson alleges that on August 22nd and 23rd, Carteris defamed candidate Modine 

through comments published in news articles, on Twitter and by email sent to union members 

when she alleged that the Modine campaign had violated union election rules and federal labor 

law by receiving employer contributions, including free film production services from the New 

York Film Academy.  Nelson alleges that Carteris, in making these statements, knowingly made 

false allegations against member Modine in violation of federal law. 

The underlying issue of Modine accepting unlawful campaign contributions was 

discussed at length in an August 21, 2019 article in the Los Angeles Times entitled “Film 

school’s ties with Matthew Modine face scrutiny in heated SAG-AFTRA election.”43  The crux 

of the article was that New York Film Academy, an employer, had promoted Modine’ s 

candidacy through posts on social media and videos that it produced.  An experienced labor 

lawyer quoted in the articled noted that the videos, which were co-branded for the slate and the 

film academy, constituted a per se violation of federal labor law. 

Nelson does not claim that Carteris made any of the comments in the Los Angeles 

Times article or elsewhere in her capacity as a union official.  The DOL Regulations make clear 

that a union may not “censor the statements of the candidates in any way, even though the 

statement may include derogatory remarks about other candidates.” 29 C.F.R. § 452.70.  We find 

that Nelson’s allegations do not state a violation of the Election Policy or applicable federal law. 

Nelson also alleges that Carteris violated Title V of the LMRDA, 29 U.S.C. § 

501(a), requiring that officers act as fiduciaries of the union.  Although this issue is not within 

our purview, we note that Nelson has not provided any evidence that Carteris violated her duty 

as a fiduciary of SAG-AFTRA. 

                                                 
43 Available at: https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/business/story/2019-08-

21/matthew-modine-sag-aftra-election-new-york-film-academy.  
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XI. Fradin Text Messages to Members 

Nelson alleges that National Board Member and UFS Chicago Local candidate 

Illyssa Fradin contracted with employer Eye-Dentify, Inc. to send text messages to union 

members containing a photograph of Carteris and the message “I support reelecting Gabrielle 

Carteris President of SAG-AFTRA.”  Nelson alleges that this text message violates various 

provisions of the Election Policy -- including Article III(B) on mailing and emailing campaign 

literature, Article III(B)(4) requiring disclaimers in campaign literature, Article IV(B) prohibiting 

the use of employer resources to promote a candidate or slate of candidates -- as well as Titles IV 

and V of the LMRDA and the Telephone Consumers Protection Act (“TCPA”).  We will address 

each of these in turn. 

Article III(B)(1)-(4) of the Election Policy deals exclusively with Union-

facilitated candidate mailings and emailings at the candidate’s expense.  Under these provisions, 

where the Union mails or emails candidate literature, as it is required to do under federal law, the 

literature must include a disclaimer informing members that it was not paid for using SAG-

AFTRA funds.  Nelson provides no evidence that the Union sent the text message at issue to 

members, and the Union confirms that it did not.  Further, as Nelson admits in his protest, text 

message communications are not regulated by these provisions of the Election Policy.  

Accordingly, we find no violation.  

Article IV(B) of the Election Policy prohibits the use of employer funds to 

promote the candidacy of any person.  Nelson states in his protest that, “[u]nless Ms. Fradin paid 

Eye-Dentify at the fair market value for its distribution of the Text, such distribution constitutes a 

prohibited employer contribution to Ms. Carteris’ campaign.”  Nelson, however, provides no 

evidence indicating that Eye-Dentify is, in fact, an employer or that Fradin failed to pay for the 

text distribution.  SAG-AFTRA confirmed that it did not pay for the text distribution.  

Accordingly, we find no violation of the Election Policy or applicable federal law.  

Nelson’s next theory is that the text messages violate Section § 481(c) of the 

LMRDA, which prohibits a union from discriminating among candidates in connection with its 

mailing of campaign literature at a candidate’s expense. As stated above, however, the evidence 

establishes that Fradin, not SAG-AFTRA, arranged for the distribution of the text messages.  

Nelson does not allege or provide evidence that the Union or any of its officers provided Fradin 

with the phone numbers of SAG-AFTRA members in order to distribute the text messages.  Nor 

does he allege or provide evidence that the Union or any of its officers provided any candidate or 

campaign with any members’ phone numbers.  SAG-AFTRA confirmed that it did not.  It is not 

unusual for a candidate, particularly one like Fradin who has been involved in the union for 

decades, to have members’ phone numbers, or for a campaign to obtain personal contact 

information from members who sign up to receive information from the campaign.  Nelson has 

not provided any evidence showing that anything other than this occurred here.  Accordingly, we 

find no violation.  

Finally, Nelson alleges that Fradin violated her fiduciary obligations under Title V 

of the LMRDA.  As we concluded with respect to the identical allegation about Carteris, this 

issue is not within our purview.  Additionally, we note that Nelson has not provided any 

evidence that Fradin violated her duty as a fiduciary of SAG-AFTRA. 
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XII. Jeffrey’s Cease and Desist Letter to MembershipFirst Slate 

Nelson alleges that, on August 1, eight Union officials, including Carteris, 

authorized attorney Pamela Jeffrey to send a letter to twenty members supporting the 

MembershipFirst slate “threatening litigation if [the MembershipFirst supporters] did not cease 

and desist from asserting claims that Ms. Carteris had committed election violations and 

breached her fiduciary duties to SAG-AFTRA.”  Nelson acknowledges that Jeffrey’s letter was 

sent in response to a letter which Nelson’s attorney, Robert Allen, sent to SAG-AFTRA alleging 

that Carteris had violated the Election Policy and her fiduciary duty as President of the Union.  

He claims that Jeffrey and/or Union officials then “leaked” the August 1st letter to news 

publications.  Nelson also claims that Jeffrey violated California and New York rules of 

professional conduct by subsequently communicating with member Pamela Guest -- at Guest’s 

initiation -- while believing that Guest was Allen’s client. 

Jeffrey clearly stated in her letter that she was representing individual candidates.  

Nelson does not allege that the candidates who retained Jeffrey did so while acting in their 

official capacities.  He does not claim that they used any union resources to compensate her or 

facilitate reporting about the letter in any news publications.  SAG-AFTRA confirms that it did 

not.  Accordingly, we find no violation of the Election Policy or applicable federal law.  

XIII. Election Committee Meeting During Ballot Count 

Nelson alleges that the Union failed to ensure adequate safeguards of its election 

because, during the ballot count, observers were denied access to a 20-minute meeting of the 

Election Committee concerning a “glitch with one of the batches of ballots.”44  

Pursuant to 29 C.F.R. § 452.107:  

Under the provisions of section 401(c), each candidate must be 

permitted to have an observer (1) at the polls and (2) at the 

counting of the ballots. This right encompasses every phase and 

level of the counting and tallying process, including the counting 

and tallying of the ballots and the totaling, recording, and reporting 

of tally sheets. 

Nelson does not allege that observers were excluded from counting and tallying of 

the ballots or the totaling, recording, and reporting of tally sheets.  There is no requirement that 

observers be allowed to observe internal Election Committee deliberations.  Nelson’s allegations 

with regard to the ballot count do not constitute a violation of the Election Policy or applicable 

federal law.  

XIV. Alleged Retaliation by SAG-AFTRA against MembershipFirst Supporters 

Nelson alleges that SAG-AFTRA officials and representatives retaliated against 

members who supported Modine and other MembershipFirst candidates.  Nelson provides two 

                                                 
44 As previously noted, Hadfield, who filed an untimely protest, made the same allegations.  
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examples.  First, he alleges that SAG-AFTRA cancelled classes taught by SAG-AFTRA member 

Joseph Pearlman the day after Pearlman announced his endorsement of Modine.  Nelson alleges 

that Serena Kung, SAG-AFTRA Associate Executive Director of Los Angeles Local Operations, 

told Pearlman that Carteris’s legal team had ordered the cancellation “due to scrutiny of 

presenters due to the contentious election.”  Second, Nelson alleges that Michelle Bennett told 

member Jessica Barth that the Union would not consider working with Voices in Action 

(“VIA”), an organization that Barth is a part of, until after the election because Barth had 

endorsed Modine.  

With respect to the first example of alleged retaliation, we have reached out to 

Serena Kung regarding the statement that Nelson claims she made to Pearlman.  Kung 

unequivocally denied making this statement.  SAG-AFTRA provided internal email 

correspondence regarding the decision not to sponsor Pearlman’s class. See Exhibit C.  Based on 

the email correspondence, it appears that SAG-AFTRA cancelled a course by Joseph Pearlman 

called “How to Win a Series Lead Before It Goes to Casting” due to concerns regarding a video 

interview that Pearlman had posted.  During the interview, Pearlman talks with a fellow member 

regarding her approach for obtaining jobs.  The member states that she often presents herself as a 

local hire so that the production does not have to pay for travel.  Pearlman appears to support the 

member’s suggested approach, which is contrary to SAG-AFTRA’s internal rules. The email 

correspondence confirms a bona fide reason for SAG-AFTRA’s decision, which did not relate in 

any way to Pearlman’s endorsement of Modine.  In light of this, as well as the lack of any 

credible evidence to the contrary, we find that no retaliation occurred.  

With respect to the second example, SAG-AFTRA has provided email 

correspondence between Michelle Bennett and Jessica Barth regarding VIA.  See Exhibit D.  In 

this exchange, Bennett informed Barth that SAG-AFTRA could not link to or partner with VIA 

during the internal election period, but would conduct a complete review of a possible 

partnership with and/or link to VIA after the election cycle concluded.  Bennett noted that SAG-

AFTRA had learned that a candidate endorsement had been promoted through a VIA social 

media account.  Since SAG-AFTRA determined that VIA had promoted the endorsement of a 

candidate, it reasonably decided to avoid the possible appearance of endorsement by the Union 

by delaying consideration of an affiliation.  There is no evidence that other organizations that 

endorsed different candidates were treated any differently.   

Given the compelling evidence of a bona fide, non-discriminatory explanation for 

the cancellation of Pearlman’s class and the decision not to partner with VIA during the election 

period, we find insufficient basis to establish any retaliation by SAG-AFTRA representatives 

against MembershipFirst supporters.  Accordingly, we dismiss this portion of Nelson’s protest. 

XV. Voting by Mail Ballot 

AllJAHyé alleges that members were not provided a “reasonable opportunity” to 

vote because they were not permitted to cast a vote in person, electronically, or by absentee 

ballot. AllJAHyé also questions the fact that members were not given a date by which ballots had 

to be put in the mail, but only a date by which they had to be received at the post office.   
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The DOL Regulations permit an election of union officials to be conducted by 

mail ballot.  29 C.F.R. § 452.94.  Consistent with these regulations, Article V(C)(1) of  the 

Election Policy confirms that the SAG-AFTRA election was a mail ballot election.  The Election 

Policy provides a date for receipt of all mail ballots in order to provide a clear deadline for 

inclusion of ballots in the ballot count.  Since the election by mail ballot was conducted in 

accordance with the Election Policy and applicable law, we find no violation here. 

XVI. Exclusion of Candidates from UnionWorking Presidential Candidate Town Hall  

Hefti, Koutsomitis, Theurich, Boakes and AllJAHyé allege that presidential 

candidates Abraham Justice and Queen AllJAHyé Searles were improperly excluded from an 

August 15, 2019 “Presidential Town Hall” in violation of the LMRDA and the SAG-AFTRA 

Constitution. 45  As discussed below, as SAG-AFTRA did not pay for or sponsor this event, we 

find no violation. 

The undisputed evidence establishes that a group called UnionWorking (“UW”) 

hosted this “Presidential Town Hall” on August 7, 2019, between 7:00 p.m. and 9:45 p.m., at the 

Faith Presbyterian Church, in Valley Village, California.  UW invited three presidential 

candidates, Carteris, Austin and Modine to participate in the event, but did not invite candidates 

Abraham Justice and Queen AllJAHyé Searles.  The event was not in any way sponsored by or 

supported by SAG-AFTRA. 

Jim Connor, a SAG-AFTRA member involved with UW who helped arrange the 

town hall, provided evidence that UW organized and publicized the event without funds, 

resources or other support from SAG-AFTRA.  UW is not a Local of SAG-AFTRA, a 

subdivision of SAG-AFTRA, or otherwise affiliated with SAG-AFTRA.  UW has no formal or 

informal relationship with SAG-AFTRA.  Connor described it as a “self-funded grassroots 

organization.”46  Although UW’s membership includes some SAG-AFTRA members, the 

organization has many other members who belong to other unions.  SAG-AFTRA membership is 

not a requirement for membership in UW.  SAG-AFTRA has no input into the selection of the 

UW leadership, and no other input or influence on UW’s governance or operations. 

In support of her protest, Hefti provided three exhibits: a screenshot of the UW 

web page which confirms that Justice and AllJAHyé were not invited to the town hall; a quote 

from an article in Deadline stating that Justice and AllJAHyé were not invited to the town hall, 

                                                 
45 Hefti and Justice’s additional claim that SAG-AFTRA “willfully violated the rights of 

NY Union Background Artists” by failing to provide adequate notice of a meeting regarding a 

collective bargaining agreement is not within the scope of the our authority, which is limited to 

ruling on protests arising out of the national election.  For that reason, we dismiss this claim. 

46 The UW website (available at https://unionworking.com/about/) states that: 

“UnionWorking is a grassroots group of union members, for union members.  But 

UnionWorking is not a union, and UnionWorking is not the union — not SAG-AFTRA, not 

AEA, not WGA.  We are not the union, but we are members of these unions.” 
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and a copy of a document containing statements by SAG-AFTRA presidential candidates, 

including statements by AllJAHyé and Justice.  None of this evidence connects UW to SAG-

AFTRA or SAG-AFTRA to the UW town hall event. 

Since UW has no affiliation with SAG-AFTRA, received no funds, resources, or 

other support from SAG-AFTRA, and SAG-AFTRA played no role whatsoever in the town hall, 

we find no violation of the Election Policy or applicable federal law. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, we dismiss all the post-election protests. 

 

NATIONAL OFFICER ELECTION COMMITTEE  
Dated: October 4, 2019  

Ray Proscia, Chair 

Steve Bayorgeon 

Marcy Goldman 

Jim Murtaugh 

Sally Weldon 
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From: Peter Antico  
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2019 4:12 PM 
To: Michelle Bennett <Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org>; Duncan Crabtree-Ireland <dci@sagaftra.org>; 
David White <dwhite@sagaftra.org> 
Cc: Patricia Richardson; David Jolliffe; Frances Fisher; Matthew Modine; Krouse, Troy - OLMS 
<Krouse.Troy@dol.gov>; vu.christine@dol.gov; Weber, Erica - OLMS <Weber.Erica@dol.gov>; 'OLMS-
public (OLMS-public@dol.gov)' <OLMS-public@dol.gov>; corpuz.Leiann@dol.gov 
Subject: Attention Secretary of the Department of Labor/Formal Electioneering Complaint against 
Gabrielle Carteris & SAG-AFTRA  
 

Dear Michelle, consider this a formal election complaint. The election is complete 
and as per the election rules I formally request my complaint filed on July 9, 2019 
(evidenced in the body of this letter) be adjudicated forthwith by SAG-AFTRA, its 
election committee or any other applicable parties. 
 
Peter Antico 
818-694-2888 
Pete@literaticinema.com 

 
From: Michelle Bennett <Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org>  
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2019 11:16 AM 
To: Peter Antico  
Subject: FW: Attention Secretary of the Department of Labor/Formal Electioneering Complaint against 
Gabrielle Carteris & SAG-AFTRA  
 
Hi Pete, 
This is in response to your message dated Monday, July 29, 2019, which was received by the Union on 
Monday, July 29, 2019. I will forward your message to the National Elections Committee for review.  
  
Please be assured that the Elections Committee is taking all steps within the scope of its authority to 
ensure that the election of SAG-AFTRA National Officers is conducted in conformance with the applicable 
SAG-AFTRA rules and with Federal law. 
  
After the election is completed, please advise me, in writing, whether you want this complaint to be heard 
and decided by the Election Committee and, if so, how you believe that the conduct complained of may 
have affected the outcome of the election. The National Constitution and Nominations and Election Policy 
spell out in precise detail the procedures for protesting the election. 
 
Michelle 
 
Michelle Bennett 

Executive Director, Governance 

SAG-AFTRA 

5757 Wilshire Blvd., 7th Fl. 
Los Angeles, CA 90036 

 

323.549.6094 
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From: Peter Antico  
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2019 4:35 AM 
To: Michelle Bennett <Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org> 
Cc: 'OLMS-public (OLMS-public@dol.gov)' <OLMS-public@dol.gov>; vu.christine@dol.gov; 
corpuz.Leiann@dol.gov; lowe.dale@dol.gov; zielinski.Paul@dol.gov; David Jolliffe; Matthew Modine; 
Joe d'Angerio; Patricia Richardson; Jane Austin; Duncan Crabtree-Ireland <dci@sagaftra.org>; David 
White <dwhite@sagaftra.org>; Jodi Long  
 
Subject: Attention Secretary of the Department of Labor/Formal Electioneering Complaint against 
Gabrielle Carteris & SAG-AFTRA  
 

RE: Formal Electioneering Complaint against Gabrielle Carteris & SAG-AFTRA 
regarding -Two New Podcast Episodes: Disruption in Entertainment & other issues 
 
The violations are all evidenced in my complaint and have already taken place. I 
formally request them adjudicated forthwith. The party/s outlined in the 
complaint should be disqualified. If this formal complaint is not adjudicated I will 
protect  the unions best interests to the fullest extent the law will allow with all 
applicable statutes in law, including, but not limited to;  subterfuge, a breach of 
the duty of fair representation, breach of the covenant of fair dealing, collusion, 
election fraud and racketeering.  
 
The election committee appears bias as it is filled the current presidents political 
party members. If they fail to do their job honoring the facts presented forthwith, 
they can and will be held accountable to all applicable statutes in labor and 
criminal law.  
 
Peter Antico 
818-694-2888 
Pete@literaticinema.com 

 
From: Michelle Bennett <Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org> 
Date: July 22, 2019 at 5:53:52 PM PDT 
To: Pete Antico  
Cc: David White <dwhite@sagaftra.org>, Duncan Crabtree-Ireland <dci@sagaftra.org> 
Subject: Formal Electioneering Complaint against Gabrielle Carteris & SAG-AFTRA regarding -Two New 
Podcast Episodes: Disruption in Entertainment & other issues  
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Hi Pete, 
This is in response to your message dated Tuesday, July 9, 2019, which was received by the Union on 
Tuesday, July 9, 2019. Your message was forwarded to the National Elections Committee at its meeting 
held on July 12, 2019.  
  
Please be assured that the Elections Committee is taking all steps within the scope of its authority to 
ensure that the election of SAG-AFTRA National Officers is conducted in conformance with the applicable 
SAG-AFTRA rules and with Federal law. 
  
After the election is completed, please advise me, in writing, whether you want this complaint to be heard 
and decided by the Election Committee and, if so, how you believe that the conduct complained of may 
have affected the outcome of the election. The National Constitution and Nominations and Election Policy 
spell out in precise detail the procedures for protesting the election. 
  
Michelle 
  
Michelle Bennett 
Executive Director, Governance 
SAG-AFTRA 
5757 Wilshire Blvd., 7th Fl. 
Los Angeles, CA 90036 
  
323.549.6094 
michelle.bennett@sagaftra.org / SAGAFTRA.org 
<image001.jpg> 
  
  
From: Peter Antico  
Sent: Tuesday, July 9, 2019 8:41 PM 
To: Michelle Bennett <Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org>; David White <dwhite@sagaftra.org>; Duncan 
Crabtree-Ireland <dci@sagaftra.org> 
Subject: Formal Electioneering Complaint against Gabrielle Carteris & SAG-AFTRA regarding -Two New 
Podcast Episodes: Disruption in Entertainment & other issues  
  

Subject: Formal Electioneering Complaint against Gabrielle Carteris & SAG-AFTRA regarding -
Two New Podcast Episodes: Disruption in Entertainment 
  
Attention:  
David White - SAG-AFTRA NED 
Duncan Crabtree Ireland - SAG-AFTRA COO 
Michelle Bennett - Head of Governance SAG-AFTRA 

  
To all concerned parties: 

Consider this email a formal electioneering complaint against the actions of Gabrielle Carteris. 
In addition, it is unlawful for a union to aid and abet any candidate with union funds or 
demonstrate bias or discriminate against any candidate running for office. 

A declared candidate cannot be promoted using union resources, and yet Gabrielle hosts the 
current SAG-AFTRA podcast that is currently displayed on the front page of the SAG-AFTRA 
website and promoted by SAG-AFTRA official email communications to the general membership 
today, May 30, 2019 (see evidence below) and in various videos online, to include a continuous 

mailto:michelle.bennett@sagaftra.org
http://sagaftra.org/
mailto:Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org
mailto:dwhite@sagaftra.org
mailto:dci@sagaftra.org


looped video featuring Miss Carteris in the Ken Howard membership lobby in Los Angeles. 
These promotions are paid for by SAG-AFTRA union funds are against federal labor law statutes 
and clearly a violation of the SAG AFTRA election rules and evidence electioneering. 

It is against election rules to use Union funds to promote any candidate during an 
election season and it is additionally illegal for a SAG-AFTRA/Union  employee/s to 
practice bias in favor of any candidate. The email referenced herein was approved 
by SAG-AFTRA and is now evidence of not only Carteris electioneering, but SAG-
AFTRA's role in aiding and abetting Carteris in her bid to win the current 2019 
election.  

  

I understand that the President is the official spokesperson for the union, however there are 
reasonable and legal limits, outlined in LMRDA law (Title IV item (g) and (c) respectfully 
outlined below) when running for office during any election season. 

I concur there are exceptions; a member being promoted to forward factual success stories that 
promote the benefits/interests of unionism and/or SAG-AFTRA however starting a podcast in an 
election year with the host (current SAG-AFTRA president, Gabrielle Carteris) and the host of 
that podcast also designated by the current sitting SAG-AFTRA president and now presidential 
candidate (Gabrielle Carteris) reeks of self-promotion and further evidences electioneering. This 
action could not be considered “normal course of business” unless other candidates were given 
the equal opportunity and the same exposure in front of the membership. 

The latest podcast features an interview video stream hosted by current presidential candidate 
Gabrielle Carteris with SAG-AFTRA member (Alan Alda), who has endorsed her campaign, 
purports and unfair advantage in favor of Carteris to the detriment of all other SAG-AFTRA 
presidential candidates. The podcast is paid for by SAG-AFTRA which evidences a clear 
electioneering violation and is against LMRDA Title IV item (g). 

It is against federal labor law to utilize union funds to promote any candidate. SAG-AFTRA 
represents the highest profile broadcasters and actors nationwide and yet an elected officer 
currently running a presidential campaign in an election year is the face and voice of our 
podcast. If it walks like a duck, quacks like a duck…electioneering. 

Additionally, the most current edition of the SAG-AFTRA magazine pages 3, 18, 20, 21, 27, 32, 
33, 46, 50, 57, 60,  feature Gabrielle in photographs and in particular a full magazine layout 
with her speaking with Alan Alda (one of her campaign endorsers). The SAG-AFTRA podcast is 
streamed on the front page of the SAG-AFTRA website and promoted additionally by an official 
SAG-AFTRA email dated, May 30th 2019 in the middle of election season.  

Election season legally starts when members publicly announce their candidacy. Presidential 
candidate Jane Austin is featured in 6 photographs with no magazine styled layouts compared 
with Carteris who has double the photos in the magazine while Presidential candidate Matthew 
Modine has no photos in the publication. For the aforementioned reasons, it appears SAG-
AFTRA is using member/union funds to unlawfully promote a candidate. 

  
 Whereas the damage done in SAG-AFTRA's June 25, 2019 email attached herein is 

irreversible as the podcast promo content featuring Gabrielle Carteris and NED, David 
White, sent by email to 160,868 active members (2018 LM-2) ipsofacto promotes 
Gabrielle Carteris in her quest to get elected as SAG-AFTRA President. 



  
 Whereas this fact gives an unfair advantage to Gabrielle Carteris and creates a 

disadvantage to additional SAG-AFTRA Presidential candidates Matthew Modine and 
Jane Austin. 

  
 Whereas SAG-AFTRA is a member run union and it is a breach of the Covenant of Fair 

Dealing to support one candidate over another in addition to violating Federal Labor 
codes. 

  
 Title IV LMRDA outlined below. 

  

  

The endorsement list posted on the unite for strength (Carteris’ political parties website) 

earmarked as… “Nationwide Support: Gabrielle endorsed by over 100 SAG-AFTRA leaders from 

all 25 locals, Here is just a partial list of some of the National Board, Local Board, Local Officers 

and other notable leaders endorsing Gabrielle Carteris” 

… is evidence that Carteris used the SAG-AFTRA database using her lists provided by SAG-

AFTRA to electioneer. How else would she solicit her candidacy support from such a voluminous 

list of national and local board members from all over the country? It is certainly lawful to email 

anyone in SAG-AFTRA with union business however you cannot use that list as an unfair 

advantage to campaign during election season. See SAG-AFTRA union policy below: 

  

A.        Employer and other Union Funds, Resources, Personnel and Facilities 

No employer or union funds, resources, personnel or facilities may be used to 
promote the candidacy of any person, and no candidate may receive any employer or union 
contributions made to promote his or her candidacy.  This prohibition includes a ban on 
monetary contributions and the use of a union’s or employer’s stationery, equipment, facilities, 
personnel or other resources to promote a candidate.  The prohibition on employer 
contributions extends to every employer, regardless of the nature of the business or whether 
any union represents its employees. The prohibition extends to labor unions other than SAG-
AFTRA. 

If SAG-AFTRA finds no fault in Gabrielle using SAG-AFTRA emails to 
campaign I would question the double standard practiced by them insofar I am in 
receipt of SAG-AFTRA employees and or attorneys letters accusing me for the same 
policy violation with different circumstances and timeline.  Kindly respond with an 



approval/waiver of this behavior and I will use my email list to promote whomever I 
wish. 

Lastly, it is not the normal course of union business to fly around the country to support the 
passage of a commercial contract which is what Gabrielle did. This action can be construed as 
electioneering and evidences an unfair advantage to all other candidates. Commercial contract 
promotion was done by SAG-AFTRA spending a few hundred thousand dollars on postcards in 
addition to emails sent by SAG-AFTRA staff to its member list. It is easy to take the position 
that the president has the right to promote union business  however the normal methods used 
traditionally used are technology and media i.e. a video, letters, postcards and emails to the 
membership, live stream etc.  Technology does not require wasting union funds on unnecessary 
travel unless that same opportunity is equally given to all other presidential candidates. 

  

LMRDA Applicable Labor Law Statues: 

Title IV LMRDA 

4. Campaign rules 
  
Basic Provisions 
The act sets forth certain basic standards for union election campaigns. A union may also 
enforce other rules if they do not conflict with those prescribed in the act. 

  

(g) No moneys received by any labor organization by way of dues, assessment, or similar levy, 
and no moneys of an employer shall be contributed or applied to promote the candidacy of any 
person in an election subject to the provisions of this title. Such moneys of a labor organization 
may be utilized for notices, factual statements of issues not involving candidates, and other 
expenses necessary for the holding of an election. 

  

(c) Every national or international labor organization, except a federation of national or 
international labor organizations, and every local labor organization, and its officers, shall be 
under a duty, enforceable at the suit of any bona fide candidate for office in such labor 
organization in the district court of the United States in which such labor organization maintains 
its principal office, to comply with all reasonable requests of any candidate to distribute by mail 
or otherwise at the candidate's expense campaign literature in aid of such person's candidacy to 
all members in good standing of such labor organization and to refrain from discrimination in 
favor of or against any candidate with respect to the use of lists of members, and whenever 
such labor organizations or its officers authorize the distribution by mail or otherwise to 
members of campaign literature on behalf of any candidate or of the labor organization itself 
with reference to such election, similar distribution at the request of any other bona fide 
candidate shall be made by such labor organization and its officers, with equal treatment as to 
the expense of such distribution. Every bona fide candidate shall have the right, once within 30 
days prior to an election of a labor organization in which he is a candidate, to inspect a list 
containing the names and last known addresses of all members of the labor organization who 
are subject to a collective bargaining agreement requiring membership therein as a condition of 
employment, which list shall be maintained and kept at the principal office of such labor 
organization by a designated official thereof. Adequate safeguards to insure a fair election shall 



be provided, including the right of any candidate to have an observer at the polls and at the 
counting of the ballots. 

The act forbids the use of union resources to support a favored candidate for office 
over any other candidates, and it specifically prohibits the union and its officers 
from discriminating among candidates with respect to certain procedures and use of 
facilities. 
  
  

The union is required to refrain from discriminating in favor of, or against, any candidate with 
respect to the use of lists of union members. (Gabrielle was given access to the SAG-
AFTRA email list to promote her likeness on the podcast by SAG-AFTRA Staff, a clear 
violation of Federal Labor Law, items G & C) A candidate may be allowed to copy lists of 
union members if the union permits it. If one candidate is allowed to make a copy, however, 
then all candidates must be allowed to copy the lists if they so desire. 

  

The requirements that a union must comply with reasonable requests for distribution of 
campaign literature and refrain from discrimination among candidates with respect to the 
use of membership lists may be enforced before the completion of an election by private legal 
action by any bona fide candidate in a union that is subject to the LMRDA. 

  

Use of Union and Employer Funds 

A union may not use funds received from dues, assessments, or similar levies to promote the 
candidacy of a particular individual in a union election. 

These funds may, however, be used for: 

·        Notices 

·        Factual statements of issues not involving candidates; and 

·        Other expenses necessary for holding an election. 

  

Employers may not contribute funds, directly or indirectly, in support of the 
candidacy of any person for union office under any conditions. This prohibition 
includes any costs incurred by a union or an employer and anything of value 
contributed by a union or employer. 

  

Note: Any processing fees, donations, levies and interest from holding millions in producer 
bonds for unreasonable amounts of time, garnered by SAG-AFTRA paid by producer's to benefit 
of performers deposited in the general fund for the benefit of SAG-AFTRA, and used to promote 
a SAG-AFTRA candidate by email, magazine, radio or podcast in election season can be 
construed as employer donations for the benefit of Carteris. 

  

Summary 

·        A union may not use any funds received from dues, assessments, or similar levies to 

promote any person's candidacy. 

·        No employer may contribute cash or anything of value to the campaign of any candidate. 



·        If there is a collective bargaining agreement requiring union membership as a condition of 
employment, such as a union-shop or maintenance-of-membership agreement, a candidate 
has the right, once within 30 days before the election, to inspect a list of members subject to 
the agreement, but not to copy it. 

·        Privileges extended to one candidate must be extended to all. For example, if literature is 
distributed at a reduced rate on behalf of one candidate, then all candidates must be 
granted equal service by the union on the same terms, and if any candidate is allowed to 
copy membership lists, all candidates must be given the opportunity to do so. 

  

7. Relation of the bill of rights to the election provisions: 

Congress determined that certain basic rights should be guaranteed to union members, and 
these are listed in title I of the LMRDA as a bill of rights. Similar rights for members of unions 
subject to the CSRA are listed in 29 CFR 458.2. Of particular importance in connection with 
elections are provisions for equal rights, freedom of speech and assembly, protection of the 
right to sue, and safeguards against improper disciplinary action. (See Appendix B for the 
complete text of the provisions of the LMRDA.) Any provision in a union's constitution and 
bylaws that is inconsistent with the bill of rights is declared to be of no force or effect.  

  

·        Sections of title I that have a bearing on the election provisions (title IV) of the 
LMRDA are: 

1.    The guarantee of equal rights in nominating, voting, etc., subject to reasonable rules and 
regulations of the union's constitution and bylaws; 

2.    The guarantee of freedom of speech and assembly, and the freedom to express views on 
candidates in an election, subject to the union's established and reasonable rules in its 
constitution and bylaws; 

3.    The protection of the rights to sue, to appear as a witness, and to petition legislators, 
subject to invocation of reasonable hearing procedures within the union and subject to 
the prohibition against employer assistance in the exercise of these rights; and 

4.    The guarantee against improper disciplinary action by a union or any of its officers. 

  
  
I am respectfully requesting that this official electioneering complaint be adjudicated forthwith. 
I request a written response within 10 days. 

  
Best, 
  
Peter Antico/SAG AFTRA Hollywood Board Member/National Board alternate/2017 SAG AFTRA 
Presidential Candidate 
818-694-2888 off 
Pete@literaticinema.com 
  

  

Electioneering evidence below: 

mailto:Pete@literaticinema.com


 
From: SAG-AFTRA Communications <sagaftracommunications@sagaftra.org> 
Date: Thursday, May 30, 2019 
Subject: Listen Now: Alan Alda Actor-to-Actor 

President Ga brielle Carteris talks with the legendary perfor mer and SAG Life A chieve ment honore e Alan Alda about his career, i mpr oving communi cation a nd his a dvoca cy for ge nder eq ual 

  
  

 

 

  

MAY 30 ,  2019  
 

  

  

 

  

 

New Podcast Episode: Actor-to-
Actor with Alan Alda 

"I really do approach my life like an improvisation. I have very few 

long-term goals…As an actor, I just make the most of what's in front 

of me." - Alan Alda 

 

 

mailto:sagaftracommunications@sagaftra.org
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-actor-actor-alan-alda?elqTrackId=e41bbb20aa204e008e1c8c5a800d10a7&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456


 

In this first podcast presentation of SAG-AFTRA’s long-running 

Actor-to-Actor interview series, President Gabrielle Carteris talks 

with the legendary performer and SAG Life Achievement honoree 

Alan Alda about his career, improving communication and his 

advocacy for gender equality. 

 

The views expressed by the guests are their own and not that of 

SAG-AFTRA. Any mention of products or services does not imply 

SAG-AFTRA’s endorsement. 

 

Click here to listen and subscribe. Or search for "SAG-AFTRA" 

wherever you get your podcasts. 

 

Additional episodes available now: CES Unplugged – Where 

Technology is Going Making the Revolution, Social Media 

Superstars on the Future of Entertainment, A Real-

Life Telenovela,The Attack on the Free Press, Sexual Harassment: 

Have We Reached a Turning Point?,  Bang! Zoom! Pow! Inside the 

Dangerous World of Stunt Performers,  Who Controls Your Digital 

Rights? From Deepfakes to Resurrecting the Dead, Life in 

Music, How NextGen Empowers Performers 

 

  
  

  

  

  

 

Taken from the Unite for Strength Website: 

https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-actor-actor-alan-alda?elqTrackId=e41bbb20aa204e008e1c8c5a800d10a7&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/membership-benefits/membership/sag-aftra-podcast?elqTrackId=b3cffd502c0b45ecaa7ba6170e8588c9&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-%E2%80%9Cces-unplugged-%E2%80%94-where-technology-going%E2%80%9D?elqTrackId=5984adc5beb248f18dfd020259b1ca62&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-%E2%80%9Cces-unplugged-%E2%80%94-where-technology-going%E2%80%9D?elqTrackId=5984adc5beb248f18dfd020259b1ca62&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-%E2%80%9Cmaking-revolution%E2%80%9D?elqTrackId=916fe264f3db43bc86363b636bd1c85a&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-social-media-superstars-future-entertainment?elqTrackId=c8bceaffe57147ad91666cd0a02c29cf&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-social-media-superstars-future-entertainment?elqTrackId=c8bceaffe57147ad91666cd0a02c29cf&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-%E2%80%9C-real-life-telenovela-drama%E2%80%9D?elqTrackId=fd25060e094a4d1f846b3347f32e23b4&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-%E2%80%9C-real-life-telenovela-drama%E2%80%9D?elqTrackId=fd25060e094a4d1f846b3347f32e23b4&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-%E2%80%9C-real-life-telenovela-drama%E2%80%9D?elqTrackId=5f26a4d9b63f4b07bb03155ef6537749&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-%E2%80%9C-attack-free-press%E2%80%9D?elqTrackId=1f8de7f5abe24df281597842d93939fd&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-sexual-harassment-have-we-reached-turning-point?elqTrackId=c4427a3c7bfd4a6aafb317e4ee5bff33&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-sexual-harassment-have-we-reached-turning-point?elqTrackId=c4427a3c7bfd4a6aafb317e4ee5bff33&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-bang-zoom-pow-inside-dangerous-world-stunt-performers?elqTrackId=e3c80d5dfe74462f9c4a2aa2b61b8765&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-bang-zoom-pow-inside-dangerous-world-stunt-performers?elqTrackId=e3c80d5dfe74462f9c4a2aa2b61b8765&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-%E2%80%9Cwho-controls-your-digital-rights-deepfakes-resurrecting-dead%E2%80%9D?elqTrackId=e48d2029834742bc8597951206868e66&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-%E2%80%9Cwho-controls-your-digital-rights-deepfakes-resurrecting-dead%E2%80%9D?elqTrackId=e48d2029834742bc8597951206868e66&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-%E2%80%9C-life-music%E2%80%9D?elqTrackId=2e89a26bafbd492aaac514ba5a5c211a&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-%E2%80%9C-life-music%E2%80%9D?elqTrackId=2e89a26bafbd492aaac514ba5a5c211a&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-how-nextgen-empowers-performers?elqTrackId=0da3c9e901fb428c939af3565ad47673&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456


Nationwide Support: Gabrielle endorsed by over 100 SAG-

AFTRA leaders from all 25 locals 

Here is just a partial list of some of the National Board, Local Board, Local 

Officers and other notable leaders endorsing Gabrielle Carteris: 

NATIONAL OFFICERS | Rebecca Damon (Executive Vice President), Clyde Kusatsu 

(Vice President, Los Angeles), Liz Zazzi (Vice President, New York), Ilyssa Fradin 

(Vice President, Mid-Sized Locals), Suzanne Burkhead (Vice President, Small Locals), 

Samantha Mathis (Vice President, Actors/Performers), Catherine Brown (Vice 

President, Broadcasters), Dan Navarro (Vice President, Recording Artists) ARIZONA-

UTAH | Joe Corcoran – President, Margie Ghigo (National Board Member), Billy 

Holden (Vice President), Ted Raymond ATLANTA | Ric Reitz (President), Debra 

Nelson (National Board Member), Mike Pniewski (1st Vice President), Jon Hayden 

(2nd Vice President), Yolanda Asher (Secretary), Wilbur Fitzgerald (Former President), 

Ray Benitez, Eric Goins, Doug Kaye, Sheila Maddox, Michelle Rivera, Barry Stoltze, 

Clayton Landey, Adena Brumer CHICAGO | Charles Andrew Gardner (President), 

John Carter Brown (National Board Member), Richard Shavzin (National Board 

Member) COLORADO | Sheila Ivy Traister (President and National Board Member), 

David Hartley-Margolin (Former National Vice President, Small Locals), Nancy 

Flanagan (Vice President), Dulcie Camp, Nita Froelich, T. David Rutherford DALLAS–

FORT WORTH | Brent Anderson (President), Hector Garcia (National Board Member), 

Suzanne Burkhead HAWAII | Scott Rogers (National Board Member) HOUSTON – 

AUSTIN | Pamela Weaver (President and National Board Member, Dee Dawson 

(Former National Board Member), Mykle McCoslin (First Vice President), Norma Jean 

McVey, Michelle Rendon LOS ANGELES | Clyde Kusatsu (National Vice President, 

Los Angeles), Dan Navarro (National Vice President, Recording Artists), Ellen 

Crawford (National and Local Board Member), Jenny O’Hara (National and Local 

Board Member), Woody Schultz (National and Local Board Member), William Charlton 

(National and Local Board Member), Bobbie Bates (National Board Member), Hal 

Eisner (National Board Member), Lisa Vidal (National Board Member), Jason George 

(National Board Member). Michelle Hurd (National Board Member), Jon Huertas 

(National Board Member), Stacey Travis (National Board Member), Jasper Randall 



(National Board Member), Robert Pine (National Board Member), Abigail Spencer 

(National Board Member), Catherine Dent (Local Board Member), Dawnn Lewis (Local 

Board Member), Elaine Loh (Local Board Member), Elizabeth McLaughlin (Local Board 

Member), Fletcher Sheridan (Local Board Member), Kate Flannery (Local Board 

Member), Kate Linder (Local Board Member), Katie Von Till (Local Board Member), 

Lee Purcell (Local Board Member), Parvesh Cheena (Local Board Member), Patrick 

Fabian (Local Board Member), Rob Archer (Local Board Member), Spencer Garrett 

(Local Board Member), Tom Choi (Local Board Member), Vivicca Whitsett (Local 

Board Member), Ben Whitehair (Local Board Member) MIAMI | John McKarthy 

(President), Nancy Duerr (National Board Member), Steve Gladstone (Former 

President), Dave Corey (Former National Board Member) MICHIGAN | Eric Wydra 

(President), Peter Tocco (National Board Member), Jo-Jo Shutty-MacGregor (1st Vice 

President), Phil Elam (2nd Vice President), Shane Carson (Secretary) MISSOURI 

VALLEY | Tom Murray (President), Rodger Brand (National Board 

Member) NASHVILLE | Mike Montgomery (President) NEVADA | Steve Dressler 

(National Board Member) NEW ENGLAND | Michele Proude  (President), Bill Mootos 

(National Board Member), Tom Kemp (VP Actor/Performers), Vic Ramos (VP 

Broadcasters), Ellen Colton (Secretary), Doug Bowen-Flynn, Frank Cacciola, Doug 

Cope, Russ Gannon, Paul Horn, Andrea Lyman, Peter McSwiggin, Karen Scalia, Rod 

Fritz NEW MEXICO | Marc Comstock (President), Mel MacKaron – National Board 

Member, William Sterchi (Former SAG Council President), Michael L. Miller (2nd Vice 

President), Allan K. Edgar, Mary Woods NEW ORLEANS | Diana Boylston 

(President), Charles Ferrara (National Board Member) NEW YORK |Rebecca Damon 

(Executive Vice President and NY President), Ezra Knight (Vice President), Maureen 

Donnelly (Vice President), Jim Kerr (Vice President), Liz Zazzi (Vice President), Dave 

Bachman, Marc Baron, Evan Bass, Thomas Bellezza, Nitasha Bhambree, Sandra M. 

Bloom, David Bodenschatz, Avis Boone, Jacqueline (Jacqui) Bradley, Christine Bruno, 

Ray DeForest, Gene DeFrancis, Wayne Duvall, Venida Evans, Nick Fondulis, Janette 

Gautier, Andrew Gelles, Traci Godfrey, Stuart Green, Ed Heavey, Cort Hessler, Anita 

Hollander, Vivienne Jurado, Sandra Karas, Verania Kenton, Peter Kilcommons, Gerald 

Kline, Ilene Kristen, Elaine LeGaro, Cathy Lilly, Doug Lory, James Lurie, Adrian 

Martinez, Tommy McInnis, Robert McKay, Joseph Melendez, S.P. Monahan, Mary 

Elaine Monti, Jack Mulcahy, Christine Nagy, Janice Pendarvis, Jay Potter, Linda 



Powell, Cheri Preston, Marisa Redanty, Buzz Roddy, John Rothman, Nick Sakai, Kevin 

Scullin, Sarah Seeds, leslie Shreve, Alice Spivak, Jeff Spurgeon, Rob Stats, Nancy 

Ellen Sutherland, Jamal Story, Alex Tavis, Joan Valentina, Tania Villanueva, Rick 

Zahn OHIO–PITTSBURGH | Chris Lacey (National Board Member) PHILADELPHIA 

| John Mitchel (National Board Member), Tom McNutt (Former President), Helen 

McNutt (Former National Board Member) PORTLAND | Mary MacDonald-Lewis 

(National Board Member), Robert Cohn, Harold Phillips, Chrisse Roccaro, Michelle 

Damis, Margaret McOmie SAN DIEGO | Martin Alvillar (President), Don Ahles 

(National Board Member) SAN FRANCISCO–NORTHERN CALIFORNIA | Kathryn 

Howell (President and National Board Member), Bob Butler (National Board Member), 

Edward Vasgersian (VP Performers), Mike Pechner (VP Broadcasters), Micci Toliver 

(Recording Secretary), Lea Gulino, Charlie Holliday, Rika Luna, Joe Paulino SEATTLE 

| Rik Deskin (President), Abby Dylan (National Board Member), Maggie Stenson, 

Rachel Glass, April Raine TWIN CITIES | Peter Moore (President), Randal Berger 

(National Board Member), Bob Davis (1st Vice President) WASHINGTON–MID 

ATLANTIC | Lance Lewman (President), Susan Snyder (National Board Member), Joe 

Krebs (National Board Member and Chair, Broadcast Steering Committee), Julie 

Wright (Vice President), Kathryn Klvana (Secretary-Treasurer), Jack Speer, John 

Henrehan (Former Vice President, Broadcaster), Melissa Leebaert, Elizabeth Noone, 

Sheldon Smith 

Titles are used for identification purposes only. 

  

  

  

  
  

  
  
  
 



 

From: Renee Boakes  
Sent: Tuesday, September 3, 2019 10:50 AM 
To: Michelle Bennett <Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org> 
Subject: Re: SAG-AFTRA Member Protest of Unfair, Unlawful and Discriminatory Election Practices 
during the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election Process 

 

NOT IN OUR NAMES PROTEST: 

 

Dear Ms. Bennett, 

In accordance with Article VI, Section B, Election Protests, SAG-AFTRA Nominations and Election Policy, 

and as a Member in good standing of the Actors Union, SAG-AFTRA, I herein protest the unfair, unlawful and 

discriminatory Election practices attendant to the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election Process for the reasons set forth 

below, and which reasons are supported by the evidence all of which demonstrates serious Violations of 

Federal Union Election Laws (LMRDA, Title IV); SAG-AFTRA Election Policy; the SAG-AFTRA 

Constitution; the United States Constitution and any and all applicable State and Federal Laws which were 

willfully and knowingly violated during the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election Process. 

2019 SAG-AFTRA ELECTION PROCESS VIOLATED FEDERAL UNION ELECTION LAW:  

In clear violation of Title IV, Elections (29 U.S.C. 481), Section 401 (c) of the Labor-Management Reporting 

and Disclosure Act of 1959 (LMRDA), and as evidenced by the relevant Union Working Website Page (which 

Union Working webpage can be found with a Google search), two SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates - 

Abraham Justice and Queen Searles - were expressly excluded from, and denied the opportunity to fully 

participate in, the August 15, 2019, SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates Town Hall held at Faith 

Presbyterian Church, Caldwell Hall (Gym), 5000 Colfax Avenue, Valley Village, CA 91601. 

As a Member of SAG-AFTRA, I can not abide the Violations of Law committed in my name during the 2019 

SAG-AFTRA Election Process.  

Further, Article VI, Section B (1) of the SAG-AFTRA Constitution charges the SAG-AFTRA National 

President with the duty to carry out the policies of the National Board and Convention. And as Article XIII of 

the SAG-AFTRA Constitution prohibits discriminatory acts by our Union and its Membership - including 

discrimination attendant to Election activities and Campaign Events - the current SAG-AFTRA National 

President, Gabrielle Carteris, was required by both federal law and our own Union Constitution to insure that 

all Eligible SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates were included in the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Presidential Town 

Hall.  

So there can be no question that it was incumbent upon the current SAG-AFTRA National President, Gabrielle 

Carteris, to take corrective action so as to prevent this Violation of Federal Union Election Law which requires 

equal treatment of all eligible candidates (LMRDA, Title IV, Section 401 [c]), and to prevent the 

discrimination associated thereto and to protect the rights of the Union Members - Abraham Justice and Queen 

Searles - who were expressly barred from fully participating in the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates 

Town Hall, despite the fact that both of these SAG-AFTRA Members are Eligible SAG-AFTRA Presidential 

Candidates.  

But the current SAG-AFTRA National President, Gabrielle Carteris, not only failed to act in the interests of 

the Union and its Membership in this matter, she even went so far as to participate in - and publicize her 

participation in - this Violative event, thereby, providing sufficient legal grounds for her immediate removal 

from Office which removal should be effected posthaste by the SAG-AFTRA National Board in accordance 

with Article XVII, Section A Paragraph 1 of the SAG-AFTRA Constitution and all other applicable Union 

Laws and Policy.  

Moreover, if my Union can Violate the rights of these two SAG-AFTRA members, and I don’t stand up for 

them, then should my Union ever Violate My Rights, Who Shall Plead for Me? 

Sincerely, 

Renee Leslie Boakes 

NAME  Renee Leslie 

SAG-AFTRA Membership Number 11405838 

 

mailto:Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org


-----Original Message----- 
From: Brian Hamilton  
Sent: Tuesday, September 3, 2019 11:47 AM 
To: Michelle Bennett <Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org> 
Cc: David White <dwhite@sagaftra.org>; Duncan Crabtree-Ireland <dci@sagaftra.org> 
Subject: Protest of National President Election 2019 - Brian Hamilton 
 
Dear Michelle, 
 
Attached please find my written protest of the recently completed election of SAG-AFTRA national 
president in PDF and Word formats. I would like this complaint to be heard and decided upon by the 
election committee, and given all appropriate consideration and review as required by the union, its 
constitution and bylaws, and federal law. 
 
One of the supporting exhibits is a video clip. There are two links included from which one may easily 
view and download it. However, If you would like me to provide that file on a thumb drive, please advise 
and I will be happy to. 
 
I will also be sending you a copy of this correspondence in USPS mail. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Brian Hamilton 
LA Board member 
 
323-654-0705  landline 
213-631-0700  mobile 
 
 

mailto:Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org
mailto:dwhite@sagaftra.org
mailto:dci@sagaftra.org


 

 

September 3, 2019 

Michelle Bennett 
SAG-AFTRA Exec Director of Governance  
5757 Wilshire Blvd. , 7th floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90036 
 
Dear Michelle Bennett, 
 
May this correspondence serve as my protest of the election of national president for 
our union, recently completed  August 28, 2019, and challenge to its validity.  
The following describes evidence of violations of the election provisions of the SAG-
AFTRA Constitution, the Union’s election rules, and of Title IV federal guidelines 
established by Congress for labor union elections. 
 
Violation #1 – Summary: 
 
Gabrielle Carteris is an Executive Producer and cast member of the new TV show, 
BH90210 on FOX, portions of which she turned into a not-so-subtle national commercial 
for her SAG-AFTRA re-election campaign. Carteris plays herself while portraying herself 
as a hard-working and concerned [Screen] "Actors Guild" President. She was given what 
amounts to a nationwide, prime time, broadcast TV ad by her employer. These episodes 
aired during our union’s election period while thousands of members had voting ballots 
in their possession. This is about Gabriel Carteris receiving something of extraordinary 
value directly from an employer (FOX) which clearly gave her candidacy an unfair 
advantage in the election. Further, none of her four opponents were given the same 
platform for nationwide self-promotion.  
 
Ballots for the national officers election were mailed to eligible voters on July 29. Ballots 
were tabulated August 28.  BH90210 episode 1 The Reunion aired Aug 7;  episode 2 The 
Pitch aired Aug 14 on FOX. 
 
See video exhibit on either Vimeo : https://vimeo.com/357415861 
 or, alternatively, on Google Drive: https://tinyurl.com/sagaftra2019 
 
Section 401 (g) of the Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure Act (LMRDA) 
prohibits the use of any union funds or any employer funds to promote the candidacy of 
any candidate for union office. (29 U.S.C. §481(g).) The law prohibits both direct 
contributions and indirect financial support by a union or employer to a candidate for 
union office. (29 C.F.R. §452.73; Donovan v. Local 70 Teamsters, 661 F.2d 1199, 1202 (9 
Cir. 1981)). 
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 – 2 – September 3, 2019  

 

Violation #2 – Summary: 
 
I bring to your attention compelling evidence of inside, preferential treatment of a 
candidate, and tampering with election material, which bring the integrity of the 
election into question.  
 
The deadline for all candidates to submit or update all campaign material online or in-
person, including one’s 100 word statement, was June 28, at 5 PM Pacific time. No 
material would be editable after that.  
 
On July 24, at 5:26 pm I received an email to notify me that the election voter guide had 
been posted on the SAG-AFTRA website at: sagaftra.org/2019elections  Upon viewing 
the 100 word statement of incumbent candidate for national president, Gabriel Carteris, 
something perplexing instantly caught my attention. In her statement, she takes 
personal credit for  

“having negotiated a direct, comprehensive agreement with Netflix”  
 
Remarkably, Carteris’ statement takes credit for the Netflix negotiation in past tense (as 
a done deal), while also including stunningly specific detail; mentioning key areas of 
achievement in the new contracts 

“low budget SVOD”, “exclusivity terms”, and “performance capture”  
 
The problem is: None of that happened until July 20, over three weeks after the June 28 
campaign statement deadline. 
 

 How could Carteris’ campaign statement include specific details of an event that 
would not occur until July 20? 

 The existence of a negotiation with Netflix was not known to the national board, 
or the local boards, or the membership prior to July 20.  

 Was Gabrielle Carteris allowed to edit her own campaign statement after the June 
28 deadline?  

 Did a staff member edit Carteris’ campaign statement on her behalf? 

 If so, who did?  There needs to be a complete investigation. 

 Giving Carteris any sort of preferential treatment is unethical and illegal.  
 
On July 22, at a meeting of the Los Angeles local board, upon which I serve, I asked 
Duncan Crabtree Ireland, C.O.O. and General Counsel, if he knew of the existence of the 
Netflix negotiations while they were in progress. His answer was, "No". 
 
Gabrielle Carteris’ statement was most likely altered after the June 28 deadline, after 
the July 20 national board meeting--just before being released to the public, July 24. 
Allowing candidate Carteris exclusive access to update her statement with braggadocio 
of recent accomplishments for which she claims credit (long after the deadline) to 

https://www.sagaftra.org/about/governance/2019-sag-aftra-elections
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increase her perceived value and importance -- gave her an unfair advantage.  None of 
her four opponents were offered the same privilege.  
 
Alternatively, if candidate Carteris were to maintain that her campaign statement was 
not altered after June 28, that scenario would imply an improbable, extraordinary 
clairvoyance on her part. It would also mean Carteris breached confidentiality by 
revealing critical details during an active contract negotiation. That means the 
governance department and the election committee knew about the Netflix negotiation 
weeks before the national board, local boards, and the General Counsel. People outside 
the union knew. The company that printed the ballots and statements knew long before 
the membership did. This scenario would also warrant a thorough investigation of the 
aforementioned improprieties.  
 
Either way, whatever Carteris claims is the case, something is very wrong here.  
 
Union elections must be handled in an evenhanded and impartial manner, regardless of 
who a candidate is, the position for which he/she is running, or how favored by staff 
they may be.  
 
I have described, in detail, clear violations of Title IV federal guidelines established by 
Congress for labor union elections which require timely investigation and corrective 
action. I await acknowledgement of this letter and a response to my protest.  
 
 

 
Sincerely, 

 

      
 
 
 
 
 
Cc: David White 
       Duncan Crabtree-Ireland  
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BH90210 
Episode 1 The Reunion aired August 7 
 
In this scene, Gabrielle is riding in a bus, talking on her cell phone when she 
has to take an incoming call. “Oh, I gotta go, it’s the office” she says.  
The camera cuts to her cell phone, which says “Actors Guild of America.” 
“Gabrielle, here,” she tells the caller.  
After listening briefly, she tells the caller:  
“Impartial? Of course I can be impartial. That’s my duty as president of the 
Actors Guild of America. I gotta protect actors when they make a complaint. 
What’s going on?”  
She listens for a moment and then says, “Are you kidding? Who’s the 
director?”  
She then sighs and slumps in exasperation.  “Ahhh. I’m gonna kill him.” 
 
  
Episode 2 The Pitch aired August 14 
  
Gabrielle: “You okay?” 
Jason Priestley: “That stupid actor I punched. He’s costing me jobs.      
Apparently I’m not even allowed to direct myself anymore.”  
Gabrielle: “Wait. You want to do the reboot now?” 
Jason: “If I could direct the pilot, sure. It would be good for me, good for my 
family.” 
Gabrielle: “Well, I’m not gonna offer. You have to ask…Nicely.” 
Jason: “Alright, Gab, can you please pull some strings with the Actors Guild? 
I really need that little teenage douche bag to drop his complaint.” 
Gabrielle: “I said ‘nicely.’” 
Jason: “I said ‘please.’ ” 
Gabrielle: “I don’t pull strings. But I do set up mediations.” 
Jason: “Love you.” 
Gabrielle: “I know you do.”  (They embrace.) “Okay, but you just better 
never touch another actor again or I will beat the crap out of you.” 
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From: susan kathryn hefti  
Sent: Saturday, August 31, 2019 8:22 AM 
To: Michelle Bennett <Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org> 
Cc: theatrimel; Renee Boakes; Honey Brennan; Sebastian Ryder; Alexandria Stevenson; 
Weber.Erica@dol.gov 
Subject: SAG-AFTRA Member Protest of 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election Process 

 

Dear Michelle, 
 

Thank you again for your kind reply to my query as to where to direct my Protest of 

the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election Process. I greatly appreciate the information you 

have provided. 
 

As promised, attached to this message, please find my August 31, 2019 Protest of the 

2019 SAG-AFTRA Election Process - along with the Evidentiary Exhibits A-C 

attendant thereto - a hard-copy of which has also been mailed to your attention at 

SAG-AFTRA as per your previous instructions. 
 

Thank you again for your kind assistance. I look forward to receiving from the 

National Board, the resolution of my 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election Protest.  
 

Sincerely, 
 

Susan Kathryn Hefti 

SAG-AFTRA Membership #10301803 

917-502-2735 

 

mailto:Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org
mailto:Weber.Erica@dol.gov


Susan Kathryn Hefti 

Ms. Michelle Bennett
Executive Director, Governance
SAG-AFTRA
5757 Wilshire Blvd., 7th Fl.
Los Angeles, CA 90036 

August 31, 2019

Via Email and USPS Certified Mail Return Receipt #7018 1130 0001 3782 1559

Re: SAG-AFTRA Member Protest of Unfair, Unlawful and Discriminatory Election Practices during the 2019 
SAG-AFTRA Election Process

Dear Ms. Bennett,

In accordance with Article VI, Section B, Election Protests, SAG-AFTRA Nominations and Election Policy 
(hereinafter “ SAG-AFTRA Election Policy”), Protests and Appeals, and as a Member in good standing of the 
Actors Union “SAG-AFTRA,” and as a Member of the SAG-AFTRA NY Local Diversity Committee, and as a 
Co-Chair of the Background Artists Coalition, I herein protest the unfair and unlawful Election practices 
attendant to the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election Process for the reasons set forth below, and which reasons are 
supported by the evidence attached hereto at Exhibits A-C, all of which demonstrates serious Violations of 
Federal Union Election Laws (LMRDA, Title IV); SAG-AFTRA Election Policy; the SAG-AFTRA 
Constitution; the United States Constitution and any and all applicable State and Federal Laws which were 
willfully and knowingly violated during the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election Process.

2019 SAG-AFTRA ELECTION PROCESS VIOLATED FEDERAL UNION ELECTION LAW: In clear 
violation of Title IV, Elections (29 U.S.C. 481), Section 401 (c) of the Labor-Management Reporting and 
Disclosure Act of 1959 (LMRDA), and as evidenced by the Screenshot of the relevant Union Working Website 
Page attached hereto at Exhibit A (and which Union Working webpage can be found with a Google search), two 
SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates - Abraham Justice (Mr. Justice) and Queen Searles (Ms. Searles) - were 
expressly excluded from, and denied the opportunity to fully participate in, the August 15, 2019, SAG-AFTRA 
Presidential Candidate Town Hall (“Presidential Candidate Town Hall”) held at Faith Presbyterian Church, 
Caldwell Hall (Gym), 5000 Colfax Avenue, Valley Village, CA 91601. 

SAG-AFTRA FAILED TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE SAFEGUARDS TO INSURE A FAIR ELECTON: 
Title IV, Section 401(c) of LMRDA, clearly states that Unions must provide “[a]dequate safeguards to insure a 
fair election.” As SAG-AFTRA Officers, SAG-AFTRA Election Officials and SAG-AFTRA National Board 
Members knew that Mr. Justice and Ms. Searle were unlawfully prohibirted from appearing at, and fully 
participating in, the Presidential Candidate Town Hall, it was incumbent upon these SAG-AFTRA Board 
Members, Officers and Officials to correct the unlawful action and/or to decline participation in this Unlawful  
and Violative 2019 SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates event. 



But SAG-AFTRA Election Officials - along with the three White SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates; all of 
whom currently serve as SAG-AFTRA Officers and/or SAG-AFTRA National Board Members - failed to take 
corrective action and, in fact, knowingly participated in this unlawful and violative SAG-AFTRA Presidential 
Candidate Town Hall. 

The United States Department of Labor (DOL) has found that Fair Union Elections require that Unions provide 
equal treatment with regard to the opportunity to campaign. Therefore, when one candidate is invited to speak, 
all candidates for the same position must be invited to speak for the same length of time. As both Mr. Justice and 
Ms. Searles were denied equal treatment, the Presidential Candidate Town Hall constitutes a clear Violation of 
Federal Union Election Law (Title IV, LMRDA).

As further textual evidence of this very serious Election Violation, the contents of, and headline for, the August 
16, 2019 Deadline News article, written by David Robb, and entitled “SAG-AFTRA Elections: Leading 
Candidates Make Their Pitches At Presidential Town Hall,” illustrates just how misguided this Presidential 
Candidates Town Hall truly was since - as there were no Election Polls and no Campaign Finance Reports - 
there was no objective standard by which to measure who might have been a “Leading Candidate” which 
informed the the baseless pretext to exclude Mr. Justice and Ms. Searles - both of whom identify as Artists of 
Color and neither of whom currently serve as SAG-AFTRA Officers or on the National Board - from this event 
(See, Relevant quote in Deadline article attached hereto at Exhibit B and entirety of the article which can be 
found with a Google search). 

Moreover, as a Candidate’s electability is irrelevant to the requirements set forth by Federal Law governing 
Union Elections - as the law requires only that a Union Candidate be Eligible; which both Mr. Justice and Ms. 
Searles clearly are as they both appear on the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election Ballot (See, 2019 SAG-AFTRA 
Election Guide attached hereto at Exhibit C along with countless related news articles that can be found with a 
Google search) - the fact that Union Working published on its website, and elsewhere, the express reasoning - or  
pretext - for Union Working’s failure to invite these two Eligible SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates - Mr. 
Justice and Ms. Searles - to the one and only 2019 SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates Town Hall, and that 
“reasoning” is based upon Union Working’s perception that Mr. Justice and Ms. Searles were not viable 
Candidates, establishes beyond doubt that this 2019 SAG-AFTRA Presidential Town Hall was Violative of 
Federal Law (Exhibit A) and the absence of these two SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates denied the 
Membership their right to hear from alternative Candidates who are not currently serving our Union as all three 
of the White Candidates are. 

It should be noted that not only does the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates Town Hall constitute a 
direct Violation of Federal Law as demonstrated above, but this precise scenario - where a Campaign event 
favored current SAG-AFTRA Officers and National Boards Members, thereby, stifling the Membership’s 
opportunity for Union Leadership change - is precisely one of the reasons Congress enacted this law; so as to 
prevent favoritism, cronyism and corruption of the Union Election Process.

But because SAG-AFTRA and its Officers and National Board Members enabled this Violative event, the 2019 
SAG-AFTRA Election Process was undeniably tainted.

THE CURRENT SAG-AFTRA PRESIDENT FAILED TO EXECUTE HER DUTY BY FAILING TO 
ADHERE TO OUR UNION CONSTITUTION AND FAILING TO ADHERE TO THE APPLICABLE 
FEDERAL LAW, LMRDA, TITLE IV AND AS SUCH SHOULD BE IMMEDIATELY REMOVED 
FROM OFFICE: Further, as Article VI, Section B (1) of the SAG-AFTRA Constitution charges the SAG-
AFTRA President with the duty to carry out the policies of the National Board and Convention, it was 
incumbent upon the current SAG-AFTRA President, Gabrielle Carteris, to insure that all Eligible SAG-AFTRA 
Presidential Candidates were included in the Presidential Town Hall. 



The fact that the current SAG-AFTRA National President, Gabrielle Carteris, failed to faithfully execute her 
duty to the Membership, and to our Union Constitution, coupled with the fact that the current SAG-AFTRA 
National President, Gabrielle Carteris, willfully and knowingly participated in a 2019 SAG-AFTRA Campaign 
Event that violated Federal Union Election Law, violated the rights of the Membership, and violated, in 
particular, the legal rights of Mr. Justice and Ms. Searles - both of whom are not only Eligible Candidates, but 
also Members in Good Standing of the Union whose Membership the current SAG-AFTRA National President, 
Gabrielle Carteris, is charged with the duty to protect -  not only underscores how egregious this Election 
Violation is, but it also provides clear grounds for the immediate removal from office of the current SAG-
AFTRA National President, Gabrielle Carteris, in accordance with Article XVII, Section A, Paragraph 1 of the 
SAG-AFTRA Constitution and all other applicable Union Laws and Policy.

Add to this the fact that the current SAG-AFTRA National President, Gabrielle Carteris, willfully violated the 
rights of NY Union Background Artists as she and SAG-AFTRA Local NY President, Rebecca Damon, failed to 
provide NY Union Background Artists with reasonable Notice for the May 2019 NY Background Artists W&W 
Meeting, for our 2020 Contract, when they provided only three (3) Business Days Notice for said Meeting, 
thereby, denying Union Members their right for meaningful participation in the terms and conditions of their 
own contract and unconscionably denied Union Background Artists their right to participate in the Vote on their 
own Wage Rate that was taken at the May 2019 W&W Meeting (convened on a mere 3 Business Days Notice) 
without any Notice of a Vote: Again, there was No Prior Notice to the Membership that there would be a Wage 
Vote at the May 2019 Meeting which was convened on a mere 3 Business Days Notice; and that the current 
SAG-AFTRA National President, Gabrielle Carteris, thereafter brokered a deal with the Global Streaming Giant 
Netflix, without Ratification from the Membership, in Violation of Article XI, Section B, Paragraph 1 of the 
SAG-AFTRA Constitution, there can be no question that the current SAG-AFTRA President is not working in 
the interests of the Union Membership and must be immediately removed from Office. 

2019 SAG-AFTRA ELECTION PROCESS ENGAGED IN DISCRIMINATORY PRACTICES: In 
violation of state and federal law and the United States Constitution, the exclusion of the two SAG-AFTRA 
Presidential Candidates - Mr. Justice and Ms. Searles - as described above was discriminatory on its face. 

In addition to the overt Violation of LMRDA, Title IV, addressed above, the fact that the two SAG-AFTRA 
Presidential Candidates - who were excluded from speaking at the one and only 2019 SAG-AFTRA Presidential 
Candidates Town Hall - are not only Candidates of Color, but the only 2019 SAG-AFTRA Presidential 
Candidates who are not currently serving as SAG-AFTRA Officers or SAG-AFTRA National Board Members, 
demonstrates SAG-AFTRA’s persistent failure to respect both the letter and spirit of the law. For this very 
serious Union Election Violation also illustrates how deeply rooted the systemic bias in the SAG-AFTRA 
Election process (and, perhaps, the broader culture) is, for while these two SAG-AFTRA Presidential 
Candidates were denied their right to fully participate in the aforementioned campaign event - the one and only 
Presidential Candidate’s Forum - the SAG-AFTRA Membership was also denied the opportunity to hear from 
these SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates because of the fact that they were both excluded from the 
Presidential Candidates Town Hall event which - if executed correctly - would have raised and publicized the 
campaign profiles for both of these Candidates of Color. 

IT IS VITAL TO THE SAG-AFTRA ELECTION PROCESS THAT MEMBERS HAVE THE 
OPPORTUNITY TO HEAR FROM CANDIDATES NOT CURRENTLY SERVING OUR UNION: As it 
has been widely acknowledged in the Press that there is an intense level of frustration and dissatisfaction among 
our Union’s Rank & File, there can be no denying the fact that SAG-AFTRA Members were hungry to hear 
from any Candidate who might speak to their particular issues and give them hope of improvements in their 
diminishing Wages and Working Conditions. 



For example, as Mr. Justice is the only 2019 SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidate who committed in writing to 
advocate for a minimum wage rate for Union Background Artists of Thirty-Five ($35) dollars per hour, SAG-
AFTRA Background Artists were eager to hear Mr. Justice speak and eager for the opportunity to meet him in 
person. But because Mr. Justice was unlawfully excluded from the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates 
Town Hall, these Union Members were denied the opportunity to hear Mr. Justice speak. 

In fact, given the groundswell of dissatisfaction with SAG-AFTRA’s failure to adequately represent the interests 
of Union Background Artists - and because no less than 50,000 SAG-AFTRA Members work the Background 
Contract - had Mr. Justice not been excluded from the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates Town Hall, 
the positive publicity generated therefrom (in the Press and throughout Social Media), could have garnered Mr. 
Justice thousands more Votes in the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Presidential Election. 

Therefore, it is incontrovertible that the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election Process was significantly affected by the 
decision to deny these two SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates of Color their right to fully participate in, and 
to speak at, the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates Town Hall.

The fact that both of these SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates, Mr. Justice and Ms. Searles, are Artists of 
Color, goes to the very heart of why U.S. Labor Law prohibits the exclusion of any Eligible Union Candidate. 
For, the egregious practice of only including Candidates who are known to the current SAG-AFTRA Leadership 
- and who, in fact, are themselves current SAG-AFTRA Officers and National Board Members - perpetuates the 
discriminatory practices that prevent Eligible Union Candidates - who may not be known to, or favored by, the 
Union Leadership - from advancing in a Union Election; which is patently unfair and a violation of federal law. 

THE CURRENT SAG-AFTRA NATIONAL PRESIDENT, GABRIELLE CARTERIS, FAILED TO 
EXECUTE HER DUTY BY FAILING TO ADHERE TO OUR UNION CONSTITUTION; VIOLATED 
THE CIVIL RIGHTS OF THE SAG-AFTRA PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES NAMED HEREIN AND 
FAILED TO ADHERE TO AND FLOUTED APPLICABLE FEDERAL LAW, LMRDA, TITLE IV, AND 
AS SUCH SHOULD BE IMMEDIATELY REMOVED FROM OFFICE: As Article VI, Section B (1) of 
the SAG-AFTRA Constitution charges the SAG-AFTRA National President with the duty to carry out the 
policies of the National Board and Convention, and as Article XIII of the SAG-AFTRA Constitution - which 
prohibits discriminatory acts by our Union and its Membership and which express prohibition against 
discrimination includes Election activities and Campaign Events - requires that the current SAG-AFTRA 
National President, Gabrielle Carteris, insure that all Eligible SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates are 
included in the Presidential Town Hall, it was incumbent upon the current SAG-AFTRA National President, 
Gabrielle Carteris, to take corrective action so as to prevent this discrimination and to protect these Union 
Members rights. But the current SAG-AFTRA National President, Gabrielle Carteris not only failed to act in the 
interests of the Union and its Membership, she even went so far as to participate in - and publicize her 
participation in - this Violative event. 

The fact that the current SAG-AFTRA National President, Gabrielle Carteris, failed to execute her duty and 
willfully participated in a Campaign Event that violates Federal Union Election Law, the rights of the 
Membership, and the legal rights of Mr. Justice and Ms. Searles, in particular, not only underscores how 
egregious this Election Violation is, but it also provides grounds for the immediate removal from office of the 
current SAG-AFTRA National President, Gabrielle Carteris, in accordance with Article XVII, Section A 
Paragraph 1 of the SAG-AFTRA Constitution and all other applicable Union Laws and Policy.

CONCLUSION: Based upon the facts and evidence herein presented, and for all the reasons set forth above, 
the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election Process violated the SAG-AFTRA Constitution, the SAG-AFTRA Election 
Policy and all relevant and applicable state and federal laws and the United States Constitution as cited herein. 



Therefore, the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election must be set aside and the current SAG-AFTRA National President, 
Gabrielle Carteris, must be removed from Office, for the reasons set forth above, and a new and fair election 
must be conducted posthaste.

Thank you for your kind attention to my protest of the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election Process. I look forward to 
your swift decision.

Sincerely,

Susan Kathryn Hefti  
SAG-AFTRA 
Membership Number 









 

From: Jennae Hoving  
Sent: Tuesday, September 3, 2019 4:34 PM 
To: Michelle Bennett <Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org> 
Subject: Formal Electioneering Complaint 

 

Please forward to SAG-AFTRA election committee 

 

 

Subject: Formal Electioneering Complaint against Gabrielle Carteris & SAG-AFTRA regarding 

-Two New Podcast Episodes: Disruption in Entertainment 

  

Attention:  

David White - SAG-AFTRA NED 

Duncan Crabtree Ireland - SAG-AFTRA COO 

Michelle Bennett - Head of Governance SAG-AFTRA 

  

To all concerned parties: 

Consider this email a formal electioneering complaint against the actions of Gabrielle Carteris. In 

addition, it is unlawful for a union to aid and abet any candidate with union funds or demonstrate 

bias or discriminate against any candidate running for office. 

A declared candidate cannot be promoted using union resources, and yet Gabrielle hosts the 

current SAG-AFTRA podcast that is currently displayed on the front page of the SAG-AFTRA 

website and promoted by SAG-AFTRA official email communications to the general 

membership today, May 30, 2019 (see evidence below) and in various videos online, to include a 

continuous looped video featuring Miss Carteris in the Ken Howard membership lobby in Los 

Angeles. These promotions are paid for by SAG-AFTRA union funds are against federal labor 

law statutes and clearly a violation of the SAG AFTRA election rules and evidence 

electioneering. 

It is against election rules to use Union funds to promote any candidate during an election 

season and it is additionally illegal for a SAG-AFTRA/Union  employee/s to practice bias in 

favor of any candidate. The email referenced herein was approved by SAG-AFTRA and is 

now evidence of not only Carteris electioneering, but SAG-AFTRA's role in aiding and 

abetting Carteris in her bid to win the current 2019 election.  

  

I understand that the President is the official spokesperson for the union, however there are 

reasonable and legal limits, outlined in LMRDA law (Title IV item (g) and (c) respectfully 

outlined below) when running for office during any election season. 

I concur there are exceptions; a member being promoted to forward factual success stories that 

promote the benefits/interests of unionism and/or SAG-AFTRA however starting a podcast in an 

election year with the host (current SAG-AFTRA president, Gabrielle Carteris) and the host of 

that podcast also designated by the current sitting SAG-AFTRA president and now presidential 

candidate (Gabrielle Carteris) reeks of self-promotion and further evidences electioneering. This 



action could not be considered “normal course of business” unless other candidates were given 

the equal opportunity and the same exposure in front of the membership. 

The latest podcast features an interview video stream hosted by current presidential candidate 

Gabrielle Carteris with SAG-AFTRA member (Alan Alda), who has endorsed her campaign, 

purports and unfair advantage in favor of Carteris to the detriment of all other SAG-AFTRA 

presidential candidates. The podcast is paid for by SAG-AFTRA which evidences a clear 

electioneering violation and is against LMRDA Title IV item (g). 

It is against federal labor law to utilize union funds to promote any candidate. SAG-AFTRA 

represents the highest profile broadcasters and actors nationwide and yet an elected officer 

currently running a presidential campaign in an election year is the face and voice of our podcast. 

If it walks like a duck, quacks like a duck…electioneering. 

Additionally, the most current edition of the SAG-AFTRA magazine pages 3, 18, 20, 21, 27, 32, 

33, 46, 50, 57, 60,  feature Gabrielle in photographs and in particular a full magazine layout with 

her speaking with Alan Alda (one of her campaign endorsers). The SAG-AFTRA podcast is 

streamed on the front page of the SAG-AFTRA website and promoted additionally by an official 

SAG-AFTRA email dated, May 30th 2019 in the middle of election season.  

Election season legally starts when members publicly announce their candidacy. Presidential 

candidate Jane Austin is featured in 6 photographs with no magazine styled layouts compared 

with Carteris who has double the photos in the magazine while Presidential candidate Matthew 

Modine has no photos in the publication. For the aforementioned reasons, it appears SAG-

AFTRA is using member/union funds to unlawfully promote a candidate. 

  

 Whereas the damage done in SAG-AFTRA's June 25, 2019 email attached herein is 

irreversible as the podcast promo content featuring Gabrielle Carteris and NED, David 

White, sent by email to 160,868 active members (2018 LM-2) ipsofacto promotes 

Gabrielle Carteris in her quest to get elected as SAG-AFTRA President. 

  

 Whereas this fact gives an unfair advantage to Gabrielle Carteris and creates a 

disadvantage to additional SAG-AFTRA Presidential candidates Matthew Modine and 

Jane Austin. 

  

 Whereas SAG-AFTRA is a member run union and it is a breach of the Covenant of Fair 

Dealing to support one candidate over another in addition to violating Federal Labor 

codes. 

  

 Title IV LMRDA outlined below. 

  

  

The endorsement list posted on the unite for strength (Carteris’ political parties website) 

earmarked as… “Nationwide Support: Gabrielle endorsed by over 100 SAG-AFTRA leaders 



from all 25 locals, Here is just a partial list of some of the National Board, Local Board, Local 

Officers and other notable leaders endorsing Gabrielle Carteris” 

… is evidence that Carteris used the SAG-AFTRA database using her lists provided by SAG-

AFTRA to electioneer. How else would she solicit her candidacy support from such a 

voluminous list of national and local board members from all over the country? It is certainly 

lawful to email anyone in SAG-AFTRA with union business however you cannot use that list as 

an unfair advantage to campaign during election season. See SAG-AFTRA union policy below: 

  

A.        Employer and other Union Funds, Resources, Personnel and Facilities 

No employer or union funds, resources, personnel or facilities may be used to promote the 

candidacy of any person, and no candidate may receive any employer or union contributions 

made to promote his or her candidacy.  This prohibition includes a ban on monetary 

contributions and the use of a union’s or employer’s stationery, equipment, facilities, personnel 

or other resources to promote a candidate.  The prohibition on employer contributions extends to 

every employer, regardless of the nature of the business or whether any union represents its 

employees. The prohibition extends to labor unions other than SAG-AFTRA. 

If SAG-AFTRA finds no fault in Gabrielle using SAG-AFTRA emails to campaign I would 

question the double standard practiced by them insofar I am in receipt of SAG-AFTRA 

employees and or attorneys letters accusing me for the same policy violation with different 

circumstances and timeline.  Kindly respond with an approval/waiver of this behavior and 

I will use my email list to promote whomever I wish. 

Lastly, it is not the normal course of union business to fly around the country to support the 

passage of a commercial contract which is what Gabrielle did. This action can be construed as 

electioneering and evidences an unfair advantage to all other candidates. Commercial contract 

promotion was done by SAG-AFTRA spending a few hundred thousand dollars on postcards in 

addition to emails sent by SAG-AFTRA staff to its member list. It is easy to take the position 

that the president has the right to promote union business  however the normal methods used 

traditionally used are technology and media i.e. a video, letters, postcards and emails to the 

membership, live stream etc.  Technology does not require wasting union funds on unnecessary 

travel unless that same opportunity is equally given to all other presidential candidates. 

  

LMRDA Applicable Labor Law Statues: 

Title IV LMRDA 

4. Campaign rules 

  

Basic Provisions 



The act sets forth certain basic standards for union election campaigns. A union may also enforce 

other rules if they do not conflict with those prescribed in the act. 

  

(g) No moneys received by any labor organization by way of dues, assessment, or similar levy, 

and no moneys of an employer shall be contributed or applied to promote the candidacy of any 

person in an election subject to the provisions of this title. Such moneys of a labor organization 

may be utilized for notices, factual statements of issues not involving candidates, and other 

expenses necessary for the holding of an election. 

  

(c) Every national or international labor organization, except a federation of national or 

international labor organizations, and every local labor organization, and its officers, shall be 

under a duty, enforceable at the suit of any bona fide candidate for office in such labor 

organization in the district court of the United States in which such labor organization maintains 

its principal office, to comply with all reasonable requests of any candidate to distribute by mail 

or otherwise at the candidate's expense campaign literature in aid of such person's candidacy to 

all members in good standing of such labor organization and to refrain from discrimination in 

favor of or against any candidate with respect to the use of lists of members, and whenever such 

labor organizations or its officers authorize the distribution by mail or otherwise to members of 

campaign literature on behalf of any candidate or of the labor organization itself with reference 

to such election, similar distribution at the request of any other bona fide candidate shall be made 

by such labor organization and its officers, with equal treatment as to the expense of such 

distribution. Every bona fide candidate shall have the right, once within 30 days prior to an 

election of a labor organization in which he is a candidate, to inspect a list containing the names 

and last known addresses of all members of the labor organization who are subject to a collective 

bargaining agreement requiring membership therein as a condition of employment, which list 

shall be maintained and kept at the principal office of such labor organization by a designated 

official thereof. Adequate safeguards to insure a fair election shall be provided, including the 

right of any candidate to have an observer at the polls and at the counting of the ballots. 

The act forbids the use of union resources to support a favored candidate for office over 

any other candidates, and it specifically prohibits the union and its officers from 

discriminating among candidates with respect to certain procedures and use of facilities. 

  
  

The union is required to refrain from discriminating in favor of, or against, any candidate with 

respect to the use of lists of union members. (Gabrielle was given access to the SAG-AFTRA 

email list to promote her likeness on the podcast by SAG-AFTRA Staff, a clear violation of 

Federal Labor Law, items G & C) A candidate may be allowed to copy lists of union members 

if the union permits it. If one candidate is allowed to make a copy, however, then all candidates 

must be allowed to copy the lists if they so desire. 

  

The requirements that a union must comply with reasonable requests for distribution of 

campaign literature and refrain from discrimination among candidates with respect to the use 

of membership lists may be enforced before the completion of an election by private legal action 

by any bona fide candidate in a union that is subject to the LMRDA. 



  

Use of Union and Employer Funds 

A union may not use funds received from dues, assessments, or similar levies to promote the 

candidacy of a particular individual in a union election. 

These funds may, however, be used for: 

·        Notices 

·        Factual statements of issues not involving candidates; and 

·        Other expenses necessary for holding an election. 

  

Employers may not contribute funds, directly or indirectly, in support of the candidacy of 

any person for union office under any conditions. This prohibition includes any costs 

incurred by a union or an employer and anything of value contributed by a union or 

employer. 

  

Note: Any processing fees, donations, levies and interest from holding millions in producer 

bonds for unreasonable amounts of time, garnered by SAG-AFTRA paid by producer's to benefit 

of performers deposited in the general fund for the benefit of SAG-AFTRA, and used to promote 

a SAG-AFTRA candidate by email, magazine, radio or podcast in election season can be 

construed as employer donations for the benefit of Carteris. 

  

Summary 

·        A union may not use any funds received from dues, assessments, or similar levies to 

promote any person's candidacy. 

·        No employer may contribute cash or anything of value to the campaign of any 

candidate. 

·        If there is a collective bargaining agreement requiring union membership as a condition 

of employment, such as a union-shop or maintenance-of-membership agreement, a candidate 

has the right, once within 30 days before the election, to inspect a list of members subject to 

the agreement, but not to copy it. 

·        Privileges extended to one candidate must be extended to all. For example, if literature 

is distributed at a reduced rate on behalf of one candidate, then all candidates must be granted 

equal service by the union on the same terms, and if any candidate is allowed to copy 

membership lists, all candidates must be given the opportunity to do so. 

  

7. Relation of the bill of rights to the election provisions: 

Congress determined that certain basic rights should be guaranteed to union members, and these 

are listed in title I of the LMRDA as a bill of rights. Similar rights for members of unions subject 

to the CSRA are listed in 29 CFR 458.2. Of particular importance in connection with elections 

are provisions for equal rights, freedom of speech and assembly, protection of the right to sue, 

and safeguards against improper disciplinary action. (See Appendix B for the complete text of 

the provisions of the LMRDA.) Any provision in a union's constitution and bylaws that is 

inconsistent with the bill of rights is declared to be of no force or effect.  



  

·        Sections of title I that have a bearing on the election provisions (title IV) of the 

LMRDA are: 

1.    The guarantee of equal rights in nominating, voting, etc., subject to reasonable rules 

and regulations of the union's constitution and bylaws; 

2.    The guarantee of freedom of speech and assembly, and the freedom to express views 

on candidates in an election, subject to the union's established and reasonable rules in its 

constitution and bylaws; 

3.    The protection of the rights to sue, to appear as a witness, and to petition legislators, 

subject to invocation of reasonable hearing procedures within the union and subject to the 

prohibition against employer assistance in the exercise of these rights; and 

4.    The guarantee against improper disciplinary action by a union or any of its officers. 

  

  

I am respectfully requesting that this official electioneering complaint be adjudicated forthwith. I 

request a written response within 10 days. 

  

Best, 

  

Jennae Hoving 

  

  

Electioneering evidence below: 

 

From: SAG-AFTRA Communications <sagaftracommunications@sagaftra.org> 

Date: Thursday, May 30, 2019 

Subject: Listen Now: Alan Alda Actor-to-Actor 

 

 

 

President Gabrielle Carteris talks with the legendary performer and SAG Life Achievement 

honoree Alan Alda about his career, improving communication and his advocacy for gender 

equal 

mailto:sagaftracommunications@sagaftra.org


  

  
 

 

  

MAY 30, 2019 
 

  

  

 

  

 

New Podcast Episode: Actor-to-Actor with Alan Alda 

"I really do approach my life like an improvisation. I have very few long-

term goals…As an actor, I just make the most of what's in front of me." - 

Alan Alda 

 

In this first podcast presentation of SAG-AFTRA’s long-running Actor-to-

Actor interview series, President Gabrielle Carteris talks with the 

legendary performer and SAG Life Achievement honoree Alan Alda about 

his career, improving communication and his advocacy for gender 

equality. 

 

The views expressed by the guests are their own and not that of SAG-

 

https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-actor-actor-alan-alda?elqTrackId=e41bbb20aa204e008e1c8c5a800d10a7&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-actor-actor-alan-alda?elqTrackId=e41bbb20aa204e008e1c8c5a800d10a7&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456


 

AFTRA. Any mention of products or services does not imply SAG-

AFTRA’s endorsement. 

 

Click here to listen and subscribe. Or search for "SAG-AFTRA" 

wherever you get your podcasts. 

 

Additional episodes available now: CES Unplugged – Where 

Technology is Going Making the Revolution, Social Media Superstars on 

the Future of Entertainment, A Real-Life Telenovela,The Attack on the 

Free Press, Sexual Harassment: Have We Reached a Turning 

Point?,  Bang! Zoom! Pow! Inside the Dangerous World of Stunt 

Performers,  Who Controls Your Digital Rights? From Deepfakes to 

Resurrecting the Dead, Life in Music, How NextGen Empowers 

Performers 

 

  

  

  

  

  

 

Taken from the Unite for Strength Website: 

Nationwide Support: Gabrielle endorsed by over 100 SAG-AFTRA leaders from all 25 

locals 

Here is just a partial list of some of the National Board, Local Board, Local Officers and 

other notable leaders endorsing Gabrielle Carteris: 

NATIONAL OFFICERS | Rebecca Damon (Executive Vice President), Clyde Kusatsu 

(Vice President, Los Angeles), Liz Zazzi (Vice President, New York), Ilyssa Fradin (Vice 

President, Mid-Sized Locals), Suzanne Burkhead (Vice President, Small Locals), 

https://www.sagaftra.org/membership-benefits/membership/sag-aftra-podcast?elqTrackId=b3cffd502c0b45ecaa7ba6170e8588c9&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-%E2%80%9Cces-unplugged-%E2%80%94-where-technology-going%E2%80%9D?elqTrackId=5984adc5beb248f18dfd020259b1ca62&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-%E2%80%9Cces-unplugged-%E2%80%94-where-technology-going%E2%80%9D?elqTrackId=5984adc5beb248f18dfd020259b1ca62&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-%E2%80%9Cmaking-revolution%E2%80%9D?elqTrackId=916fe264f3db43bc86363b636bd1c85a&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-social-media-superstars-future-entertainment?elqTrackId=c8bceaffe57147ad91666cd0a02c29cf&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-social-media-superstars-future-entertainment?elqTrackId=c8bceaffe57147ad91666cd0a02c29cf&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-%E2%80%9C-real-life-telenovela-drama%E2%80%9D?elqTrackId=fd25060e094a4d1f846b3347f32e23b4&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-%E2%80%9C-real-life-telenovela-drama%E2%80%9D?elqTrackId=fd25060e094a4d1f846b3347f32e23b4&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-%E2%80%9C-attack-free-press%E2%80%9D?elqTrackId=1f8de7f5abe24df281597842d93939fd&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-%E2%80%9C-attack-free-press%E2%80%9D?elqTrackId=1f8de7f5abe24df281597842d93939fd&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-sexual-harassment-have-we-reached-turning-point?elqTrackId=c4427a3c7bfd4a6aafb317e4ee5bff33&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-sexual-harassment-have-we-reached-turning-point?elqTrackId=c4427a3c7bfd4a6aafb317e4ee5bff33&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-bang-zoom-pow-inside-dangerous-world-stunt-performers?elqTrackId=e3c80d5dfe74462f9c4a2aa2b61b8765&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-bang-zoom-pow-inside-dangerous-world-stunt-performers?elqTrackId=e3c80d5dfe74462f9c4a2aa2b61b8765&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-%E2%80%9Cwho-controls-your-digital-rights-deepfakes-resurrecting-dead%E2%80%9D?elqTrackId=e48d2029834742bc8597951206868e66&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-%E2%80%9Cwho-controls-your-digital-rights-deepfakes-resurrecting-dead%E2%80%9D?elqTrackId=e48d2029834742bc8597951206868e66&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-%E2%80%9C-life-music%E2%80%9D?elqTrackId=2e89a26bafbd492aaac514ba5a5c211a&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-how-nextgen-empowers-performers?elqTrackId=0da3c9e901fb428c939af3565ad47673&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456
https://www.sagaftra.org/sag-aftra-podcast-how-nextgen-empowers-performers?elqTrackId=0da3c9e901fb428c939af3565ad47673&elq=d416d165e5c04fe1b121a0aae0d3306d&elqaid=1937&elqat=1&elqCampaignId=1456


Samantha Mathis (Vice President, Actors/Performers), Catherine Brown (Vice President, 

Broadcasters), Dan Navarro (Vice President, Recording Artists) ARIZONA-UTAH | Joe 

Corcoran – President, Margie Ghigo (National Board Member), Billy Holden (Vice 

President), Ted Raymond ATLANTA | Ric Reitz (President), Debra Nelson (National 

Board Member), Mike Pniewski (1st Vice President), Jon Hayden (2nd Vice President), 

Yolanda Asher (Secretary), Wilbur Fitzgerald (Former President), Ray Benitez, Eric 

Goins, Doug Kaye, Sheila Maddox, Michelle Rivera, Barry Stoltze, Clayton Landey, 

Adena Brumer CHICAGO | Charles Andrew Gardner (President), John Carter Brown 

(National Board Member), Richard Shavzin (National Board Member) COLORADO 

| Sheila Ivy Traister (President and National Board Member), David Hartley-Margolin 

(Former National Vice President, Small Locals), Nancy Flanagan (Vice President), Dulcie 

Camp, Nita Froelich, T. David Rutherford DALLAS–FORT WORTH | Brent Anderson 

(President), Hector Garcia (National Board Member), Suzanne Burkhead HAWAII 

| Scott Rogers (National Board Member) HOUSTON – AUSTIN | Pamela Weaver 

(President and National Board Member, Dee Dawson (Former National Board Member), 

Mykle McCoslin (First Vice President), Norma Jean McVey, Michelle Rendon LOS 

ANGELES | Clyde Kusatsu (National Vice President, Los Angeles), Dan Navarro 

(National Vice President, Recording Artists), Ellen Crawford (National and Local Board 

Member), Jenny O’Hara (National and Local Board Member), Woody Schultz (National 

and Local Board Member), William Charlton (National and Local Board Member), 

Bobbie Bates (National Board Member), Hal Eisner (National Board Member), Lisa Vidal 

(National Board Member), Jason George (National Board Member). Michelle Hurd 

(National Board Member), Jon Huertas (National Board Member), Stacey Travis 

(National Board Member), Jasper Randall (National Board Member), Robert Pine 

(National Board Member), Abigail Spencer (National Board Member), Catherine Dent 

(Local Board Member), Dawnn Lewis (Local Board Member), Elaine Loh (Local Board 

Member), Elizabeth McLaughlin (Local Board Member), Fletcher Sheridan (Local Board 

Member), Kate Flannery (Local Board Member), Kate Linder (Local Board Member), 

Katie Von Till (Local Board Member), Lee Purcell (Local Board Member), Parvesh 

Cheena (Local Board Member), Patrick Fabian (Local Board Member), Rob Archer 

(Local Board Member), Spencer Garrett (Local Board Member), Tom Choi (Local Board 

Member), Vivicca Whitsett (Local Board Member), Ben Whitehair (Local Board 

Member) MIAMI | John McKarthy (President), Nancy Duerr (National Board Member), 

Steve Gladstone (Former President), Dave Corey (Former National Board 

Member) MICHIGAN | Eric Wydra (President), Peter Tocco (National Board Member), 

Jo-Jo Shutty-MacGregor (1st Vice President), Phil Elam (2nd Vice President), Shane 

Carson (Secretary) MISSOURI VALLEY | Tom Murray (President), Rodger Brand 

(National Board Member) NASHVILLE | Mike Montgomery (President) NEVADA 

| Steve Dressler (National Board Member) NEW ENGLAND | Michele 

Proude  (President), Bill Mootos (National Board Member), Tom Kemp (VP 

Actor/Performers), Vic Ramos (VP Broadcasters), Ellen Colton (Secretary), Doug 

Bowen-Flynn, Frank Cacciola, Doug Cope, Russ Gannon, Paul Horn, Andrea Lyman, 

Peter McSwiggin, Karen Scalia, Rod Fritz NEW MEXICO | Marc Comstock (President), 

Mel MacKaron – National Board Member, William Sterchi (Former SAG Council 

President), Michael L. Miller (2nd Vice President), Allan K. Edgar, Mary Woods NEW 

ORLEANS | Diana Boylston (President), Charles Ferrara (National Board 



Member) NEW YORK |Rebecca Damon (Executive Vice President and NY President), 

Ezra Knight (Vice President), Maureen Donnelly (Vice President), Jim Kerr (Vice 

President), Liz Zazzi (Vice President), Dave Bachman, Marc Baron, Evan Bass, Thomas 

Bellezza, Nitasha Bhambree, Sandra M. Bloom, David Bodenschatz, Avis Boone, 

Jacqueline (Jacqui) Bradley, Christine Bruno, Ray DeForest, Gene DeFrancis, Wayne 

Duvall, Venida Evans, Nick Fondulis, Janette Gautier, Andrew Gelles, Traci Godfrey, 

Stuart Green, Ed Heavey, Cort Hessler, Anita Hollander, Vivienne Jurado, Sandra Karas, 

Verania Kenton, Peter Kilcommons, Gerald Kline, Ilene Kristen, Elaine LeGaro, Cathy 

Lilly, Doug Lory, James Lurie, Adrian Martinez, Tommy McInnis, Robert McKay, 

Joseph Melendez, S.P. Monahan, Mary Elaine Monti, Jack Mulcahy, Christine Nagy, 

Janice Pendarvis, Jay Potter, Linda Powell, Cheri Preston, Marisa Redanty, Buzz Roddy, 

John Rothman, Nick Sakai, Kevin Scullin, Sarah Seeds, leslie Shreve, Alice Spivak, Jeff 

Spurgeon, Rob Stats, Nancy Ellen Sutherland, Jamal Story, Alex Tavis, Joan Valentina, 

Tania Villanueva, Rick Zahn OHIO–PITTSBURGH | Chris Lacey (National Board 

Member) PHILADELPHIA | John Mitchel (National Board Member), Tom McNutt 

(Former President), Helen McNutt (Former National Board Member) PORTLAND 

| Mary MacDonald-Lewis (National Board Member), Robert Cohn, Harold Phillips, 

Chrisse Roccaro, Michelle Damis, Margaret McOmie SAN DIEGO | Martin Alvillar 

(President), Don Ahles (National Board Member) SAN FRANCISCO–NORTHERN 

CALIFORNIA | Kathryn Howell (President and National Board Member), Bob Butler 

(National Board Member), Edward Vasgersian (VP Performers), Mike Pechner (VP 

Broadcasters), Micci Toliver (Recording Secretary), Lea Gulino, Charlie Holliday, Rika 

Luna, Joe Paulino SEATTLE | Rik Deskin (President), Abby Dylan (National Board 

Member), Maggie Stenson, Rachel Glass, April Raine TWIN CITIES | Peter Moore 

(President), Randal Berger (National Board Member), Bob Davis (1st Vice 

President) WASHINGTON–MID ATLANTIC | Lance Lewman (President), Susan 

Snyder (National Board Member), Joe Krebs (National Board Member and Chair, 

Broadcast Steering Committee), Julie Wright (Vice President), Kathryn Klvana 

(Secretary-Treasurer), Jack Speer, John Henrehan (Former Vice President, Broadcaster), 

Melissa Leebaert, Elizabeth Noone, Sheldon Smith 

Titles are used for identification purposes only. 

  

  

  

  
  

  

  

  

 



 

From: Abraham Justice  
Sent: Tuesday, September 3, 2019 1:12 PM 
To: Michelle Bennett <Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org> 
Subject: 2019 SAG-AFTRA ELECTIONS PROTEST BY Abraham Justice 
 
Dear Michelle 
Attached documents to protest the 2019 SAG-AFTRA National President Elections. 
Thank you very much for your help. 
 
Abraham Justice  
310-467-7757 
 





















From: D K  
Sent: Tuesday, September 3, 2019 7:42 AM 
To: Michelle Bennett <Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org> 
Cc: Background Artists Coalition  
Subject: SAG-AFTRA Election Protest 

 

Ms. Bennet, 
Please see attached protest, also mailed by U.S.P.S. 
 

mailto:Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org


Dimitrios Koutsomitis 

 

 

 

 

SAG-AFTRA MEMBERSHIP #  

 

 

Ms. Michelle Bennett 

Executive Director, Governance 

SAG-AFTRA 

5757 Wilshire Blvd., 7th Fl. 

Los Angeles, CA 90036  

 

August 31, 2019 

 

Via Email and Regular Mail 

 

Re: SAG-AFTRA Member Protest of Unfair, Unlawful and Discriminatory Election 

Practices during the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election Process 

 

 

Dear Ms. Bennett, 

 

In accordance with Article VI, Section B, Election Protests, SAG-AFTRA Nominations 

and Election Policy (hereinafter “ SAG-AFTRA Election Policy”), Protests and Appeals, 

and as a Member in good standing of the Actors Union “SAG-AFTRA,” I herein protest 

the unfair and unlawful Election practices attendant to the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election 

Process for the reasons set forth below, and which reasons are supported by the evidence 

attached hereto at Exhibits A-C, all of which demonstrates serious Violations of Federal 

Union Election Laws (LMRDA, Title IV); SAG-AFTRA Election Policy; the SAG-



AFTRA Constitution; the United States Constitution and any and all applicable State and 

Federal Laws which were willfully and knowingly violated during the 2019 SAG-

AFTRA Election Process. 

 

2019 SAG-AFTRA ELECTION PROCESS VIOLATED FEDERAL UNION 

ELECTION LAW: In clear violation of Title IV, Elections (29 U.S.C. 481), Section 401 

(c) of the Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act of 1959 (LMRDA), and as 

evidenced by the Screenshot of the relevant Union Working Website Page attached 

hereto at Exhibit A (and which Union Working webpage can be found with a Google 

search), two SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates - Abraham Justice (Mr. Justice) and 

Queen Searles (Ms. Searles) - were expressly excluded from, and denied the opportunity 

to fully participate in, the August 15, 2019, SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidate Town 

Hall (“Presidential Candidate Town Hall”) held at Faith Presbyterian Church, Caldwell 

Hall (Gym), 5000 Colfax Avenue, Valley Village, CA 91601.  

 

SAG-AFTRA FAILED TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE SAFEGUARDS TO INSURE 

A FAIR ELECTON: Title IV, Section 401(c) of LMRDA, clearly states that Unions 

must provide “[a]dequate safeguards to insure a fair election.” As SAG-AFTRA Officers, 

SAG-AFTRA Election Officials and SAG-AFTRA National Board Members knew that 

Mr. Justice and Ms. Searle were unlawfully prohibited from appearing at, and fully 

participating in, the Presidential Candidate Town Hall, it was incumbent upon these 

SAG-AFTRA Board Members, Officers and Officials to correct the unlawful action 

and/or to decline participation in this Unlawful  and Violative 2019 SAG-AFTRA 

Presidential Candidates event.  

 

But SAG-AFTRA Election Officials - along with the three White SAG-AFTRA 

Presidential Candidates; all of whom currently serve as SAG-AFTRA Officers and/or 

SAG-AFTRA National Board Members - failed to take corrective action and, in fact, 

knowingly participated in this unlawful and violative SAG-AFTRA Presidential 

Candidate Town Hall.  

 

The United States Department of Labor (DOL) has found that Fair Union Elections 

require that Unions provide equal treatment with regard to the opportunity to campaign. 

Therefore, when one candidate is invited to speak, all candidates for the same position 

must be invited to speak for the same length of time. As both Mr. Justice and Ms. Searles 

were denied equal treatment, the Presidential Candidate Town Hall constitutes a clear 

Violation of Federal Union Election Law (Title IV, LMRDA). 

 



As further textual evidence of this very serious Election Violation, the contents of, and 

headline for, the August 16, 2019 Deadline News article, written by David Robb, and 

entitled “SAG-AFTRA Elections: Leading Candidates Make Their Pitches At 

Presidential Town Hall,” illustrates just how misguided this Presidential Candidates 

Town Hall truly was since - as there were no Election Polls and no Campaign Finance 

Reports - there was no objective standard by which to measure who might have been a 

“Leading Candidate” which informed the the baseless pretext to exclude Mr. Justice and 

Ms. Searles - both of whom identify as Artists of Color and neither of whom currently 

serve as SAG-AFTRA Officers or on the National Board - from this event (See, Relevant 

quote in Deadline article attached hereto at Exhibit B and entirety of the article which can 

be found with a Google search).  

 

Moreover, as a Candidate’s electability is irrelevant to the requirements set forth by 

Federal Law governing Union Elections - as the law requires only that a Union Candidate 

be Eligible; which both Mr. Justice and Ms. Searles clearly are as they both appear on the 

2019 SAG-AFTRA Election Ballot (See, 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election Guide attached 

hereto at Exhibit C along with countless related news articles that can be found with a 

Google search) - the fact that Union Working published on its website, and elsewhere, the 

express reasoning - or  pretext - for Union Working’s failure to invite these two Eligible 

SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates - Mr. Justice and Ms. Searles - to the one and only 

2019 SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates Town Hall, and that “reasoning” is based 

upon Union Working’s perception that Mr. Justice and Ms. Searles were not viable 

Candidates, establishes beyond doubt that this 2019 SAG-AFTRA Presidential Town 

Hall was Violative of Federal Law (Exhibit A) and the absence of these two SAG-

AFTRA Presidential Candidates denied the Membership their right to hear from 

alternative Candidates who are not currently serving our Union as all three of the White 

Candidates are.  

 

It should be noted that not only does the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates 

Town Hall constitute a direct Violation of Federal Law as demonstrated above, but this 

precise scenario - where a Campaign event favored current SAG-AFTRA Officers and 

National Boards Members, thereby, stifling the Membership’s opportunity for Union 

Leadership change - is precisely one of the reasons Congress enacted this law; so as to 

prevent favoritism, cronyism and corruption of the Union Election Process. 

 

But because SAG-AFTRA and its Officers and National Board Members enabled this 

Violative event, the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election Process was undeniably tainted. 

 



THE CURRENT SAG-AFTRA PRESIDENT FAILED TO EXECUTE HER DUTY 

BY FAILING TO ADHERE TO OUR UNION CONSTITUTION AND FAILING 

TO ADHERE TO THE APPLICABLE FEDERAL LAW, LMRDA, TITLE IV 

AND AS SUCH SHOULD BE IMMEDIATELY REMOVED FROM OFFICE: 

Further, as Article VI, Section B (1) of the SAG-AFTRA Constitution charges the SAG-

AFTRA President with the duty to carry out the policies of the National Board and 

Convention, it was incumbent upon the current SAG-AFTRA President, Gabrielle 

Carteris, to insure that all Eligible SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates were included in 

the Presidential Town Hall.  

 

The fact that the current SAG-AFTRA National President, Gabrielle Carteris, failed to 

faithfully execute her duty to the Membership, and to our Union Constitution, coupled 

with the fact that the current SAG-AFTRA National President, Gabrielle Carteris, 

willfully and knowingly participated in a 2019 SAG-AFTRA Campaign Event that 

violated Federal Union Election Law, violated the rights of the Membership, and 

violated, in particular, the legal rights of Mr. Justice and Ms. Searles - both of whom are 

not only Eligible Candidates, but also Members in Good Standing of the Union whose 

Membership the current SAG-AFTRA National President, Gabrielle Carteris, is charged 

with the duty to protect -  not only underscores how egregious this Election Violation is, 

but it also provides clear grounds for the immediate removal from office of the current 

SAG-AFTRA National President, Gabrielle Carteris, in accordance with Article XVII, 

Section A, Paragraph 1 of the SAG-AFTRA Constitution and all other applicable Union 

Laws and Policy. 

 

Add to this the fact that the current SAG-AFTRA National President, Gabrielle Carteris, 

willfully violated the rights of NY Union Background Artists as she and SAG-AFTRA 

Local NY President, Rebecca Damon, failed to provide NY Union Background Artists 

with reasonable Notice for the May 2019 NY Background Artists W&W Meeting, for 

their 2020 Contract, when they provided only three (3) Business Days Notice for said 

Meeting, thereby, denying Union Members their right for meaningful participation in the 

terms and conditions of their own contract and unconscionably denied NY Union 

Background Artists their right to participate in the Vote on their own Wage Rate that was 

taken at the May 2019 W&W Meeting (convened on a mere 3 Business Days Notice) 

without any Notice of a Vote: Again, there was No Prior Notice to the Membership that 

there would be a Wage Vote at the May 2019 Meeting which was convened on a mere 3 

Business Days Notice; and that the current SAG-AFTRA National President, Gabrielle 

Carteris, thereafter brokered a deal with the Global Streaming Giant Netflix, without 

Ratification from the Membership, in Violation of Article XI, Section B, Paragraph 1 of 

the SAG-AFTRA Constitution, there can be no question that the current SAG-AFTRA 

President is not working in the interests of the Union Membership and must be 

immediately removed from Office.  



 

2019 SAG-AFTRA ELECTION PROCESS ENGAGED IN DISCRIMINATORY 

PRACTICES: In violation of state and federal law and the United States Constitution, 

the exclusion of the two SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates - Mr. Justice and Ms. 

Searles - as described above was discriminatory on its face.  

 

In addition to the overt Violation of LMRDA, Title IV, addressed above, the fact that the 

two SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates - who were excluded from speaking at the one 

and only 2019 SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates Town Hall - are not only 

Candidates of Color, but the only 2019 SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates who are 

not currently serving as SAG-AFTRA Officers or SAG-AFTRA National Board 

Members, demonstrates SAG-AFTRA’s persistent failure to respect both the letter and 

spirit of the law. For this very serious Union Election Violation also illustrates how 

deeply rooted the systemic bias in the SAG-AFTRA Election process (and, perhaps, the 

broader culture) is, for while these two SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates were 

denied their right to fully participate in the aforementioned campaign event - the one and 

only Presidential Candidate’s Forum - the SAG-AFTRA Membership was also denied the 

opportunity to hear from these SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates because of the fact 

that they were both excluded from the Presidential Candidates Town Hall event which - if 

executed correctly - would have raised and publicized the campaign profiles for both of 

these Candidates of Color.  

 

IT IS VITAL TO THE SAG-AFTRA ELECTION PROCESS THAT MEMBERS 

HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO HEAR FROM CANDIDATES NOT 

CURRENTLY SERVING OUR UNION: As it has been widely acknowledged in the 

Press that there is an intense level of frustration and dissatisfaction among our Union’s 

Rank & File, there can be no denying the fact that SAG-AFTRA Members were hungry 

to hear from any Candidate who might speak to their particular issues and give them hope 

of improvements in their diminishing Wages and Working Conditions.  

 

For example, as Mr. Justice is the only 2019 SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidate who 

committed in writing to advocate for a minimum wage rate for Union Background Artists 

of Thirty-Five ($35) dollars per hour, SAG-AFTRA Background Artists were eager to 

hear Mr. Justice speak and eager for the opportunity to meet him in person. But because 

Mr. Justice was unlawfully excluded from the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Presidential 

Candidates Town Hall, these Union Members were denied the opportunity to hear Mr. 

Justice speak.  

 



In fact, given the groundswell of dissatisfaction with SAG-AFTRA’s failure to 

adequately represent the interests of Union Background Artists - and because no less than 

50,000 SAG-AFTRA Members work the Background Contract - had Mr. Justice not been 

excluded from the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates Town Hall, the positive 

publicity generated therefrom (in the Press and throughout Social Media), could have 

garnered Mr. Justice thousands more Votes in the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Presidential 

Election.  

 

Therefore, it is incontrovertible that the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election Process was 

significantly affected by the decision to deny these two SAG-AFTRA Presidential 

Candidates of Color their right to fully participate in, and to speak at, the 2019 SAG-

AFTRA Presidential Candidates Town Hall. 

 

The fact that both of these SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates, Mr. Justice and Ms. 

Searles, are Artists of Color, goes to the very heart of why U.S. Labor Law prohibits the 

exclusion of any Eligible Union Candidate. For, the egregious practice of only including 

Candidates who are known to the current SAG-AFTRA Leadership - and who, in fact, are 

themselves current SAG-AFTRA Officers and National Board Members - perpetuates the 

discriminatory practices that prevent Eligible Union Candidates - who may not be known 

to, or favored by, the Union Leadership - from advancing in a Union Election; which is 

patently unfair and a violation of federal law.  

 

THE CURRENT SAG-AFTRA NATIONAL PRESIDENT, GABRIELLE 

CARTERIS, FAILED TO EXECUTE HER DUTY BY FAILING TO ADHERE TO 

OUR UNION CONSTITUTION; VIOLATED THE CIVIL RIGHTS OF THE 

SAG-AFTRA PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES NAMED HEREIN AND FAILED 

TO ADHERE TO AND FLOUTED APPLICABLE FEDERAL LAW, LMRDA, 

TITLE IV, AND AS SUCH SHOULD BE IMMEDIATELY REMOVED FROM 

OFFICE: As Article VI, Section B (1) of the SAG-AFTRA Constitution charges the 

SAG-AFTRA National President with the duty to carry out the policies of the National 

Board and Convention, and as Article XIII of the SAG-AFTRA Constitution - which 

prohibits discriminatory acts by our Union and its Membership and which express 

prohibition against discrimination includes Election activities and Campaign Events - 

requires that the current SAG-AFTRA National President, Gabrielle Carteris, insure that 

all Eligible SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates are included in the Presidential Town 

Hall, it was incumbent upon the current SAG-AFTRA National President, Gabrielle 

Carteris, to take corrective action so as to prevent this discrimination and to protect these 

Union Members rights. But the current SAG-AFTRA National President, Gabrielle 

Carteris not only failed to act in the interests of the Union and its Membership, she even 

went so far as to participate in - and publicize her participation in - this Violative event.  



 

The fact that the current SAG-AFTRA National President, Gabrielle Carteris, failed to 

execute her duty and willfully participated in a Campaign Event that violates Federal 

Union Election Law, the rights of the Membership, and the legal rights of Mr. Justice and 

Ms. Searles, in particular, not only underscores how egregious this Election Violation is, 

but it also provides grounds for the immediate removal from office of the current SAG-

AFTRA National President, Gabrielle Carteris, in accordance with Article XVII, Section 

A Paragraph 1 of the SAG-AFTRA Constitution and all other applicable Union Laws and 

Policy. 

 

CONCLUSION: Based upon the facts and evidence herein presented, and for all the 

reasons set forth above, the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election Process violated the SAG-

AFTRA Constitution, the SAG-AFTRA Election Policy and all relevant and applicable 

state and federal laws and the United States Constitution as cited herein.  

 

Therefore, the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election must be set aside and the current SAG-

AFTRA National President, Gabrielle Carteris, must be removed from Office, for the 

reasons set forth above, and a new and fair election must be conducted posthaste. 

 

Thank you for your kind attention to my protest of the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election 

Process. I look forward to your swift decision. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dimitrios Koutsomitis 

 

Dimitrios Koutsomitis  

SAG-AFTRA  

Membership Number  

 

 

 



EXHIBIT A 



 



EXHIBIT B 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



EXHIBIT C 

 



 

From: Anthony Marciona  
Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 12:19 PM 
To: Michelle Bennett <Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org> 
Cc: olms-public@dol.gov 
Subject: Re: Formal Complaint against Gabrielle Carteris 

 
Hello Michelle: 

 
Per your email instructions, please consider this a formal election complaint attached. I request all 
applicable parties at SAG AFTRA adjudicate this complaint forthwith.  I want this complaint to be heard 

and decided by the Election Committee.  thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Anthony Marciona 
 

mailto:Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org
mailto:olms-public@dol.gov


Subject: Formal Electioneering Complaint against Gabrielle Carteris & SAG-AFTRA regarding -
Two New Podcast Episodes: Disruption in Entertainment and other violations. 
  
Attention:  
David White - SAG-AFTRA NED 
Duncan Crabtree Ireland - SAG-AFTRA COO 
Michelle Bennett - Head of Governance SAG-AFTRA 
Secretary of the Department of Labor 
 
To all concerned parties: 

Consider this email a formal electioneering complaint against the actions of Gabrielle Carteris. 
In addition, it is unlawful for a union to aid and abet any candidate with union funds or 
demonstrate bias or discriminate against any candidate running for office. 

A declared candidate cannot be promoted using union resources, and yet Gabrielle hosts the 
current SAG-AFTRA podcast that is currently displayed on the front page of the SAG-AFTRA 
website and promoted by SAG-AFTRA official email communications to the general membership 
today, May 30, 2019 (see evidence below) and in various videos online, to include a continuous 
looped video featuring Miss Carteris in the Ken Howard membership lobby in Los Angeles. 
These promotions are paid for by SAG-AFTRA union funds are against federal labor law statutes 
and clearly a violation of the SAG AFTRA election rules and evidence electioneering. 
It is against election rules to use Union funds to promote any candidate during an 
election season and it is additionally illegal for a SAG-AFTRA/Union employee/s to 
practice bias in favor of any candidate. The email referenced herein was approved 
by SAG-AFTRA and is now evidence of not only Carteris electioneering, but SAG-
AFTRA's role in aiding and abetting Carteris in her bid to win the current 2019 
election.  
  
I understand that the President is the official spokesperson for the union, however there are 
reasonable and legal limits, outlined in LMRDA law (Title IV item (g) and (c) respectfully 
outlined below) when running for office during any election season. 

I concur there are exceptions; a member being promoted to forward factual success stories that 
promote the benefits/interests of unionism and/or SAG-AFTRA however starting a podcast in an 
election year with the host (current SAG-AFTRA president, Gabrielle Carteris) and the host of 
that podcast also designated by the current sitting SAG-AFTRA president and now presidential 
candidate (Gabrielle Carteris) reeks of self-promotion and further evidences electioneering. This 
action could not be considered “normal course of business” unless other candidates were given 
the equal opportunity and the same exposure in front of the membership. 
The latest podcast features an interview video stream hosted by current presidential candidate 
Gabrielle Carteris with SAG-AFTRA member (Alan Alda), who has endorsed her campaign, 
purports and unfair advantage in favor of Carteris to the detriment of all other SAG-AFTRA 
presidential candidates. The podcast is paid for by SAG-AFTRA which evidences a clear 
electioneering violation and is against LMRDA Title IV item (g). 

It is against federal labor law to utilize union funds to promote any candidate. SAG-AFTRA 
represents the highest profile broadcasters and actors nationwide and yet an elected officer 



currently running a presidential campaign in an election year is the face and voice of our 
podcast. If it walks like a duck, quacks like a duck…electioneering. 

Additionally, the most current edition of the SAG-AFTRA magazine pages 3, 18, 20, 21, 27, 32, 
33, 46, 50, 57, 60,  feature Gabrielle in photographs and in particular a full magazine layout 
with her speaking with Alan Alda (one of her campaign endorsers). The SAG-AFTRA podcast is 
streamed on the front page of the SAG-AFTRA website and promoted additionally by an official 
SAG-AFTRA email dated, May 30th, 2019 in the middle of election season.  

Election season legally starts when members publicly announce their candidacy. Presidential 
candidate Jane Austin is featured in 6 photographs with no magazine styled layouts compared 
with Carteris who has double the photos in the magazine while Presidential candidate Matthew 
Modine has no photos in the publication. For the aforementioned reasons, it appears SAG-
AFTRA is using member/union funds to unlawfully promote a candidate. 
  

• Whereas the damage done in SAG-AFTRA's June 25, 2019 email attached herein is 
irreversible as the podcast promo content featuring Gabrielle Carteris and NED, David 
White, sent by email to 160,868 active members (2018 LM-2) ipsofacto promotes 
Gabrielle Carteris in her quest to get elected as SAG-AFTRA President. 

  
• Whereas this fact gives an unfair advantage to Gabrielle Carteris and creates a 

disadvantage to additional SAG-AFTRA Presidential candidates Matthew Modine and 
Jane Austin. 

  
• Whereas SAG-AFTRA is a member run union and it is a breach of the Covenant of Fair 

Dealing to support one candidate over another in addition to violating Federal Labor 
codes. 

  
• Title IV LMRDA outlined below. 

  
  

The endorsement list posted on the unite for strength (Carteris’ political parties website) 

earmarked as… “Nationwide Support: Gabrielle endorsed by over 100 SAG-AFTRA leaders from 

all 25 locals, Here is just a partial list of some of the National Board, Local Board, Local Officers 

and other notable leaders endorsing Gabrielle Carteris” 

… is evidence that Carteris used the SAG-AFTRA database using her lists provided by SAG-

AFTRA to electioneer. How else would she solicit her candidacy support from such a voluminous 

list of national and local board members from all over the country? It is certainly lawful to email 

anyone in SAG-AFTRA with union business however you cannot use that list as an unfair 

advantage to campaign during election season. See SAG-AFTRA union policy below: 



  

A.        Employer and other Union Funds, Resources, Personnel and Facilities 

No employer or union funds, resources, personnel or facilities may be used to 
promote the candidacy of any person, and no candidate may receive any employer or union 
contributions made to promote his or her candidacy.  This prohibition includes a ban on 
monetary contributions and the use of a union’s or employer’s stationery, equipment, facilities, 
personnel or other resources to promote a candidate.  The prohibition on employer 
contributions extends to every employer, regardless of the nature of the business or whether 
any union represents its employees. The prohibition extends to labor unions other than SAG-
AFTRA. 

If SAG-AFTRA finds no fault in Gabrielle using SAG-AFTRA emails to 
campaign, I would question the double standard evidenced here. Kindly respond 
with an approval/waiver of this behavior, send me the SAG AFTRA email list as you 
are required to give all candidates equal access, or you violate Federal Labor law. 

Lastly, it is not the normal course of union business to fly around the country to support the 
passage of a commercial contract which is what Gabrielle did. This action can be construed as 
electioneering and evidences an unfair advantage to all other candidates. Commercial contract 
promotion was done by SAG-AFTRA spending a few hundred thousand dollars on postcards in 
addition to emails sent by SAG-AFTRA staff to its member list. It is easy to take the position 
that the president has the right to promote union business however the normal methods used 
traditionally used are technology and media i.e. a video, letters, postcards and emails to the 
membership, live stream etc.  Technology does not require wasting union funds on unnecessary 
travel unless that same opportunity is equally given to all other presidential candidates. 

  

LMRDA Applicable Labor Law Statues: 
Title IV LMRDA 

4. Campaign rules 
  
Basic Provisions 
The act sets forth certain basic standards for union election campaigns. A union may also 
enforce other rules if they do not conflict with those prescribed in the act. 
  
(g) No moneys received by any labor organization by way of dues, assessment, or similar levy, 
and no moneys of an employer shall be contributed or applied to promote the candidacy of any 
person in an election subject to the provisions of this title. Such moneys of a labor organization 
may be utilized for notices, factual statements of issues not involving candidates, and other 
expenses necessary for the holding of an election. 
  

(c) Every national or international labor organization, except a federation of national or 
international labor organizations, and every local labor organization, and its officers, shall be 
under a duty, enforceable at the suit of any bona fide candidate for office in such labor 



organization in the district court of the United States in which such labor organization maintains 
its principal office, to comply with all reasonable requests of any candidate to distribute by mail 
or otherwise at the candidate's expense campaign literature in aid of such person's candidacy to 
all members in good standing of such labor organization and to refrain from discrimination in 
favor of or against any candidate with respect to the use of lists of members, and whenever 
such labor organizations or its officers authorize the distribution by mail or otherwise to 
members of campaign literature on behalf of any candidate or of the labor organization itself 
with reference to such election, similar distribution at the request of any other bona fide 
candidate shall be made by such labor organization and its officers, with equal treatment as to 
the expense of such distribution. Every bona fide candidate shall have the right, once within 30 
days prior to an election of a labor organization in which he is a candidate, to inspect a list 
containing the names and last known addresses of all members of the labor organization who 
are subject to a collective bargaining agreement requiring membership therein as a condition of 
employment, which list shall be maintained and kept at the principal office of such labor 
organization by a designated official thereof. Adequate safeguards to insure a fair election shall 
be provided, including the right of any candidate to have an observer at the polls and at the 
counting of the ballots. 

The act forbids the use of union resources to support a favored candidate for office 
over any other candidates, and it specifically prohibits the union and its officers 
from discriminating among candidates with respect to certain procedures and use of 
facilities. 
  
  
The union is required to refrain from discriminating in favor of, or against, any candidate with 
respect to the use of lists of union members. (Gabrielle was given access to the SAG-
AFTRA email list to promote her likeness on the podcast by SAG-AFTRA Staff, a clear 
violation of Federal Labor Law, items G & C) A candidate may be allowed to copy lists of 
union members if the union permits it. If one candidate is allowed to make a copy, however, 
then all candidates must be allowed to copy the lists if they so desire.	

 	
The requirements that a union must comply with reasonable requests for distribution of 
campaign literature and refrain from discrimination among candidates with respect to the 
use of membership lists may be enforced before the completion of an election by private legal 
action by any bona fide candidate in a union that is subject to the LMRDA.	
 	

Use of Union and Employer Funds	

A union may not use funds received from dues, assessments, or similar levies to promote the 
candidacy of a particular individual in a union election.	
These funds may, however, be used for:	
·        Notices	
·        Factual statements of issues not involving candidates; and	
·        Other expenses necessary for holding an election.	
  



Employers may not contribute funds, directly or indirectly, in support of the 
candidacy of any person for union office under any conditions. This prohibition 
includes any costs incurred by a union or an employer and anything of value 
contributed by a union or employer.	
 	
Note: Any processing fees, donations, levies and interest from holding millions in producer 
bonds for unreasonable amounts of time, garnered by SAG-AFTRA paid by producer's to benefit 
of performers deposited in the general fund for the benefit of SAG-AFTRA, and used to promote 
a SAG-AFTRA candidate by email, magazine, radio or podcast in election season can be 
construed as employer donations for the benefit of Carteris.	
 	
Summary	
·        A union may not use any funds received from dues, assessments, or similar levies to 

promote any person's candidacy.	
·        No employer may contribute cash or anything of value to the campaign of any candidate.	
·        If there is a collective bargaining agreement requiring union membership as a condition of 

employment, such as a union-shop or maintenance-of-membership agreement, a candidate 
has the right, once within 30 days before the election, to inspect a list of members subject to 
the agreement, but not to copy it.	

·        Privileges extended to one candidate must be extended to all. For example, if literature is 
distributed at a reduced rate on behalf of one candidate, then all candidates must be 
granted equal service by the union on the same terms, and if any candidate is allowed to 
copy membership lists, all candidates must be given the opportunity to do so.	

 	
7. Relation of the bill of rights to the election provisions:	
Congress determined that certain basic rights should be guaranteed to union members, and 
these are listed in title I of the LMRDA as a bill of rights. Similar rights for members of unions 
subject to the CSRA are listed in 29 CFR 458.2. Of particular importance in connection with 
elections are provisions for equal rights, freedom of speech and assembly, protection of the 
right to sue, and safeguards against improper disciplinary action. (See Appendix B for the 
complete text of the provisions of the LMRDA.) Any provision in a union's constitution and 
bylaws that is inconsistent with the bill of rights is declared to be of no force or effect. 	
 	

·        Sections of title I that have a bearing on the election provisions (title IV) of the 
LMRDA are:	
1.    The guarantee of equal rights in nominating, voting, etc., subject to reasonable rules and 

regulations of the union's constitution and bylaws;	
2.    The guarantee of freedom of speech and assembly, and the freedom to express views on 

candidates in an election, subject to the union's established and reasonable rules in its 
constitution and bylaws;	

3.    The protection of the rights to sue, to appear as a witness, and to petition legislators, 
subject to invocation of reasonable hearing procedures within the union and subject to 
the prohibition against employer assistance in the exercise of these rights; and	

4.    The guarantee against improper disciplinary action by a union or any of its officers.	



 	
I am respectfully requesting that this official electioneering complaint be adjudicated forthwith. 
I request a written response within 10 days. 
  
Sincerely, 
 
  
 
Anthony Marciona 
 

 

Electioneering evidence below: 

 
From: SAG-AFTRA Communications <sagaftracommunications@sagaftra.org> 
Date: Thursday, May 30, 2019 
Subject: Listen Now: Alan Alda Actor-to-Actor 
 
 

President G abrielle Ca rte ris  talks  with the lege ndary pe rfo rmer a nd SAG  Life Achieveme nt hon oree Alan Alda ab out his  caree r, imp roving commu nication and his  advocacy for gender e qual 
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New Podcast Episode: Actor-to-
Actor with Alan Alda 

"I really do approach my life like an improvisation. I have very few 
long-term goals…As an actor, I just make the most of what's in front 
of me." - Alan Alda 
 
In this first podcast presentation of SAG-AFTRA’s long-running 
Actor-to-Actor interview series, President Gabrielle Carteris talks 
with the legendary performer and SAG Life Achievement honoree 
Alan Alda about his career, improving communication and his 
advocacy for gender equality. 
 
The views expressed by the guests are their own and not that of 
SAG-AFTRA. Any mention of products or services does not imply 
SAG-AFTRA’s endorsement. 
 
Click here to listen and subscribe. Or search for "SAG-AFTRA" 
wherever you get your podcasts. 
 
Additional episodes available now: CES Unplugged – Where 
Technology is Going Making the Revolution, Social Media 
Superstars on the Future of Entertainment, A Real-
Life Telenovela,The Attack on the Free Press, Sexual Harassment: 
Have We Reached a Turning Point?,  Bang! Zoom! Pow! Inside the 

 



 

Dangerous World of Stunt Performers,  Who Controls Your Digital 
Rights? From Deepfakes to Resurrecting the Dead, Life in 
Music, How NextGen Empowers Performers 

 

  
  

  

  

  

 

Taken from the Unite for Strength Website: 

Nationwide Support: Gabrielle endorsed by over 100 SAG-
AFTRA leaders from all 25 locals 

Here is just a partial list of some of the National Board, Local Board, Local 
Officers and other notable leaders endorsing Gabrielle Carteris: 

NATIONAL OFFICERS | Rebecca Damon (Executive Vice President), Clyde Kusatsu 
(Vice President, Los Angeles), Liz Zazzi (Vice President, New York), Ilyssa Fradin 

(Vice President, Mid-Sized Locals), Suzanne Burkhead (Vice President, Small Locals), 
Samantha Mathis (Vice President, Actors/Performers), Catherine Brown (Vice 
President, Broadcasters), Dan Navarro (Vice President, Recording Artists) ARIZONA-
UTAH | Joe Corcoran – President, Margie Ghigo (National Board Member), Billy 

Holden (Vice President), Ted Raymond ATLANTA | Ric Reitz (President), Debra 
Nelson (National Board Member), Mike Pniewski (1st Vice President), Jon Hayden 
(2nd Vice President), Yolanda Asher (Secretary), Wilbur Fitzgerald (Former President), 
Ray Benitez, Eric Goins, Doug Kaye, Sheila Maddox, Michelle Rivera, Barry Stoltze, 



Clayton Landey, Adena Brumer CHICAGO | Charles Andrew Gardner (President), 
John Carter Brown (National Board Member), Richard Shavzin (National Board 

Member) COLORADO | Sheila Ivy Traister (President and National Board Member), 
David Hartley-Margolin (Former National Vice President, Small Locals), Nancy 
Flanagan (Vice President), Dulcie Camp, Nita Froelich, T. David Rutherford DALLAS–
FORT WORTH | Brent Anderson (President), Hector Garcia (National Board Member), 

Suzanne Burkhead HAWAII | Scott Rogers (National Board Member) HOUSTON – 
AUSTIN | Pamela Weaver (President and National Board Member, Dee Dawson 
(Former National Board Member), Mykle McCoslin (First Vice President), Norma Jean 
McVey, Michelle Rendon LOS ANGELES | Clyde Kusatsu (National Vice President, 

Los Angeles), Dan Navarro (National Vice President, Recording Artists), Ellen 
Crawford (National and Local Board Member), Jenny O’Hara (National and Local 
Board Member), Woody Schultz (National and Local Board Member), William Charlton 
(National and Local Board Member), Bobbie Bates (National Board Member), Hal 

Eisner (National Board Member), Lisa Vidal (National Board Member), Jason George 
(National Board Member). Michelle Hurd (National Board Member), Jon Huertas 
(National Board Member), Stacey Travis (National Board Member), Jasper Randall 
(National Board Member), Robert Pine (National Board Member), Abigail Spencer 

(National Board Member), Catherine Dent (Local Board Member), Dawnn Lewis (Local 
Board Member), Elaine Loh (Local Board Member), Elizabeth McLaughlin (Local Board 
Member), Fletcher Sheridan (Local Board Member), Kate Flannery (Local Board 
Member), Kate Linder (Local Board Member), Katie Von Till (Local Board Member), 

Lee Purcell (Local Board Member), Parvesh Cheena (Local Board Member), Patrick 
Fabian (Local Board Member), Rob Archer (Local Board Member), Spencer Garrett 
(Local Board Member), Tom Choi (Local Board Member), Vivicca Whitsett (Local 
Board Member), Ben Whitehair (Local Board Member) MIAMI | John McKarthy 

(President), Nancy Duerr (National Board Member), Steve Gladstone (Former 
President), Dave Corey (Former National Board Member) MICHIGAN | Eric Wydra 
(President), Peter Tocco (National Board Member), Jo-Jo Shutty-MacGregor (1st Vice 
President), Phil Elam (2nd Vice President), Shane Carson (Secretary) MISSOURI 
VALLEY | Tom Murray (President), Rodger Brand (National Board 
Member) NASHVILLE | Mike Montgomery (President) NEVADA | Steve Dressler 
(National Board Member) NEW ENGLAND | Michele Proude  (President), Bill Mootos 



(National Board Member), Tom Kemp (VP Actor/Performers), Vic Ramos (VP 
Broadcasters), Ellen Colton (Secretary), Doug Bowen-Flynn, Frank Cacciola, Doug 

Cope, Russ Gannon, Paul Horn, Andrea Lyman, Peter McSwiggin, Karen Scalia, Rod 
Fritz NEW MEXICO | Marc Comstock (President), Mel MacKaron – National Board 
Member, William Sterchi (Former SAG Council President), Michael L. Miller (2nd Vice 
President), Allan K. Edgar, Mary Woods NEW ORLEANS | Diana Boylston 

(President), Charles Ferrara (National Board Member) NEW YORK |Rebecca Damon 
(Executive Vice President and NY President), Ezra Knight (Vice President), Maureen 
Donnelly (Vice President), Jim Kerr (Vice President), Liz Zazzi (Vice President), Dave 
Bachman, Marc Baron, Evan Bass, Thomas Bellezza, Nitasha Bhambree, Sandra M. 

Bloom, David Bodenschatz, Avis Boone, Jacqueline (Jacqui) Bradley, Christine Bruno, 
Ray DeForest, Gene DeFrancis, Wayne Duvall, Venida Evans, Nick Fondulis, Janette 
Gautier, Andrew Gelles, Traci Godfrey, Stuart Green, Ed Heavey, Cort Hessler, Anita 
Hollander, Vivienne Jurado, Sandra Karas, Verania Kenton, Peter Kilcommons, Gerald 

Kline, Ilene Kristen, Elaine LeGaro, Cathy Lilly, Doug Lory, James Lurie, Adrian 
Martinez, Tommy McInnis, Robert McKay, Joseph Melendez, S.P. Monahan, Mary 
Elaine Monti, Jack Mulcahy, Christine Nagy, Janice Pendarvis, Jay Potter, Linda 
Powell, Cheri Preston, Marisa Redanty, Buzz Roddy, John Rothman, Nick Sakai, Kevin 

Scullin, Sarah Seeds, leslie Shreve, Alice Spivak, Jeff Spurgeon, Rob Stats, Nancy 
Ellen Sutherland, Jamal Story, Alex Tavis, Joan Valentina, Tania Villanueva, Rick 
Zahn OHIO–PITTSBURGH | Chris Lacey (National Board Member) PHILADELPHIA 
| John Mitchel (National Board Member), Tom McNutt (Former President), Helen 

McNutt (Former National Board Member) PORTLAND | Mary MacDonald-Lewis 
(National Board Member), Robert Cohn, Harold Phillips, Chrisse Roccaro, Michelle 
Damis, Margaret McOmie SAN DIEGO | Martin Alvillar (President), Don Ahles 
(National Board Member) SAN FRANCISCO–NORTHERN CALIFORNIA | Kathryn 

Howell (President and National Board Member), Bob Butler (National Board Member), 
Edward Vasgersian (VP Performers), Mike Pechner (VP Broadcasters), Micci Toliver 
(Recording Secretary), Lea Gulino, Charlie Holliday, Rika Luna, Joe Paulino SEATTLE 
| Rik Deskin (President), Abby Dylan (National Board Member), Maggie Stenson, 

Rachel Glass, April Raine TWIN CITIES | Peter Moore (President), Randal Berger 
(National Board Member), Bob Davis (1st Vice President) WASHINGTON–MID 
ATLANTIC | Lance Lewman (President), Susan Snyder (National Board Member), Joe 



Krebs (National Board Member and Chair, Broadcast Steering Committee), Julie 
Wright (Vice President), Kathryn Klvana (Secretary-Treasurer), Jack Speer, John 

Henrehan (Former Vice President, Broadcaster), Melissa Leebaert, Elizabeth Noone, 
Sheldon Smith 
Titles are used for identification purposes only. 

    
 



 

From: Robert Allen <rallen@piercebainbridge.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 6:19 PM 
To: Michelle Bennett <Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org> 
Cc: David White <dwhite@sagaftra.org>; Duncan Crabtree-Ireland <dci@sagaftra.org>; Adam Nelson 
<Nelson@workhousepr.com> 
Subject: 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election Protest 
 
Dear Michelle, 
 
Please see the attached supplemental correspondence regarding our Election Protest to the 2019 
Election.  I have also reattached my original letter. Please confirm receipt. 
 
Best regards, 
 
Rob 
 
Robert E. Allen, Partner 
Pierce Bainbridge Beck Price & Hecht LLP 
  
355 S. Grand Avenue, 44th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 
O: (213) 516-8351 C: (310) 895-8925 
  
Boston  |  Cleveland  |  Los Angeles  |  New York  |  Washington, D.C. 

 

 
 
From: Robert Allen <rallen@piercebainbridge.com>  
Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 5:28 PM 
To: Michelle Bennett <Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org> 
Cc: David White <dwhite@sagaftra.org>; Duncan Crabtree-Ireland <dci@sagaftra.org>; Adam Nelson 
<Nelson@workhousepr.com> 
Subject: 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election Protest 
 
Dear Michelle, 
 
Please see the attached correspondence regarding our Election Protest to the 2019 
Election.  Please confirm receipt. 
 
Best regards, 
 
Rob 
 
Robert E. Allen, Partner 

Pierce Bainbridge Beck Price & Hecht LLP 
  
355 S. Grand Avenue, 44th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 
O: (213) 516-8351 C: (310) 895-8925 
  
Boston  |  Cleveland  |  Los Angeles  |  New York  |  Washington, D.C. 

  
 

 

 



 
Robert E. Allen 
Partner 
Pierce Bainbridge Beck Price & Hecht LLP 

  
 

 
 

BOS  |  CLE  |  DC  |  LA  |  NY 

 
September 9, 2019 

 
Via Email Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org 
Michelle Bennett  
Executive Director, Governance, SAG-AFTRA 
5757 Wilshire Boulevard, 7th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90036-3600 

 
RE: Protest to the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election 

Dear Ms. Bennett: 

 We represent Adam Nelson, a SAG-AFTRA Union member in good standing.  This letter 
shall constitute our client’s timely protest of the August 28, 2019 SAG-AFTRA National Board 
election.   

Within fourteen (14) days following a National Board election, a member in good 
standing may file with the Election Committee an election protest concerning an 
alleged violation of the election provisions of this Constitution, the Union’s 
election rules or applicable law. Any such protest shall set forth with reasonable 
specificity the nature of the alleged violation, the facts underlying it and how it 
may have affected the outcome of the election. 

Article IV, Section G.2.i.ii.a) of the SAG-AFTRA Constitution (the “Constitution”).   

Introduction 

 Despite the risk of retribution by Ms. Carteris, her associates and union staff under her 
control, as well as the risk to prospective work opportunities by studio personnel in league with 
Ms. Carteris, Mr. Nelson has agreed to protest this election.  So there is no confusion as to Mr. 
Nelson’s motives, Mr. Nelson has asked that we include his following words: 

I have been a proud union member since 1987.  Throughout the 2019 election, I 
witnessed Gabrielle Carteris commit numerous election violations during her 
campaign for Sag-Aftra President.  I also witnessed Ms. Carteris’ slander 
Matthew Modine, a fellow union member and friend, charging him with violating 
federal labor law without due process in relation to third party Public Service 
Announcement videos that were not contributions to his campaign.  I am therefore 
filing this notice of protest individually (and not on behalf of, or in association 
with, MembershipFirst) for the national President of our union and challenge its 
validity. 
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What follows, after a preliminary discussion of concerns involving the election protest 
process, is a compendium of Ms. Carteris’ violations, the facts underlying them and how they 
may have affected the outcome of the election. 

Preliminary Concerns 

 We have two preliminary concerns about the election review process.   

The first is bias.  It is our understanding that the Election Committee consists of 6 
members, all of whom were selected and seated by Unite for Strength (“UFS”), Ms. Carteris’ 
political party.  In light of this fact, we request that a truly independent Election Committee be 
appointed to review the election violations specified in this letter, along with other violations 
raised by other members.  We further request that all election violation reviews be conducted 
with the utmost transparency, including public hearings and opportunities for members to be 
heard, as well as conducting all deliberations in public to ensure that transparency.   

 The second is timing.  Pursuant to Article IV, Section G.2.i.ii.c) of the Constitution, the 
Election Committee has up to 45 days to render a written decision on election protests.  Such 45 
day period, however, is past the date of the convention and election of new leadership.  
Consequently, if the Election Committee determines after the convention that there were 
violations that may have affected the election, it will be very costly to the union to rerun the 
election, reconvene the convention and reseat the elected officials.  We therefore request that the 
Election Committee ensure that its decision occurs prior to the convention, including having the 
union postponing the convention until after the committee’s decision and possible rerun of the 
election.   

Election Violations 

Violation No. 1.  Discriminatory Performance of Videos 

The Ken Howard membership Center is a common area of SAG-AFTRA in Los Angeles.  
In that center, along with other common areas of SAG-AFTRA like the lobby, the union played 
certain videos during the election cycle.  These videos predominantly included videos from UFS 
candidates, including Ms. Carteris, including a video of her not in her official capacity of the 
union but as part of the cast of BH90210.  Notably, however, not one of the played videos 
included a MembershipFirst (“MF”) candidate.  No video featuring Mr. Modine was played, 
despite the fact that he was running for SAG-AFTRA President.  Neither were there videos 
featuring current leaders such as Patricia Richardson, who was running for Los Angeles local 
President, David Jolliffe, who was running for Los Angeles local Vice President, Frances Fisher, 
who was running for National Board, nor Jodi Long, who was running for National Secretary 
Treasurer. 

Such conduct violates several provisions of the Labor Management Reporting and 
Disclosure Act (“LMRDA”).  First, Title I of the LMRDA guarantees each union member equal 
rights with respect to voting in elections and freedom of speech and assembly.  29 U.S.C. § 
411(a)(1)-(2).  By only playing videos of non-MF candidates, SAG-AFTRA has denied MF 
candidates equal rights and privileges within the union with respect to voting in elections, and 
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effectively denying MF candidates the right to express their views in the common areas of the 
union.  Second, Title IV of the LMRDA precludes a union from promoting the candidacy of any 
person in an election, including using any money or resources to do so.  29 U.S.C. § 481(g).  
SAG-AFTRA selected only certain videos to play in its common areas, including videos 
promoting the candidacy of Ms. Carteris and other UFS candidates, but did not play videos of 
other candidates, most notably any video of a MF candidate.  Using union resources (such as 
audio-visual equipment) to promote some candidates while excluding others violates Title IV.  
This also violates Article IV, Section A of the SAG-AFTRA Nominations and Election Policy 
(the “Policy”), which similarly precludes the use of union funds, resources, personnel and 
facilities to promote the candidacy of Ms. Carteris.   

Third, pursuant to Title V of the LMRDA, union officers have a fiduciary duty to ensure 
that they act solely for the benefit of the union and not for personal gain.  29 U.S.C. § 501(a).  To 
the extent Ms. Carteris or another UFS union officer, directed, encouraged or facilitated the 
playing of UFS videos to the exclusion of MF videos, then such union officers have breached 
their fiduciary duties to the union.   

Once a violation of Title IV has been shown, the existence of that violation establishes a 
prima facie case that the violation may have affected the outcome of the election.  Wirtz v. Hotel, 
Motel & Club Employees Union, 391 U.S. 492, 506-07 (1968).  Further, the exclusion of videos 
featuring MF candidates in the union’s common areas may have affected the outcome of the 
election by effectively providing a union endorsement to UFS candidates, especially Ms. 
Carteris.  Union members visiting those areas would see the UFS candidate videos and conclude 
that the union supports them, and by implication, that the absence of MF videos meant that the 
union was not supportive of those candidates.  The creation of such a bias and perceived 
endorsement by the Union is exactly the type of conduct Titles I and IV are meant to preclude. 

Violation No. 2.  Union Campaign Videos 

Ms. Carteris directed SAG-AFTRA funds and resources to help promote her campaign 
through the creation of self-promoting videos and their display on YouTube.  Specifically, Ms. 
Carteris created a video promoting her candidacy utilizing official SAG-AFTRA graphics and 
design, as well as union-owned photographs of her seated in the James Cagney Boardroom, 
conducting official union business beneath the SAG-AFTRA logo.  Ms. Carteris then Tweeted to 
union members with a link to the YouTube video, and also made this video available on social 
media. 

Title IV precludes union money or resources from being used to promote the candidacy 
of any person in an election.  29 U.S.C. § 481(g).  Yet Ms. Carteris used union graphics and 
design, as well as a union-owned photograph in her video.  Such uses give the impression that 
the union supports Ms. Carteris.  Further, the union logo is also an asset of the union, again used 
to promote Ms. Carteris’ candidacy, thereby violating Section 481(g).  See McLaughlin v. 
American Federation of Musicians, 700 F. Supp. 726, 736 (S.D.N.Y. 1988) (“The use of the logo 
. . . constituted a use of union moneys to promote Emerson's candidacy, in violation of section 
[481](g).”).  Such conduct by Ms. Carteris and other union officials also violates Title V by 
using union assets for personal gain.  29 U.S.C. § 501(a). 
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Article IV of the Policy similarly bars the use of union funds, resources, personnel and 
facilities to promote the candidacy of Ms. Carteris.  In fact, use of the union logo in this manner 
is specifically prohibited.  Article IV, Section A.1.(d) of the Policy. 

Once a violation of Title IV has been shown, the existence of that violation establishes a 
prima facie case that the violation may have affected the outcome of the election.  Wirtz, 391 
U.S. at 506-07.  Further, the use of union assets in Ms. Carteris’ campaign videos may have 
affected the outcome of the election by creating the false perception that the union was endorsing 
Ms. Carteris to the exclusion of other candidates.   

Violation No. 3.  Union Website Videos and Articles 

The day the 2019 SAG-AFTRA election was announced, videos and articles appeared on 
the union’s website, promoting Ms. Carteris.  First, a video entitled Actor to Actor featuring Ms. 
Carteris and her endorser, Alan Alda, appeared immediately below the election announcement on 
the homepage of the union’s website.  This video was initially posted upon the commencement 
of the elections, and unsurprisingly is no longer on the homepage.  Second, a podcast of this 
video was promoted in the “News Updates” section the same day.  While Ms. Carteris, as 
President, has the right to create content for the union, she cannot coordinate a campaign to 
inundate the union’s website with materials that promote her at the kickoff of the election season. 

Title IV precludes union money or resources from being used to promote the candidacy 
of any person in an election.  29 U.S.C. § 481(g).  Yet Ms. Carteris’s self-serving coordination of 
union resources at the commencement of the election period gave the impression that the union 
supports Ms. Carteris.  Article IV of the Policy similarly bars the use of union funds, resources, 
personnel and facilities to promote the candidacy of Ms. Carteris.  Such conduct also violates 
Title V by using union assets for personal gain.  29 U.S.C. § 501(a). 

Once a violation of Title IV has been shown, the existence of that violation establishes a 
prima facie case that the violation may have affected the outcome of the election.  Wirtz, 391 
U.S. at 506-07.  Further, Ms. Carteris’ coordination of union assets at the commencement of the 
election may have affected the outcome of the election by creating the false perception that the 
union was endorsing Ms. Carteris.   

Violation No. 4.  SAG-AFTRA Magazine 

In order to maintain its neutrality in a National Election, SAG-AFTRA does not include 
photographs of candidates in its magazine published during the election.  SAG-AFTRA 
complied with this policy with respect to the Summer 2019 Edition of its magazine, which was 
published around August 15, half-way through the election.  However, SAG-AFTRA published 
the Spring 2019 Edition in the middle of May 2019, right before the commencement of the 
election.  Unlike the Summer 2019 Edition, however, the Spring 2019 Edition is littered with a 
plethora of photographs of UFS candidates, including presidential candidate Ms. Carteris.  See 
pages 18, 20, 21, 27, 32, 33, 46, 50, 57 and 60. I n fact, the digital version contains a video on 
page 40, inclusive of interviews of three UFS candidates, Elaine Loh, Ben Whitehair and Chantal 
Cousineau.  Notably absent from the Spring 2019 Edition is any photograph of National Board 
Member and presidential candidate Mr. Modine or any other MF candidate.   
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It was the Spring 2019 Edition, not the Summer 2019 Edition, that would have been on 
the coffee tables of SAG-AFTRA members immediately prior to and during the first half of the 
election.  Additionally, it was the Spring 2019 Edition, not the Summer 2019 Edition, that 
includes the Call to Convention on page 8, which is headed by the newly elected president of the 
union, and is immediately followed by the multi-page article Calling All Candidates on pages 
10-14, which specifically invites members to run for office. 

Title IV precludes union resources from being used to promote the candidacy of any 
person in an election.  29 U.S.C. § 481(g).  Yet the inclusion of countless photographs and video 
interviews of UFS candidates, including Ms. Carteris, in the Spring 2019 of the SAG-AFTRA 
magazine at the commencement and through the first half of the election period, to the exclusion 
of other candidates including Mr. Modine and other MF candidates, gives the impression that 
the union is promoting and supporting UFS candidates, including Ms. Carteris.  Article IV of the 
Policy similarly bars the use of union funds, resources, personnel and facilities to promote the 
candidacy of Ms. Carteris.  Such conduct by Ms. Carteris and her staff also violates Title V by 
using union assets for personal gain.  29 U.S.C. § 501(a). 

Once a violation of Title IV has been shown, the existence of that violation establishes a 
prima facie case that the violation may have affected the outcome of the election.  Wirtz, 391 
U.S. at 506-07.  Further, Ms. Carteris’ coordination of union assets at the commencement and 
during the election may have affected the outcome of the election by creating the false 
perception that the union was endorsing Ms. Carteris and her fellow UFS candidates. 

Violation No. 5.  Breach of Confidentiality / Amending Election Statement 

Ms. Carteris campaigned using insider and highly confidential information that she would 
be prohibited from revealing, and then used her current position of power to cause the facts 
underlying that highly confidential information to occur.  

Ms. Carteris’ 100 word statement is as follows (emphasis added): 

GABRIELLE CARTERIS I’m asking for your vote because SAG-AFTRA has a 
huge impact on performers’ ability to make a living and I’m experienced in 
making positive change for members. I led the groundbreaking Commercials 
negotiations, the NLRB victory during the BBH strike, and fought for industry 
respect for members working background. I’ve championed legislation to 
eliminate sexual harassment, ageism on IMDb, and to protect members’ digital 
image/voice rights. Negotiated a direct, comprehensive agreement with Netflix 
that eliminates free bargaining in low budget SVOD, improves protections 
against outrageous exclusivity terms/options, and for the first time covers 
performance capture. 

This statement was utilized three times:  (1) for President (No. 2); (2) National Board (No. 119); 
and (3) Los Angeles, Local Board (No. 45). 
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The deadline to submit election statements was June 28.  Yet Ms. Carteris’ statement 
reveals the strictly confidential information about a possible deal with Netflix, but makes clear 
that the agreement was already done (“negotiated”).  It wasn’t until July 20 that the National 
Board was presented with the proposed agreement with Netflix, where it was approved.  That 
means the people unauthorized to know about the Netflix agreement, including the governance 
department staff and the Elections Committee, knew from reviewing the candidate statements 
about the Netflix negotiation weeks before the national board, local boards, and the General 
Counsel.  Even the printers of the ballots knew long before the membership did.  There is an 
alternative yet equally alarming explanation—Ms. Carteris conspired with the election staff and 
altered her previously written statement after the July 20 board meeting.  Either way, Ms. 
Carteris divulged confidential information about an ongoing contract negotiation, a union asset, 
and then used her position of power to cause it to occur, and/or utilized her position of power as 
President to change her statement to the detriment of all other candidates. 

Additionally, based upon her statement, Ms. Carteris states that she personally negotiated 
with Netflix, and that the Negotiating Committee (the party that should have been conducting 
negotiations pursuant to the Constitution) had nothing to do with it.  The Negotiating Committee 
did not negotiate the Netflix Agreement in any way.  There is no way that Ms. Carteris knew, 
prior to June 28 when she submitted her statement, that the Netflix deal would be approved prior 
to a National Board vote.  Further, Ms. Carteris and the National Board’s failure to submit the 
Netflix agreement to the SAG-AFTRA membership for ratification, clearly an agreement to be 
“used in widespread or industry-wide application affecting a substantial portion of the 
membership,” violates Article XI(B)(2) of the Constitution.  Ms. Carteris therefore used her 
position of power as the union president to ramrod the Netflix agreement through without 
membership ratification, in violation of the Constitution, in order for its timing to personally 
serve her reelection campaign. 

Title IV precludes union money or resources from being used to promote the candidacy 
of any person in an election.  29 U.S.C. § 481(g).  Yet Ms. Carteris used confidential union 
information to promote her candidacy, information that she disclosed to unauthorized people, 
both inside and outside the union, for her personal gain.  Alternatively, she caused union staff to 
change her statement after the deadline, thereby discriminating against all of the other candidates 
who were not allowed to do so in violation of Title I and Title V, 29 U.S.C. §§ 411(a), 481(g).  
Such conduct also violates Title V by using union assets and the incumbent’s position for 
personal gain.  29 U.S.C. § 501(a). 

Once a violation of Title IV has been shown, the existence of that violation establishes a 
prima facie case that the violation may have affected the outcome of the election.  Wirtz, 391 
U.S. at 506-07.  Further, the use of confidential information in Ms. Carteris’ campaign statement, 
her use of her position of power as the incumbent to force the Netflix deal through without 
Negotiating Committee input or membership referendum so that its timing would personally 
benefit her, may have affected the outcome of the election by creating the false impression that 
Ms. Carteris was acting in the best interest of union members by personally negotiating the 
Netflix agreement and causing it to occur before the election.   
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Violation No. 6.  BH90210 Promotion 

Ms. Carteris is an Executive Producer and cast member of the new TV show, BH90210 
on FOX, portions of which she personally turned into a blatant national commercial for her 
SAG-AFTRA re-election campaign.  First, Ms. Carteris does not reprise her role as Andrea 
Zuckerman on this television program.  Instead, Ms. Carteris plays herself, and as a hard-
working and concerned Screen “Actors Guild” President, who has to be “impartial” and has to 
“protect actors.”  In fact, she admitted that as executive producer of BH90210, she had creative 
control over her character.  She was given what amounts to a nationwide, prime time, broadcast 
TV ad by her employer.  These episodes aired during the union’s election period while thousands 
of members had voting ballots in their possession.  Specifically, the union mailed the ballots on 
July 29 and were tabulated on August 28, while BH90210 episode 1 The Reunion aired August 7 
and episode 2 The Pitch aired August 14.  See https://vimeo.com/357415861  

Title IV not only precludes the union from contributing monies or in-kind benefits to a 
candidate’s campaign, but also any employer from contributing monies or in-kind benefits to 
promote the candidacy of any person in an election.  29 U.S.C. § 481(g); see also C.F.R. § 
452.78(a)-(b).  Similarly, Article IV, Section B of the Policy provides: 

No employer . . . funds, resources, personnel or facilities may be used to promote 
the candidacy of any person, and no candidate may receive any employer . . . 
contributions made to promote his or her candidacy. This prohibition includes a 
ban on monetary contributions and the use of a . . . employer’s stationery, 
equipment, facilities, personnel or other resources to promote a candidate extends 
to every employer, regardless of the nature of the business or whether any union 
represents its employees. 

Here, Ms. Carteris received something of extraordinary value directly from FOX, an employer—
a nationwide commercial during the election to advocate her as a legitimate protector of actors’ 
rights.  None of her four opponents were given the same platform for nationwide self-promotion.   

Once a violation of Title IV has been shown, the existence of that violation establishes a 
prima facie case that the violation may have affected the outcome of the election.  Wirtz, 391 
U.S. at 506-07.  Further, FOX’s promotion of Ms. Carteris as the president of the “Actor’s 
Guild” through BH902010 may have affected the outcome of the election by giving Ms. Carteris 
a tremendous advantage in promoting her campaign through employer contributions. 

Violation No. 7.  Serving as Producer and IMDb Credits Blackout 

Ms. Carteris sits on the Wages & Working Conditions Committee and the Negotiating 
Committee.  The union requires all members of each of these committees to warrant and 
represent in writing that he/she cannot be actively producing theatrical or television programs 
while sitting on either of these committees.  Ms. Carteris made such warranties and 
representations, yet during the Netflix negotiation, she violated them by executive producing 
BH90210.  To hide her malfeasance, Ms. Carteris had her IMDb page hide her producing credits 
prior to the election, only to become visible again after the election.  
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Union rules prohibited Ms. Carteris from serving on the Wages & Working Conditions 
Committee and the Negotiating Committee while simultaneously producing BH90210.  Her 
efforts to have IMDb hide her producer credits during the election confirm that she was aware of 
this violation and tried to cover it up.  If Ms. Carteris was not on the Negotiating Committee, she 
would presumably not been involved in the negotiation of the Netflix agreement, the crown 
jewel of her re-election campaign.   

Ms. Carteris’ violation of union rules regarding producing may have affected the 
outcome of the election by allowing her to serve on the Negotiating Committee and have access 
to the Netflix negotiation, thus allowing her to prominently campaign on this issue.  Her cover up 
of the evidence of her producing during the election confirms she was aware of this violation. 

Violation No. 8.  Verbal Assault of Background Performer 

On August 12, 2019 during the election campaign, Ms. Carteris, and other UFS 
candidates, including Bill Charleton, Ellen Crawford, Clyde Kusatsu, Chantal Coursineau and 
Parvesh Cheena, verbally assaulted, intimidated, harassed and prevented Linda Harcharic, a MF 
union member, from presenting opposing candidate campaign literature outside of the SAG-
AFTRA building.   

In fact, in a recent email to SAG-AFTRA National Board Members, National Executive 
Director David White apparently commented on Ms. Carteris’ verbal assault and bullying of Ms. 
Harcharic: 

This is unacceptable and must stop. While our union is a democracy and we fully 
support the right to free speech, we have an absolute zero tolerance for this kind 
of conduct. Bullying, harassment, and violent verbal and written attacks will not 
be tolerated. This is particularly the case as many of our members have faced the 
damaging experience of being stalked and even attacked during their careers. 

Title I guarantees each union member equal rights with respect to voting in elections and 
freedom of speech and assembly.  29 U.S.C. § 411(a)(1)-(2).  By harassing and preventing 
opposing candidates to freely assemble and disseminate campaign literature, Ms. Carteris, a 
union official, along with her UFS supporters, denied Ms. Harcharic equal rights and privileges 
within the union with respect to voting in elections, and denied her right to express her views in a 
public space in front of the SAG-AFTRA building.  Additionally, pursuant to Title V, union 
officers have a fiduciary duty to ensure that they act solely for the benefit of the union and not 
for personal gain.  29 U.S.C. § 501(a).  Ms. Carteris and other UFS union officers have breached 
their fiduciary duties to the union by verbally assaulting, intimidating, harassing and preventing a 
union member from freely assembling and presenting opposing candidate campaign literature 
during an election.  

Failing to provide Ms. Harcharic the ability to distribute campaign literature in a public 
space in front of the SAG-AFTRA building, where other members frequently visit may have 
affected the outcome of the election by preventing other members from learning about 
viewpoints of MF candidates in opposition to UFS and Ms. Carteris.  Further, for the President 
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and other officers of the union to create a mob and bully Ms. Harcharic is antithetical to their 
fiduciary duties to protect and serve all union members, not just those that kowtow to her.   

Violation No. 9.  Defamation of Matthew Modine 

On August 22 and 23, 2019, Ms. Carteris defamed Mr. Modine in comments to news 
articles, Tweets and email to all union members.  In reference to public service announcements 
created and owned by the New York Film Academy that do not endorse or promote Mr. 
Modine’s candidacy, Ms. Carteris commented to the LA Times:  “These aren’t just flagrant 
violations of our union election rules, but of federal labor law as well.”  After watching the 
videos themselves, Ms. Carteris knew or had serious doubts about the truth of her statement.  
Falsely accusing someone of a crime in these circumstances is libel per se.  Further, Ms. Carteris 
and other UFS union officers emailed all of the members and, citing to another, stated “the use of 
the NYFA videos on Membership First’s campaign website and YouTube pages— where the 
videos were co-branded for the slate and the school — is a ‘per se violation’ of federal law, using 
a legal term that means ‘inherent’ or ‘automatic.’” 

But Mr. Modine committed no such violation of federal labor law, as Ms. Carteris well 
knows.  NYFA created and owns public service announcements that solely promote the 
importance of stunt performers, singers & dancers and background actors, not Mr. Modine’s 
candidacy.  NYFA made these PSAs available on YouTube, allowing anyone to link or embed 
them.  While Title IV precludes any employer from contributing monies or in-kind benefits to 
promote the candidacy of any person in an election, these PSAs were not employer contributions 
to Mr. Modine’s campaign.  29 U.S.C. § 481(g); see also C.F.R. § 452.78(a)-(b).   

On the other hand, Ms. Carteris’ knowingly defamatory statement breached her fiduciary 
duty as a union officer by falsely accusing a member of a crime for the sole purpose of gaining 
personal advantage in the election.  29 U.S.C. § 501(a). 

Ms. Carteris’ knowingly defamatory remarks against opposing candidate Mr. Modine 
may have affected the outcome of the election by implanting the false belief in members that Mr. 
Modine committed a crime. 

Violation No. 10.  Illegal and Unethical Electioneering  

Illyssa Fradin, a National Board member for the Chicago Local and UFS candidate for 
the 2019 Election, contracted with Eye-Dentify, Inc., an employer, to send a text blast to union 
members with a large photograph of Ms. Carteris and the following message “I support re-
electing Gabrielle Carteris President of SAG-AFTRA.”  The text messages (the “Text”) was 
from unidentified phone number , which is registered to Eye-Dentify. 
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The Text constitutes a violation of not only SAG-AFTRA rules on campaign literature 

and the LMRDA, but also of the Telephone Consumers Protection Act (“TCPA”).   

First, the Text violates Article III, Section B of the Policy.  This Section, entitled 
“Mailings of Candidate Literature,” requires candidates who want to send campaign materials to 
union members to make a written request to the union to send either physical or electronic mail 
to the membership.  Notably absent is the ability of a candidate to request telephonic or text 
communications.  The union then undertakes the sending of mail communications through an 
independent company to ensure that no candidate receives the union’s records of each member’s 
contact information.  The Text was not sent through SAG-AFTRA’s independent company, yet 
MS. Fradin and/or Eye-Dentify someone obtained members’ private contact information in order 
to send the Text.   

Further, Article III, Section B.4. of the Policy requires that all campaign materials sent to 
members electronically include certain information:  (a) the subject line must read “SAG-
AFTRA Election Campaign Literature;” (b) “All messages” must be (1) preceded by the 
following disclaimer:  “This e-mail is not an official communication from SAG-AFTRA, and has 
not been transmitted at SAG-AFTRA’s expense” (the “Pre-Message Disclaimer”);” and (2) 
followed by the following disclaimer:   

SAG-AFTRA is required by federal law to comply with all reasonable requests by 
candidates for union office regarding the distribution of campaign literature at the 
candidate’s expense. The preceding message has been prepared by the candidate 
and is not endorsed or reviewed by SAG-AFTRA. The candidate has not been 
provided with your email address and will not receive any responses. This 
message is being transmitted by an independent electronic communications 
company that has signed an agreement with SAG-AFTRA which requires the 
company to guarantee the confidentiality of your email address. 

(the “Post-Message Disclaimer”).  The Text, however, did not include an analogous 
subject line, did not include the Pre-Message Disclaimer nor include the Post-Message 
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Disclaimer.  Accordingly, the Text constitutes an unauthorized distribution of campaign 
literature to union members that fails to comply with union Policy. 

The Text also violates Article IV, Section B of the Policy, which prohibits employer 
funds, resources, personnel or facilities from being used to promote the candidacy of any person.  
This prohibition includes a ban on monetary contributions and the use of an employer’s 
stationery, equipment, facilities, personnel or other resources regardless of the nature of the 
business. 

Ms. Fradin engaged Eye-Dentify, an employer, to promote Ms. Carteris.  Eye-Dentify 
utilized its services to send the Text to union members.  Unless Ms. Fradin paid Eye-Dentify at 
the fair market value for its distribution of the Text, such distribution constitutes a prohibited 
employer contribution to Ms. Carteris’ campaign.   

Second, the Text violates the LMRDA.  Title IV provides that: 

Every national or international labor organization . . . and every local labor 
organization, and its officers, shall be under a duty, . . . to refrain from 
discrimination in favor of or against any candidate with respect to the use of lists 
of members, and whenever such labor organizations or its officers authorize the 
distribution by mail or otherwise to members of campaign literature on behalf of 
any candidate . . . similar distribution at the request of any other bona fide 
candidate shall be made by such labor organization and its officers, with equal 
treatment as to the expense of such distribution.  

29 U.S.C. § 481(c) (emphasis added).  Ms. Fradin, a National Board member of the 
union, authorized and facilitated the distribution of campaign materials in support of Ms. 
Carteris to members, but did not provide equal treatment to supporters of Mr. Modine or 
any of the other candidates.  In fact, Ms. Fradin obfuscated her involvement by using 
Eye-Dentify to anonymously send the Text to members, thus preventing any other 
candidate or supporters of other candidates of even knowing who was distributing the 
Text and thereby preventing them from requesting a similar distribution.   

Title IV also only precludes any employer from contributing monies or in kind 
benefits to promote the candidacy of any person in an election.  29 U.S.C. § 481(g); see 
also C.F.R. § 452.78(a)-(b).  Here, Ms. Carteris received from Eye-Dentify a prohibited 
in-kind contribution to her campaign during the Election.  None of her four opponents 
were given the same platform for self-promotion. 

Pursuant to Title V, union officers have a fiduciary duty to ensure that they act 
solely for the benefit of the union and not for personal gain.  29 U.S.C. § 501(a).  To the 
extent Ms. Fradin, Ms. Carteris or another union officer, directed, encouraged or 
facilitated the sending of the Text through access to the union’s confidential records, then 
such union officers have breached their fiduciary duties to the union. 

Third, the Text violates the TCPA.  Among other things, it is unlawful under the 
TCPA to send a text message to a cell phone using an automated system without the 
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recipient’s prior express consent.  47 U.S.C. § 227 et seq.  It is highly doubtful that any of 
the members expressly authorized Ms. Fradin or Eye-Dentify to send the Text.  
Accordingly, each member who received the Text has the right to bring a private cause of 
action against the perpetrator and recover $500, and if the person is on the do-not-call 
registry, $1,500.  Id. § 227(b)(3).  So, for example, if Ms. Fradin caused Eye-Dentify to 
send the Text to 1,000 members who are on the do-not-call registry, Ms. Fradin could be 
liable for $1,500,000.   

Once a violation of Title IV has been shown, the existence of that violation establishes a 
prima facie case that the violation may have affected the outcome of the election.  Wirtz, 391 
U.S. at 506-07.  Further, the unauthorized, discriminatory and unlawful Text may have affected 
the outcome of the election by providing Ms. Carteris’ campaign an unfair advantage in the 
promotion of Ms. Carteris’ candidacy.   

Violation No. 11.  False Allegations Against MembershipFirst Candidates 

On August 1, 2019, eight union officials, Ms. Carteris, Rebecca Damon, Clyde Kusatsu, 
Liz Zazzi, Suzanne Burkhead, Samantha Mathis, Catherine Brown and Dan Navarro (“Union 
Officials”), authorized their attorney, Pamela Jeffrey, to send a letter directly to twenty MF 
members, including Mr. Modine (the “MF Members”), threatening litigation if they did not cease 
and desist from asserting claims that Ms. Carteris had committed election violations and 
breached her fiduciary duties to SAG-AFTRA (the “Letter”).  Such claims were part of a July 29, 
2019 letter I had sent to SAG-AFTRA on behalf of a group of undisclosed members of the union, 
alerting SAG-AFTRA of election violations and breaches of fiduciary duties by candidate and 
current President Ms. Carteris.  The Letter also falsely accused the MF Members of breaching 
their fiduciary duties to the union by alerting the union of these violations and breaches.   

To make matters worse, at least one of the Union Officials and/or Ms. Jeffrey proceeded 
to leak the Letter to news publications, including trade publications The Hollywood Reporter and 
Variety, before or simultaneously as Ms. Jeffrey sent the letter to the MF Members.   

One of the MF Members, Pamela Guest, emailed Ms. Jeffrey on August 2, 2019, alerting 
Ms. Jeffrey that Ms. Guest was not a party to any proposed legal action nor had any knowledge 
of it, and that she resented Ms. Jeffrey’s implication that she was not a loyal union member.  Ms. 
Guest demanded an apology.  Instead of providing a substantive response, Ms. Jeffrey emailed 
Ms. Guest to alert her that she forwarded Ms. Guest’s email to “her client Rebecca Damon,” and 
that she should “direct all future communications to Ms. Damon.”   

First, if Ms. Jeffrey thought that any of the people she contacted directly were, in fact, 
represented by me, then she has violated both California and New York rules of professional 
conduct Rule 4.2(a) by contacting people she knew to be represented by counsel, and subjects 
herself to discipline by the state bar.  Her failure to investigate or correct her allegations once 
confronted by Ms. Guest further demonstrates Ms. Jeffrey’s unethical conduct.   

Second, the Union Officials violated the LMRDA by authorizing Ms. Jeffrey to send the 
Letter.  Title I prohibits a labor organization from limiting the right of any member to institute 
any legal action.  29 U.S.C. § 411(a)(4).  Although Ms. Jeffrey claims in the Letter to only be 
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representing the Union Officials in their individual capacity, considering that the Letter was sent 
on behalf of eight union officials, including its President and Executive Vice-President, the only 
reasonable interpretation of the Letter is that the Union Officials, in their official capacity, were 
attempting to curtail the rights of other members to bring grievances to the union’s attention, 
which included the right to assert the legal right to sue in the event the union did not timely take 
appropriate action under Title V.   

The Union Officials, including Ms. Carteris, knowingly defamed the MF Members, 
including Mr. Modine, by falsely accusing them of breaching their fiduciary duties to the union.  
And while legal accusations in a demand letter are usually protected speech under the litigation 
privilege, the facts that the letter was leaked to the press prior to or simultaneously as it was sent 
to the MF Members, coupled with the fact that Ms. Jeffrey’s sole purpose was to write the Letter 
and not actually potentially litigate the matters asserted, illustrate that the allegations were not 
made in good faith and therefore do not constitute protected speech.   

Such defamation by the Union Officials, including Ms. Carteris, constitutes breaches of 
their fiduciary duty as a union officer by knowingly, falsely and in bad faith accusing the MF 
Members, including Mr. Modine, of violating Title V for the sole purpose of gaining personal 
advantage in the election.  29 U.S.C. § 501(a). 

The Union Officials’ authorization to send the Letter to the MF Members and leak to the 
press may have affected the outcome of the election by portraying all of the MF candidates, 
including Mr. Modine, as disreputable and maliciously litigious union members, when the facts 
point to the exact opposite—that even if the MF Members authorized my July 29 letter, alerting 
the union of Ms. Carteris’ election violations and breaches of her fiduciary duties constitutes the 
fulfillment of one’s fiduciary duties, not the violation of them.   

Conclusion 

 We continue to investigate additional elections violations by Ms. Carteris and other UFS 
union officials.  Nevertheless, the eleven violations listed above represent significant and 
egregious election violations by Ms. Carteris and other UFS union officials that undoubtedly and 
materially affected the outcome of the 2019 Election for President of SAG-AFTRA.  
Accordingly, in accordance with the Constitution and the Policy, the Election for President of 
SAG-AFTRA must be rerun.   

Sincerely, 
 

 
Robert E. Allen 



Gabrielle Carteris Election Violations | Protest to the 2019 Sag-Aftra Election  

Violation No. 1.  Discriminatory Performance of Videos 

  

  

 
 
 
 



Violation No. 5.  Breach of Confidentiality / Amending Election Statement 

 
 
Violation No. 7.  Serving as Producer and IMDb Credits Blackout 

 
 
 



 
 



Violation No. 8.  Verbal Assault of Background Performer

 



 



 

 
 
Violation No. 9.  Defamation of Matthew Modine

 









 



 



Violation No. 10.  Illegal and Unethical Electioneering  
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September 10, 2019 

 
Via Email Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org 
Michelle Bennett  
Executive Director, Governance, SAG-AFTRA 
5757 Wilshire Boulevard, 7th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90036-3600 

 
RE: Protest to the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election 

Dear Ms. Bennett: 

 I refer to my September 9, 2019 letter I previously sent to you.  Please note that I did not 
include a link to the video at issue in Violation No. 2.  Please see 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u3EnoisFNrg  

 Second, the following Election Violations supplement my earlier letter. 

Violation No. 12.  Failure to Ensure Adequate Safeguards 

During the counting and tabulation of the election ballots, observers on behalf of MF 
Candidates were specifically and expressly denied access to discussions about irregularities in 
the counting process held by union officials and representatives.  Specifically, Duncan Crabtree-
Ireland (General Counsel of SAG-AFTRA), Michelle Bennett (SAG-AFTRA Executive Director 
of Governance), National Election Committee members met with an independent ballot counting 
company employee in the Frank Maxwell Room at approximately 11:30pm on August 28, 2019 
to discuss a “glitch” with one of the batches of ballots.  When Richard Hadfield, a designated 
observer, asked what was going on, he was told that the others were in a “private meeting” and 
was not allowed to observe.  This private meeting lasted for approximately twenty minutes, after 
which the group announced that they would have to rerun this batch through the ballot counting 
machines, thereby confirming that the content of the “private meeting” directly related to the 
counting of the ballots. 

In order to insure a fair election, Title IV requires each union to provide adequate 
safeguards, “including the right of any candidate to have an observer at the polls and at the 
counting of the ballots.”  29 U.S.C. § 481(c).  There is no exception for conversations among 
union officials and representatives that directly relate to the counting of ballots.   

Once a violation of Title IV has been shown, the existence of that violation establishes a 
prima facie case that the violation may have affected the outcome of the election.  Wirtz v. Hotel, 
Motel & Club Employees Union, 391 U.S. 492, 506-07 (1968).  Further, the union’s failure to 
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ensure adequate safeguards to the counting and tabulation of the ballots may have affected the 
election by causing the results to not accurately reflect the votes cast by all union members.  

Violation No. 13.  Unlawful Reprisals for Supporting MF Candidates 

Through the election cycle, union officials and representatives punished members who 
supported Mr. Modine and other MF candidates.  For example, Joseph Pearlman is a member 
and has taught countless acting and marketing workshops and classes for the union for over ten 
years.  The moment Mr. Pearlman publicly supported Mr. Modine, the union cancelled all of his 
classes.  When Mr. Pearlman inquired, he was told directly by Serena Kung (SAG-AFTRA 
Associate Executive Director, Los Angele Local Operations) that Ms. Carteris’ legal team 
ordered the cancellation “due to scrutiny of presenters due to the contentious election.”  In 
another example, Jessica Barth is part of the Voices in Action (“VIA”) organization.  Ms. Barth 
presented VIA to Ms. Carteris as an initiative to holistically approach the prevention and 
eradication of sexual harassment and assault.  Despite the union’s interest in VIA, Ms. Barth was 
told in June (during the election season) by Michelle Bennett (SAG-AFTRA Executive Director, 
Governance) that the union could not consider VIA (at least until after the election) because Ms. 
Barth had endorsed Mr. Modine.  These are just two examples of what is likely a pattern of 
reprisal. 

Title IV precludes any union or any of its members from subjecting to “penalty, 
discipline, or improper interference or reprisal of any kind” any member for supporting any 
candidate of his/her choice.  29 U.S.C. § 481(e).  We are aware of at least these two members 
who were subjected to reprisal by the union for supporting Mr. Modine, a candidate the union 
did not like.  There is likely to be many more.   

Once a violation of Title IV has been shown, the existence of that violation establishes a 
prima facie case that the violation may have affected the outcome of the election.  Wirtz, 391 
U.S. at 506-07.  Further, the union’s intimidation of members who openly supported MF 
candidates, including Mr. Modine, may have affected the outcome of the election by creating the 
false perception that MF Candidates would not act in the best interest of the union and that the 
union was endorsing Ms. Carteris and other UFS candidates to the exclusion of others.   

Conclusion 

 We continue to investigate additional elections violations by Ms. Carteris and other UFS 
union officials.  Nevertheless, the thirteen violations listed above and in my September 9, 2019 
letter, represent significant and egregious election violations by Ms. Carteris and other UFS 
union officials that undoubtedly and materially affected the outcome of the 2019 Election for 
President of SAG-AFTRA.  Accordingly, in accordance with the Constitution and the Policy, the 
Election for President of SAG-AFTRA must be rerun.   

Sincerely, 
 
 

Robert E. Allen 



 

From: Queen Searles  
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2019 12:01 PM 
To: Governance <governance@sagaftra.org>; Grace Danziger <Grace.Danziger@sagaftra.org>; Michelle 
Bennett <Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org> 
Subject: Queen AllJAHye's Protest and Appeal 

 

Greetings SAG-AFTRA GOVERNANCE Et. AL, 
 
Attached is my formal Protest and Appeal of the 2019 Sag-AFTRA Elections. 
 
 
 
Respectfully,  
 
Queen AllJAHyé  
 























































From: Jamie Omatic  
Sent: Saturday, August 31, 2019 5:46 PM 
To: Michelle Bennett <Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org> 
Subject: Re: SAG-AFTRA Member Protest of Unfair, Unlawful and Discriminatory Election Practices 
during the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election Process 

 

Dear Ms. Bennett, 

In accordance with Article VI, Section B, Election Protests, SAG-AFTRA Nominations and 

Election Policy, and as a Member in good standing of the Actors Union, SAG-AFTRA, I herein 

protest the unfair, unlawful and discriminatory Election practices attendant to the 2019 SAG-

AFTRA Election Process for the reasons set forth below, and which reasons are supported by the 

evidence all of which demonstrates serious Violations of Federal Union Election Laws 

(LMRDA, Title IV); SAG-AFTRA Election Policy; the SAG-AFTRA Constitution; the United 

States Constitution and any and all applicable State and Federal Laws which were willfully and 

knowingly violated during the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election Process. 

2019 SAG-AFTRA ELECTION PROCESS VIOLATED FEDERAL UNION ELECTION 

LAW:  

In clear violation of Title IV, Elections (29 U.S.C. 481), Section 401 (c) of the Labor-

Management Reporting and Disclosure Act of 1959 (LMRDA), and as evidenced by the relevant 

Union Working Website Page (which Union Working webpage can be found with a Google 

search), two SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates - Abraham Justice and Queen Searles - were 

expressly excluded from, and denied the opportunity to fully participate in, the August 15, 2019, 

SAG-AFTRA Presidential Candidates Town Hall held at Faith Presbyterian Church, Caldwell 

Hall (Gym), 5000 Colfax Avenue, Valley Village, CA 91601. 

As a Member of SAG-AFTRA, I can not abide the Violations of Law committed in my name 

during the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election Process.  

Further, if my Union can Violate the rights of these two Union members, and I don’t stand up for 

them, then should my Union ever Violate My Rights, Who Shall Plead for Me? 

Sincerely, 

Jamie Theurich 

11411008 
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From: michael woods <mwoods3@mac.com>  
Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 4:25 PM 
To: Michelle Bennett <Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org> 
Subject: Cateris Election Complaint 
 
 
 

mailto:mwoods3@mac.com
mailto:Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org


Subject: Formal Electioneering Complaint against Gabrielle Carteris & SAG-AFTRA 
regarding -Two New Podcast Episodes: Disruption in Entertainment and other violations.
 
Attention: 
David White - SAG-AFTRA NED
Duncan Crabtree Ireland - SAG-AFTRA COO
Michelle Bennett - Head of Governance SAG-AFTRA
 
To all concerned parties:

Consider this email a formal electioneering complaint against the actions of Gabrielle 
Carteris. In addition, it is unlawful for a union to aid and abet any candidate with union 
funds or demonstrate bias or discriminate against any candidate running for office.

A declared candidate cannot be promoted using union resources, and yet Gabrielle 
hosts the current SAG-AFTRA podcast that is currently displayed on the front page of 
the SAG-AFTRA website and promoted by SAG-AFTRA official email communications to 
the general membership today, May 30, 2019 (see evidence below) and in various 
videos online, to include a continuous looped video featuring Miss Carteris in the Ken 
Howard membership lobby in Los Angeles. These promotions are paid for by SAG-
AFTRA union funds are against federal labor law statutes and clearly a violation of the 
SAG AFTRA election rules and evidence electioneering.

It is against election rules to use Union funds to promote any candidate 
during an election season and it is additionally illegal for a SAG-AFTRA/Union 
employee/s to practice bias in favor of any candidate. The email referenced 
herein was approved by SAG-AFTRA and is now evidence of not only Carteris 
electioneering, but SAG-AFTRA's role in aiding and abetting Carteris in her 
bid to win the current 2019 election. 
 

I understand that the President is the official spokesperson for the union, however 
there are reasonable and legal limits, outlined in LMRDA law (Title IV item (g) and (c) 
respectfully outlined below) when running for office during any election season.

I concur there are exceptions; a member being promoted to forward factual success 
stories that promote the benefits/interests of unionism and/or SAG-AFTRA however 
starting a podcast in an election year with the host (current SAG-AFTRA president, 
Gabrielle Carteris) and the host of that podcast also designated by the current sitting 
SAG-AFTRA president and now presidential candidate (Gabrielle Carteris) reeks of self-
promotion and further evidences electioneering. This action could not be considered 
“normal course of business” unless other candidates were given the equal opportunity 
and the same exposure in front of the membership.

The latest podcast features an interview video stream hosted by current presidential 
candidate Gabrielle Carteris with SAG-AFTRA member (Alan Alda), who has endorsed 
her campaign, purports and unfair advantage in favor of Carteris to the detriment of all 
other SAG-AFTRA presidential candidates. The podcast is paid for by SAG-AFTRA which 
evidences a clear electioneering violation and is against LMRDA Title IV item (g).

It is against federal labor law to utilize union funds to promote any candidate. SAG-



AFTRA represents the highest profile broadcasters and actors nationwide and yet an 
elected officer currently running a presidential campaign in an election year is the face 
and voice of our podcast. If it walks like a duck, quacks like a duck…electioneering.

Additionally, the most current edition of the SAG-AFTRA magazine pages 3, 18, 20, 21, 
27, 32, 33, 46, 50, 57, 60,  feature Gabrielle in photographs and in particular a full 
magazine layout with her speaking with Alan Alda (one of her campaign endorsers). 
The SAG-AFTRA podcast is streamed on the front page of the SAG-AFTRA website and 

promoted additionally by an official SAG-AFTRA email dated, May 30th, 2019 in the 
middle of election season. 

Election season legally starts when members publicly announce their candidacy. 
Presidential candidate Jane Austin is featured in 6 photographs with no magazine styled 
layouts compared with Carteris who has double the photos in the magazine while 
Presidential candidate Matthew Modine has no photos in the publication. For the 
aforementioned reasons, it appears SAG-AFTRA is using member/union funds to 
unlawfully promote a candidate.

 
• Whereas the damage done in SAG-AFTRA's June 25, 2019 email attached herein 

is irreversible as the podcast promo content featuring Gabrielle Carteris and NED, 
David White, sent by email to 160,868 active members (2018 LM-2) ipsofacto 
promotes Gabrielle Carteris in her quest to get elected as SAG-AFTRA President.

 
• Whereas this fact gives an unfair advantage to Gabrielle Carteris and creates a 

disadvantage to additional SAG-AFTRA Presidential candidates Matthew Modine 
and Jane Austin.

 
• Whereas SAG-AFTRA is a member run union and it is a breach of the Covenant 

of Fair Dealing to support one candidate over another in addition to violating 
Federal Labor codes.

 
• Title IV LMRDA outlined below.

 
 

The endorsement list posted on the unite for strength (Carteris’ political parties 
website) earmarked as… “Nationwide Support: Gabrielle endorsed by over 100 SAG-
AFTRA leaders from all 25 locals, Here is just a partial list of some of the National 
Board, Local Board, Local Officers and other notable leaders endorsing Gabrielle 
Carteris”
… is evidence that Carteris used the SAG-AFTRA database using her lists provided by 
SAG-AFTRA to electioneer. How else would she solicit her candidacy support from such 
a voluminous list of national and local board members from all over the country? It is 
certainly lawful to email anyone in SAG-AFTRA with union business however you cannot 
use that list as an unfair advantage to campaign during election season. See SAG-
AFTRA union policy below:
 



A.        Employer and other Union Funds, Resources, Personnel and Facilities

No employer or union funds, resources, personnel or facilities may be used to 
promote the candidacy of any person, and no candidate may receive any employer 
or union contributions made to promote his or her candidacy.  This prohibition 
includes a ban on monetary contributions and the use of a union’s or employer’s 
stationery, equipment, facilities, personnel or other resources to promote a 
candidate.  The prohibition on employer contributions extends to every employer, 
regardless of the nature of the business or whether any union represents its 
employees. The prohibition extends to labor unions other than SAG-AFTRA.

If SAG-AFTRA finds no fault in Gabrielle using SAG-AFTRA emails to campaign, I would question 
the double standard evidenced here. Kindly respond with an approval/waiver of this behavior, 
send me the SAG AFTRA email list as you are required to give all candidates equal access, or 
you violate Federal Labor law.

Lastly, it is not the normal course of union business to fly around the country to support 
the passage of a commercial contract which is what Gabrielle did. This action can be 
construed as electioneering and evidences an unfair advantage to all other candidates. 
Commercial contract promotion was done by SAG-AFTRA spending a few hundred 
thousand dollars on postcards in addition to emails sent by SAG-AFTRA staff to its 
member list. It is easy to take the position that the president has the right to promote 
union business however the normal methods used traditionally used are technology and 
media i.e. a video, letters, postcards and emails to the membership, live stream etc. 
 Technology does not require wasting union funds on unnecessary travel unless that 
same opportunity is equally given to all other presidential candidates.

 

LMRDA Applicable Labor Law Statues:

Title IV LMRDA

4. Campaign rules
 
Basic Provisions
The act sets forth certain basic standards for union election campaigns. A union may 
also enforce other rules if they do not conflict with those prescribed in the act.
 

(g) No moneys received by any labor organization by way of dues, assessment, or 
similar levy, and no moneys of an employer shall be contributed or applied to promote 
the candidacy of any person in an election subject to the provisions of this title. Such 
moneys of a labor organization may be utilized for notices, factual statements of issues 
not involving candidates, and other expenses necessary for the holding of an election.

 

(c) Every national or international labor organization, except a federation of national or 
international labor organizations, and every local labor organization, and its officers, 
shall be under a duty, enforceable at the suit of any bona fide candidate for office in 
such labor organization in the district court of the United States in which such labor 



organization maintains its principal office, to comply with all reasonable requests of any 
candidate to distribute by mail or otherwise at the candidate's expense campaign 
literature in aid of such person's candidacy to all members in good standing of such 
labor organization and to refrain from discrimination in favor of or against any candidate 
with respect to the use of lists of members, and whenever such labor organizations or 
its officers authorize the distribution by mail or otherwise to members of campaign 
literature on behalf of any candidate or of the labor organization itself with reference to 
such election, similar distribution at the request of any other bona fide candidate shall 
be made by such labor organization and its officers, with equal treatment as to the 
expense of such distribution. Every bona fide candidate shall have the right, once within 
30 days prior to an election of a labor organization in which he is a candidate, to inspect 
a list containing the names and last known addresses of all members of the labor 
organization who are subject to a collective bargaining agreement requiring 
membership therein as a condition of employment, which list shall be maintained and 
kept at the principal office of such labor organization by a designated official thereof. 
Adequate safeguards to insure a fair election shall be provided, including the right of 
any candidate to have an observer at the polls and at the counting of the ballots.

The act forbids the use of union resources to support a favored candidate for 
office over any other candidates, and it specifically prohibits the union and 
its officers from discriminating among candidates with respect to certain 
procedures and use of facilities.
 
 
The union is required to refrain from discriminating in favor of, or against, any 
candidate with respect to the use of lists of union members. (Gabrielle was given access 
to the SAG-AFTRA email list to promote her likeness on the podcast by SAG-AFTRA Staff, a clear 
violation of Federal Labor Law, items G & C) A candidate may be allowed to copy lists of 
union members if the union permits it. If one candidate is allowed to make a copy, 
however, then all candidates must be allowed to copy the lists if they so desire.

 

The requirements that a union must comply with reasonable requests for 
distribution of campaign literature and refrain from discrimination among candidates with 
respect to the use of membership lists may be enforced before the completion of an 
election by private legal action by any bona fide candidate in a union that is subject 
to the LMRDA.

 

Use of Union and Employer Funds

A union may not use funds received from dues, assessments, or similar levies to 
promote the candidacy of a particular individual in a union election.

These funds may, however, be used for:

·        Notices

·        Factual statements of issues not involving candidates; and

·        Other expenses necessary for holding an election.



 
Employers may not contribute funds, directly or indirectly, in support of the candidacy of any 
person for union office under any conditions. This prohibition includes any costs incurred by a 
union or an employer and anything of value contributed by a union or employer.
 
Note: Any processing fees, donations, levies and interest from holding millions in 
producer bonds for unreasonable amounts of time, garnered by SAG-AFTRA paid by 
producer's to benefit of performers deposited in the general fund for the benefit of 
SAG-AFTRA, and used to promote a SAG-AFTRA candidate by email, magazine, radio 
or podcast in election season can be construed as employer donations for the 
benefit of Carteris.
 
Summary
·        A union may not use any funds received from dues, assessments, or similar 
levies to promote any person's candidacy.

·        No employer may contribute cash or anything of value to the campaign of any 
candidate.

·        If there is a collective bargaining agreement requiring union membership as a 
condition of employment, such as a union-shop or maintenance-of-membership 
agreement, a candidate has the right, once within 30 days before the election, to 
inspect a list of members subject to the agreement, but not to copy it.

·        Privileges extended to one candidate must be extended to all. For example, if 
literature is distributed at a reduced rate on behalf of one candidate, then all 
candidates must be granted equal service by the union on the same terms, and if 
any candidate is allowed to copy membership lists, all candidates must be given 
the opportunity to do so.

 

7. Relation of the bill of rights to the election provisions:

Congress determined that certain basic rights should be guaranteed to union 
members, and these are listed in title I of the LMRDA as a bill of rights. Similar 
rights for members of unions subject to the CSRA are listed in 29 CFR 458.2. Of 
particular importance in connection with elections are provisions for equal rights, 
freedom of speech and assembly, protection of the right to sue, and safeguards 
against improper disciplinary action. (See Appendix B for the complete text of the 
provisions of the LMRDA.) Any provision in a union's constitution and bylaws that is 
inconsistent with the bill of rights is declared to be of no force or effect. 

 

·        Sections of title I that have a bearing on the election provisions (title IV) of the LMRDA 
are:

1.    The guarantee of equal rights in nominating, voting, etc., subject to 
reasonable rules and regulations of the union's constitution and bylaws;

2.    The guarantee of freedom of speech and assembly, and the freedom to 
express views on candidates in an election, subject to the union's established 
and reasonable rules in its constitution and bylaws;



3.    The protection of the rights to sue, to appear as a witness, and to petition 
legislators, subject to invocation of reasonable hearing procedures within the 
union and subject to the prohibition against employer assistance in the 
exercise of these rights; and

4.    The guarantee against improper disciplinary action by a union or any of its 
officers.

 
I am respectfully requesting that this official electioneering complaint be adjudicated 
forthwith. I request a written response within 10 days.
 
Best,

 
__MICHAEL WOODS_________________________________

Electioneering evidence below:

From: SAG-AFTRA Communications <sagaftracommunications@sagaftra.org>
Date: Thursday, May 30, 2019
Subject: Listen Now: Alan Alda Actor-to-Actor

President Gabrielle Carteris talks with the legendary performer and SAG Life Achievement honoree Alan Alda about his career, improving communication and his advocacy for gender equal
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NATIONAL OFFICERS | Rebecca Damon (Executive Vice President), Clyde Kusatsu 
(Vice President, Los Angeles), Liz Zazzi (Vice President, New York), Ilyssa Fradin 
(Vice President, Mid-Sized Locals), Suzanne Burkhead (Vice President, Small 
Locals), Samantha Mathis (Vice President, Actors/Performers), Catherine Brown 
(Vice President, Broadcasters), Dan Navarro (Vice President, Recording 
Artists) ARIZONA-UTAH | Joe Corcoran – President, Margie Ghigo (National Board 
Member), Billy Holden (Vice President), Ted Raymond ATLANTA | Ric Reitz 
(President), Debra Nelson (National Board Member), Mike Pniewski (1st Vice 
President), Jon Hayden (2nd Vice President), Yolanda Asher (Secretary), Wilbur 
Fitzgerald (Former President), Ray Benitez, Eric Goins, Doug Kaye, Sheila Maddox, 
Michelle Rivera, Barry Stoltze, Clayton Landey, Adena Brumer CHICAGO | Charles 
Andrew Gardner (President), John Carter Brown (National Board Member), Richard 
Shavzin (National Board Member) COLORADO | Sheila Ivy Traister (President and 
National Board Member), David Hartley-Margolin (Former National Vice President, 
Small Locals), Nancy Flanagan (Vice President), Dulcie Camp, Nita Froelich, T. David 
Rutherford DALLAS–FORT WORTH | Brent Anderson (President), Hector Garcia 
(National Board Member), Suzanne Burkhead HAWAII | Scott Rogers (National 
Board Member) HOUSTON – AUSTIN | Pamela Weaver (President and National 
Board Member, Dee Dawson (Former National Board Member), Mykle McCoslin 
(First Vice President), Norma Jean McVey, Michelle Rendon LOS ANGELES | Clyde 
Kusatsu (National Vice President, Los Angeles), Dan Navarro (National Vice 
President, Recording Artists), Ellen Crawford (National and Local Board Member), 
Jenny O’Hara (National and Local Board Member), Woody Schultz (National and 
Local Board Member), William Charlton (National and Local Board Member), Bobbie 
Bates (National Board Member), Hal Eisner (National Board Member), Lisa Vidal 
(National Board Member), Jason George (National Board Member). Michelle Hurd 
(National Board Member), Jon Huertas (National Board Member), Stacey Travis 
(National Board Member), Jasper Randall (National Board Member), Robert Pine 
(National Board Member), Abigail Spencer (National Board Member), Catherine Dent 
(Local Board Member), Dawnn Lewis (Local Board Member), Elaine Loh (Local 
Board Member), Elizabeth McLaughlin (Local Board Member), Fletcher Sheridan 
(Local Board Member), Kate Flannery (Local Board Member), Kate Linder (Local 
Board Member), Katie Von Till (Local Board Member), Lee Purcell (Local Board 
Member), Parvesh Cheena (Local Board Member), Patrick Fabian (Local Board 
Member), Rob Archer (Local Board Member), Spencer Garrett (Local Board 
Member), Tom Choi (Local Board Member), Vivicca Whitsett (Local Board Member), 
Ben Whitehair (Local Board Member) MIAMI | John McKarthy (President), Nancy 
Duerr (National Board Member), Steve Gladstone (Former President), Dave Corey 
(Former National Board Member) MICHIGAN | Eric Wydra (President), Peter Tocco 
(National Board Member), Jo-Jo Shutty-MacGregor (1st Vice President), Phil Elam 
(2nd Vice President), Shane Carson (Secretary) MISSOURI VALLEY | Tom Murray 
(President), Rodger Brand (National Board Member) NASHVILLE | Mike Montgomery 
(President) NEVADA | Steve Dressler (National Board Member) NEW ENGLAND |
 Michele Proude  (President), Bill Mootos (National Board Member), Tom Kemp (VP 
Actor/Performers), Vic Ramos (VP Broadcasters), Ellen Colton (Secretary), Doug 
Bowen-Flynn, Frank Cacciola, Doug Cope, Russ Gannon, Paul Horn, Andrea Lyman, 
Peter McSwiggin, Karen Scalia, Rod Fritz NEW MEXICO | Marc Comstock 
(President), Mel MacKaron – National Board Member, William Sterchi (Former SAG 
Council President), Michael L. Miller (2nd Vice President), Allan K. Edgar, Mary 
Woods NEW ORLEANS | Diana Boylston (President), Charles Ferrara (National 
Board Member) NEW YORK |Rebecca Damon (Executive Vice President and NY 
President), Ezra Knight (Vice President), Maureen Donnelly (Vice President), Jim 
Kerr (Vice President), Liz Zazzi (Vice President), Dave Bachman, Marc Baron, Evan 
Bass, Thomas Bellezza, Nitasha Bhambree, Sandra M. Bloom, David Bodenschatz, 
Avis Boone, Jacqueline (Jacqui) Bradley, Christine Bruno, Ray DeForest, Gene 
DeFrancis, Wayne Duvall, Venida Evans, Nick Fondulis, Janette Gautier, Andrew 
Gelles, Traci Godfrey, Stuart Green, Ed Heavey, Cort Hessler, Anita Hollander, 
Vivienne Jurado, Sandra Karas, Verania Kenton, Peter Kilcommons, Gerald Kline, 
Ilene Kristen, Elaine LeGaro, Cathy Lilly, Doug Lory, James Lurie, Adrian Martinez, 
Tommy McInnis, Robert McKay, Joseph Melendez, S.P. Monahan, Mary Elaine Monti, 
Jack Mulcahy, Christine Nagy, Janice Pendarvis, Jay Potter, Linda Powell, Cheri 
Preston, Marisa Redanty, Buzz Roddy, John Rothman, Nick Sakai, Kevin Scullin, 
Sarah Seeds, leslie Shreve, Alice Spivak, Jeff Spurgeon, Rob Stats, Nancy Ellen 
Sutherland, Jamal Story, Alex Tavis, Joan Valentina, Tania Villanueva, Rick 
Zahn OHIO–PITTSBURGH | Chris Lacey (National Board Member) PHILADELPHIA |
 John Mitchel (National Board Member), Tom McNutt (Former President), Helen 
McNutt (Former National Board Member) PORTLAND | Mary MacDonald-Lewis 
(National Board Member), Robert Cohn, Harold Phillips, Chrisse Roccaro, Michelle 
Damis, Margaret McOmie SAN DIEGO | Martin Alvillar (President), Don Ahles 
(National Board Member) SAN FRANCISCO–NORTHERN CALIFORNIA | Kathryn 
Howell (President and National Board Member), Bob Butler (National Board 
Member), Edward Vasgersian (VP Performers), Mike Pechner (VP Broadcasters), 
Micci Toliver (Recording Secretary), Lea Gulino, Charlie Holliday, Rika Luna, Joe 
Paulino SEATTLE | Rik Deskin (President), Abby Dylan (National Board Member), 
Maggie Stenson, Rachel Glass, April Raine TWIN CITIES | Peter Moore (President), 
R a n d a l B e r g e r ( N a t i o n a l B o a r d M e m b e r ) , B o b D a v i s ( 1 s t V i c e 
President) WASHINGTON–MID ATLANTIC | Lance Lewman (President), Susan 
Snyder (National Board Member), Joe Krebs (National Board Member and Chair, 
Broadcast Steering Committee), Julie Wright (Vice President), Kathryn Klvana 
(Secretary-Treasurer), Jack Speer, John Henrehan (Former Vice President, 
Broadcaster), Melissa Leebaert, Elizabeth Noone, Sheldon Smith
 Titles are used for identification purposes only.
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(National Board Member) SAN FRANCISCO–NORTHERN CALIFORNIA | Kathryn 
Howell (President and National Board Member), Bob Butler (National Board 
Member), Edward Vasgersian (VP Performers), Mike Pechner (VP Broadcasters), 
Micci Toliver (Recording Secretary), Lea Gulino, Charlie Holliday, Rika Luna, Joe 
Paulino SEATTLE | Rik Deskin (President), Abby Dylan (National Board Member), 
Maggie Stenson, Rachel Glass, April Raine TWIN CITIES | Peter Moore (President), 
R a n d a l B e r g e r ( N a t i o n a l B o a r d M e m b e r ) , B o b D a v i s ( 1 s t V i c e 
President) WASHINGTON–MID ATLANTIC | Lance Lewman (President), Susan 
Snyder (National Board Member), Joe Krebs (National Board Member and Chair, 
Broadcast Steering Committee), Julie Wright (Vice President), Kathryn Klvana 
(Secretary-Treasurer), Jack Speer, John Henrehan (Former Vice President, 
Broadcaster), Melissa Leebaert, Elizabeth Noone, Sheldon Smith
 Titles are used for identification purposes only.
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New 
Podcast 
Episode: 
Actor-to-
Actor with 
Alan Alda
"I really do approach 
my life like an 
improvisation. I have 
very few long-term 
goals…As an actor, I 
just make the most of 
what's in front of me." - 
Alan Alda

In this first podcast 
presentation of SAG-
AFTRA’s long-running 
Actor-to-Actor 
interview series, 
President Gabrielle 
Carteris talks with the 
legendary performer 
and SAG Life 
Achievement honoree 
Alan Alda about his 
career, improving 
communication and his 
advocacy for gender 
equality.

The views expressed 
by the guests are their 
own and not that of 
SAG-AFTRA. Any 
mention of products or 
services does not 
imply SAG-AFTRA’s 
endorsement.

Click here to listen 
and subscribe. Or 
search for "SAG-
AFTRA" wherever you 
get your podcasts.

Additional episodes 
available now: CES 
Unplugged – Where 
Technology is 
Going Making the 
Revolution, Social 
Media Superstars on 
the Future of 
Entertainment, A Real-
Life Telenovela,The 
Attack on the Free 
Press, Sexual 
Harassment: Have We 
Reached a Turning 
Point?,  Bang! Zoom! 
Pow! Inside the 
Dangerous World of 
Stunt 
Performers,  Who 
Controls Your Digital 
Rights? From 
Deepfakes to 
Resurrecting the 
Dead, Life in 
Music, How NextGen 
Empowers Performers

 

 
 

 

 

Taken from the Unite for Strength Website:
Nationwide Support: Gabrielle endorsed by over 100 SAG-

AFTRA leaders from all 25 locals
Here is just a partial list of some of the National Board, Local Board, Local 

Officers and other notable leaders endorsing Gabrielle Carteris:
NATIONAL OFFICERS | Rebecca Damon (Executive Vice President), Clyde Kusatsu 
(Vice President, Los Angeles), Liz Zazzi (Vice President, New York), Ilyssa Fradin 
(Vice President, Mid-Sized Locals), Suzanne Burkhead (Vice President, Small 
Locals), Samantha Mathis (Vice President, Actors/Performers), Catherine Brown 
(Vice President, Broadcasters), Dan Navarro (Vice President, Recording 
Artists) ARIZONA-UTAH | Joe Corcoran – President, Margie Ghigo (National Board 
Member), Billy Holden (Vice President), Ted Raymond ATLANTA | Ric Reitz 
(President), Debra Nelson (National Board Member), Mike Pniewski (1st Vice 
President), Jon Hayden (2nd Vice President), Yolanda Asher (Secretary), Wilbur 
Fitzgerald (Former President), Ray Benitez, Eric Goins, Doug Kaye, Sheila Maddox, 
Michelle Rivera, Barry Stoltze, Clayton Landey, Adena Brumer CHICAGO | Charles 
Andrew Gardner (President), John Carter Brown (National Board Member), Richard 
Shavzin (National Board Member) COLORADO | Sheila Ivy Traister (President and 
National Board Member), David Hartley-Margolin (Former National Vice President, 
Small Locals), Nancy Flanagan (Vice President), Dulcie Camp, Nita Froelich, T. David 
Rutherford DALLAS–FORT WORTH | Brent Anderson (President), Hector Garcia 
(National Board Member), Suzanne Burkhead HAWAII | Scott Rogers (National 
Board Member) HOUSTON – AUSTIN | Pamela Weaver (President and National 
Board Member, Dee Dawson (Former National Board Member), Mykle McCoslin 
(First Vice President), Norma Jean McVey, Michelle Rendon LOS ANGELES | Clyde 
Kusatsu (National Vice President, Los Angeles), Dan Navarro (National Vice 
President, Recording Artists), Ellen Crawford (National and Local Board Member), 
Jenny O’Hara (National and Local Board Member), Woody Schultz (National and 
Local Board Member), William Charlton (National and Local Board Member), Bobbie 
Bates (National Board Member), Hal Eisner (National Board Member), Lisa Vidal 
(National Board Member), Jason George (National Board Member). Michelle Hurd 
(National Board Member), Jon Huertas (National Board Member), Stacey Travis 
(National Board Member), Jasper Randall (National Board Member), Robert Pine 
(National Board Member), Abigail Spencer (National Board Member), Catherine Dent 
(Local Board Member), Dawnn Lewis (Local Board Member), Elaine Loh (Local 
Board Member), Elizabeth McLaughlin (Local Board Member), Fletcher Sheridan 
(Local Board Member), Kate Flannery (Local Board Member), Kate Linder (Local 
Board Member), Katie Von Till (Local Board Member), Lee Purcell (Local Board 
Member), Parvesh Cheena (Local Board Member), Patrick Fabian (Local Board 
Member), Rob Archer (Local Board Member), Spencer Garrett (Local Board 
Member), Tom Choi (Local Board Member), Vivicca Whitsett (Local Board Member), 
Ben Whitehair (Local Board Member) MIAMI | John McKarthy (President), Nancy 
Duerr (National Board Member), Steve Gladstone (Former President), Dave Corey 
(Former National Board Member) MICHIGAN | Eric Wydra (President), Peter Tocco 
(National Board Member), Jo-Jo Shutty-MacGregor (1st Vice President), Phil Elam 
(2nd Vice President), Shane Carson (Secretary) MISSOURI VALLEY | Tom Murray 
(President), Rodger Brand (National Board Member) NASHVILLE | Mike Montgomery 
(President) NEVADA | Steve Dressler (National Board Member) NEW ENGLAND |
 Michele Proude  (President), Bill Mootos (National Board Member), Tom Kemp (VP 
Actor/Performers), Vic Ramos (VP Broadcasters), Ellen Colton (Secretary), Doug 
Bowen-Flynn, Frank Cacciola, Doug Cope, Russ Gannon, Paul Horn, Andrea Lyman, 
Peter McSwiggin, Karen Scalia, Rod Fritz NEW MEXICO | Marc Comstock 
(President), Mel MacKaron – National Board Member, William Sterchi (Former SAG 
Council President), Michael L. Miller (2nd Vice President), Allan K. Edgar, Mary 
Woods NEW ORLEANS | Diana Boylston (President), Charles Ferrara (National 
Board Member) NEW YORK |Rebecca Damon (Executive Vice President and NY 
President), Ezra Knight (Vice President), Maureen Donnelly (Vice President), Jim 
Kerr (Vice President), Liz Zazzi (Vice President), Dave Bachman, Marc Baron, Evan 
Bass, Thomas Bellezza, Nitasha Bhambree, Sandra M. Bloom, David Bodenschatz, 
Avis Boone, Jacqueline (Jacqui) Bradley, Christine Bruno, Ray DeForest, Gene 
DeFrancis, Wayne Duvall, Venida Evans, Nick Fondulis, Janette Gautier, Andrew 
Gelles, Traci Godfrey, Stuart Green, Ed Heavey, Cort Hessler, Anita Hollander, 
Vivienne Jurado, Sandra Karas, Verania Kenton, Peter Kilcommons, Gerald Kline, 
Ilene Kristen, Elaine LeGaro, Cathy Lilly, Doug Lory, James Lurie, Adrian Martinez, 
Tommy McInnis, Robert McKay, Joseph Melendez, S.P. Monahan, Mary Elaine Monti, 
Jack Mulcahy, Christine Nagy, Janice Pendarvis, Jay Potter, Linda Powell, Cheri 
Preston, Marisa Redanty, Buzz Roddy, John Rothman, Nick Sakai, Kevin Scullin, 
Sarah Seeds, leslie Shreve, Alice Spivak, Jeff Spurgeon, Rob Stats, Nancy Ellen 
Sutherland, Jamal Story, Alex Tavis, Joan Valentina, Tania Villanueva, Rick 
Zahn OHIO–PITTSBURGH | Chris Lacey (National Board Member) PHILADELPHIA |
 John Mitchel (National Board Member), Tom McNutt (Former President), Helen 
McNutt (Former National Board Member) PORTLAND | Mary MacDonald-Lewis 
(National Board Member), Robert Cohn, Harold Phillips, Chrisse Roccaro, Michelle 
Damis, Margaret McOmie SAN DIEGO | Martin Alvillar (President), Don Ahles 
(National Board Member) SAN FRANCISCO–NORTHERN CALIFORNIA | Kathryn 
Howell (President and National Board Member), Bob Butler (National Board 
Member), Edward Vasgersian (VP Performers), Mike Pechner (VP Broadcasters), 
Micci Toliver (Recording Secretary), Lea Gulino, Charlie Holliday, Rika Luna, Joe 
Paulino SEATTLE | Rik Deskin (President), Abby Dylan (National Board Member), 
Maggie Stenson, Rachel Glass, April Raine TWIN CITIES | Peter Moore (President), 
R a n d a l B e r g e r ( N a t i o n a l B o a r d M e m b e r ) , B o b D a v i s ( 1 s t V i c e 
President) WASHINGTON–MID ATLANTIC | Lance Lewman (President), Susan 
Snyder (National Board Member), Joe Krebs (National Board Member and Chair, 
Broadcast Steering Committee), Julie Wright (Vice President), Kathryn Klvana 
(Secretary-Treasurer), Jack Speer, John Henrehan (Former Vice President, 
Broadcaster), Melissa Leebaert, Elizabeth Noone, Sheldon Smith
 Titles are used for identification purposes only.
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Taken from the Unite for Strength Website:
Nationwide Support: Gabrielle endorsed by over 100 SAG-

AFTRA leaders from all 25 locals
Here is just a partial list of some of the National Board, Local Board, Local 

Officers and other notable leaders endorsing Gabrielle Carteris:
NATIONAL OFFICERS | Rebecca Damon (Executive Vice President), Clyde Kusatsu 
(Vice President, Los Angeles), Liz Zazzi (Vice President, New York), Ilyssa Fradin 
(Vice President, Mid-Sized Locals), Suzanne Burkhead (Vice President, Small 
Locals), Samantha Mathis (Vice President, Actors/Performers), Catherine Brown 
(Vice President, Broadcasters), Dan Navarro (Vice President, Recording 
Artists) ARIZONA-UTAH | Joe Corcoran – President, Margie Ghigo (National Board 
Member), Billy Holden (Vice President), Ted Raymond ATLANTA | Ric Reitz 
(President), Debra Nelson (National Board Member), Mike Pniewski (1st Vice 
President), Jon Hayden (2nd Vice President), Yolanda Asher (Secretary), Wilbur 
Fitzgerald (Former President), Ray Benitez, Eric Goins, Doug Kaye, Sheila Maddox, 
Michelle Rivera, Barry Stoltze, Clayton Landey, Adena Brumer CHICAGO | Charles 
Andrew Gardner (President), John Carter Brown (National Board Member), Richard 
Shavzin (National Board Member) COLORADO | Sheila Ivy Traister (President and 
National Board Member), David Hartley-Margolin (Former National Vice President, 
Small Locals), Nancy Flanagan (Vice President), Dulcie Camp, Nita Froelich, T. David 
Rutherford DALLAS–FORT WORTH | Brent Anderson (President), Hector Garcia 
(National Board Member), Suzanne Burkhead HAWAII | Scott Rogers (National 
Board Member) HOUSTON – AUSTIN | Pamela Weaver (President and National 
Board Member, Dee Dawson (Former National Board Member), Mykle McCoslin 
(First Vice President), Norma Jean McVey, Michelle Rendon LOS ANGELES | Clyde 
Kusatsu (National Vice President, Los Angeles), Dan Navarro (National Vice 
President, Recording Artists), Ellen Crawford (National and Local Board Member), 
Jenny O’Hara (National and Local Board Member), Woody Schultz (National and 
Local Board Member), William Charlton (National and Local Board Member), Bobbie 
Bates (National Board Member), Hal Eisner (National Board Member), Lisa Vidal 
(National Board Member), Jason George (National Board Member). Michelle Hurd 
(National Board Member), Jon Huertas (National Board Member), Stacey Travis 
(National Board Member), Jasper Randall (National Board Member), Robert Pine 
(National Board Member), Abigail Spencer (National Board Member), Catherine Dent 
(Local Board Member), Dawnn Lewis (Local Board Member), Elaine Loh (Local 
Board Member), Elizabeth McLaughlin (Local Board Member), Fletcher Sheridan 
(Local Board Member), Kate Flannery (Local Board Member), Kate Linder (Local 
Board Member), Katie Von Till (Local Board Member), Lee Purcell (Local Board 
Member), Parvesh Cheena (Local Board Member), Patrick Fabian (Local Board 
Member), Rob Archer (Local Board Member), Spencer Garrett (Local Board 
Member), Tom Choi (Local Board Member), Vivicca Whitsett (Local Board Member), 
Ben Whitehair (Local Board Member) MIAMI | John McKarthy (President), Nancy 
Duerr (National Board Member), Steve Gladstone (Former President), Dave Corey 
(Former National Board Member) MICHIGAN | Eric Wydra (President), Peter Tocco 
(National Board Member), Jo-Jo Shutty-MacGregor (1st Vice President), Phil Elam 
(2nd Vice President), Shane Carson (Secretary) MISSOURI VALLEY | Tom Murray 
(President), Rodger Brand (National Board Member) NASHVILLE | Mike Montgomery 
(President) NEVADA | Steve Dressler (National Board Member) NEW ENGLAND |
 Michele Proude  (President), Bill Mootos (National Board Member), Tom Kemp (VP 
Actor/Performers), Vic Ramos (VP Broadcasters), Ellen Colton (Secretary), Doug 
Bowen-Flynn, Frank Cacciola, Doug Cope, Russ Gannon, Paul Horn, Andrea Lyman, 
Peter McSwiggin, Karen Scalia, Rod Fritz NEW MEXICO | Marc Comstock 
(President), Mel MacKaron – National Board Member, William Sterchi (Former SAG 
Council President), Michael L. Miller (2nd Vice President), Allan K. Edgar, Mary 
Woods NEW ORLEANS | Diana Boylston (President), Charles Ferrara (National 
Board Member) NEW YORK |Rebecca Damon (Executive Vice President and NY 
President), Ezra Knight (Vice President), Maureen Donnelly (Vice President), Jim 
Kerr (Vice President), Liz Zazzi (Vice President), Dave Bachman, Marc Baron, Evan 
Bass, Thomas Bellezza, Nitasha Bhambree, Sandra M. Bloom, David Bodenschatz, 
Avis Boone, Jacqueline (Jacqui) Bradley, Christine Bruno, Ray DeForest, Gene 
DeFrancis, Wayne Duvall, Venida Evans, Nick Fondulis, Janette Gautier, Andrew 
Gelles, Traci Godfrey, Stuart Green, Ed Heavey, Cort Hessler, Anita Hollander, 
Vivienne Jurado, Sandra Karas, Verania Kenton, Peter Kilcommons, Gerald Kline, 
Ilene Kristen, Elaine LeGaro, Cathy Lilly, Doug Lory, James Lurie, Adrian Martinez, 
Tommy McInnis, Robert McKay, Joseph Melendez, S.P. Monahan, Mary Elaine Monti, 
Jack Mulcahy, Christine Nagy, Janice Pendarvis, Jay Potter, Linda Powell, Cheri 
Preston, Marisa Redanty, Buzz Roddy, John Rothman, Nick Sakai, Kevin Scullin, 
Sarah Seeds, leslie Shreve, Alice Spivak, Jeff Spurgeon, Rob Stats, Nancy Ellen 
Sutherland, Jamal Story, Alex Tavis, Joan Valentina, Tania Villanueva, Rick 
Zahn OHIO–PITTSBURGH | Chris Lacey (National Board Member) PHILADELPHIA |
 John Mitchel (National Board Member), Tom McNutt (Former President), Helen 
McNutt (Former National Board Member) PORTLAND | Mary MacDonald-Lewis 
(National Board Member), Robert Cohn, Harold Phillips, Chrisse Roccaro, Michelle 
Damis, Margaret McOmie SAN DIEGO | Martin Alvillar (President), Don Ahles 
(National Board Member) SAN FRANCISCO–NORTHERN CALIFORNIA | Kathryn 
Howell (President and National Board Member), Bob Butler (National Board 
Member), Edward Vasgersian (VP Performers), Mike Pechner (VP Broadcasters), 
Micci Toliver (Recording Secretary), Lea Gulino, Charlie Holliday, Rika Luna, Joe 
Paulino SEATTLE | Rik Deskin (President), Abby Dylan (National Board Member), 
Maggie Stenson, Rachel Glass, April Raine TWIN CITIES | Peter Moore (President), 
R a n d a l B e r g e r ( N a t i o n a l B o a r d M e m b e r ) , B o b D a v i s ( 1 s t V i c e 
President) WASHINGTON–MID ATLANTIC | Lance Lewman (President), Susan 
Snyder (National Board Member), Joe Krebs (National Board Member and Chair, 
Broadcast Steering Committee), Julie Wright (Vice President), Kathryn Klvana 
(Secretary-Treasurer), Jack Speer, John Henrehan (Former Vice President, 
Broadcaster), Melissa Leebaert, Elizabeth Noone, Sheldon Smith
 Titles are used for identification purposes only.

 



September 11, 2019

Michelle Bennett
SAG-AFTRA Exec Director of Governance
5757 Wilshire Blvd. , 7th floor
Los Angeles, CA 90036

Dear Michelle Bennett,

This a formal filing of a complaint in the election of Gabriele Carteris 
National President of SAG AFTRA recently completed August 28, 
2019, and a challenge to its validity due to these violations:

1) breach of confidentiality of the Netflix deal,  2) being an executive 
producer while serving on the negotiating committee and 3) violating 
the DOL Title IV - as her employer FOX  gave her a National network 
commercial portraying herself as President of an Actor’s Union in the 
reboot of Beverly Hills 90210, without providing the same for her 
opponents.

I recognize the election committee is comprised of Unite For 
Strength members who hold sway over any election grievances filed, 
but aside from political gerrymandering, WHY are any of Ms 
Carteris’s actions acceptable under our constitution? 

As a National Board member on the negotiating committee running 
for office, if I had done any one of these things  I would have had 
charges brought against me.

Jodi Long
	  



The following describes evidence of violations of the election 
provisions of the SAG-AFTRA Constitution, the Union’s election 
rules, the LMRDA and of Title IV federal guidelines established by 
Congress for labor union elections.

Violation #1: 
The deadline for all candidates to submit or update all campaign 
material online or in-person, including one’s 100 word statement, 
was June 28, 2109 at 5 PM Pacific time. No material could be 
submitted after that. In her 100 word statement, Gabriel Carteris, 
incumbent candidate for SAG AFTRA national president, takes 
personal credit for "Negotiated a direct, comprehensive agreement 
with Netflix”.

Yet the National Board, did not approve the contract until July 20. 
President Carteris, as Chair of the sitting Negotiating committee is 
bound by the same confidentiality agreement as the rest of the 
committee. By placing her statement in full view, not only by the 
election committee but whatever outside printing facility the Union 
uses, she breached confidentiality.  Or Ms Carteris used her power 
to change her statement after the National Board’s approval and 
after the June 28 deadline.  Breach of confidentiality or preferential 
treatment to change her statement after the deadline is a violation of 
Union rules.

Either way, Ms Carteris exerted her power in her Union candidacy 
statement by touting the Netflix deal as her own, before it 
was actually ratified by the National Board, giving her unfair 
advantage over other Presidential candidates and thus influencing 
the outcome of the election. 

Violation # 2:
Gabrielle Carteris is an Executive Producer and cast member of the 
new TV show, BH90210 on FOX.  As a member of the 
Negotiating Committee, before we can attend a W&W caucus we are 
asked to sign a disclaimer that we are not producers. How is it then, 
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that a candidate for President and Chair of the Negotiating 
committee currently be an executive producer? 

Violation # 3
I realize that no one knows how things time out especially in 
producing but if Ms Carteris  knew that BH90210’s airing would 
coincide with the election, she could have chosen a different path for 
her character or done the honorable thing and stepped down. On 
BH90210, Carteris plays herself, a hard-working and concerned 
"Actors Guild” President who “protects all actors”. In fact, she 
admitted that as executive producer of BH90210, she had creative 
control over her character. 

Ballots for the national officers election were mailed to eligible voters 
on July 29. Ballots were tabulated August 28. 

BH90210 Episode 1, The Reunion aired Aug 7 on FOX ; Episode 2 
The Pitch aired Aug 14 on FOX.  See video exhibit on Vimeo 
: https://vimeo.com/357415861 

These episodes aired during our SAG AFTRA’s election period while 
thousands of members had voting ballots on their desks. Gabriele 
Carteris was given a nationwide, prime time, broadcast 
TV commercial by her FOX employer.  This was something of 
extraordinary value which clearly gave her candidacy an unfair 
advantage in the election. None of her four opponents were given 
the same platform for nationwide self-promotion.

Section 401 (g) of the Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure 
Act (LMRDA) prohibits the use of any union funds or any employer 
funds to promote the candidacy of any candidate for union office. 
(29 U.S.C. §481(g).) The law prohibits both direct contributions and 
indirect financial support by a union or employer to a candidate for 
union office. (29 C.F.R. §452.73; Donovan v. Local 70 Teamsters, 661 
F.2d 1199, 1202 (9 Cir. 1981)).

Title IV not only precludes the union from contributing monies or 
in-kind benefits to a candidate’s campaign, but also any 
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employer from contributing monies or in-kind benefits to promote 
the candidacy of any person in an election. 29 U.S.C. § 481(g); see 
alsoC.F.R. § 452.78(a)-(b). Similarly, Article IV, Section B of the Policy 
provides: No employer . . .funds, resources, personnel or facilities 
may be used to promote the candidacy of any person, and no 
candidate may receive any employer . . .contributions made to 
promote his or her candidacy. This prohibition includes a ban on 
monetary contributions and the use of a . . .employer’s stationery, 
equipment, facilities, personnel or other resources to promote a 
candidate extends to every employer, regardless of the nature of the 
business or whether any union represents its employees.

Once a violation of Title IV has been shown, the existence of that 
violation establishes a prima facie case that the violation may 
have affected the outcome of the election.Wirtz, 391 U.S. at 506-07. 

In addition, FOX’s promotion of Ms. Carteris as the president of the 
“Actor’s Guild” through BH902010 may have affected the outcome 
of the election by giving Ms. Carteris a tremendous advantage in 
promoting her campaign through employer contributions.  BH90210 
is a Nationwide television program, in other words, people saw the 
program and merged the role with the actor which is very traditional. 

This may have influenced the election due to the fact that the vote 
was relatively close between the leading Presidential candidates 
Gabrielle Carteris and Matthew Modine, the difference being 2,855 
votes. In fact, between all five candidates, Gabrielle Carteris only 
received 44% of the votes, 56% of the voting membership voted 
against her.

I have described, in detail, clear violations of Title IV federal 
guidelines established by Congress for labor union elections which 
require timely investigation and corrective action. 

Please acknowledge this letter and I await a response to my 
protest. A hard copy of this letter will be mailed separately. 
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Sincerely,

Jodi Long

Cc: David White

Duncan Crabtree-Ireland
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Michelle Bennett

From: Richard Hadfield 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2019 4:59 PM
To: Michelle Bennett
Subject: Election Protest
Attachments: Blank 39.pages; ATT00001.htm

 
 
 
 

Protest of the 2019 SAG-AFTRA Election 
 
 
I was not permitted, in my capacity as a designated observer of the National Election, to represent my candidate’s interest 
and observe all aspect of the counting of the 2019 National Election ballots. As a designated observer, I was not allowed 
to be present in a meeting that took place in the Bella Bruck Room at 11:30pm on 8/28/19. 
 
While crossing the the lobby of 5757 Wilshire Blvd., I notice a group, consisting of Duncan Crabtree-Ireland, Chief 
Counsel of SAG-AFTRA, Michelle Bennett, Executive Director of Governance and the National Election Committee 
members, walking across the lobby of 5757 Wilshire Blvd. toward the Bella Bruck Room. I inquired about what was 
taking place and I was told it was a “private meeting”.  
 
The point of my complaint is that I was not allow to observe a phase of the counting process which may have had an 
effect on the outcome of the 2019 National Election, because I later found out that the subject of the private meeting was 
what was to be done about some sort of malfunction or glitch during the ballot count. 
 
Being excluded from the private meeting, prevented me from being present to represent my candidates interest. 
 
Please note: the counting of the ballots for the National Election was not finished until 8/29/19 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Richard Hadfield  
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To: The SAG-AFTRA National Officer Election Committee
The Election Committee
The National Election Committee
Et al.

In reply to the opportunity to provide additional commentary to the National Election Committee in
regards to the Protests filed in the SAG-AFTRA 2019 National Officer Elections, National Board
Elections and the Los Angeles Local Presidential and Board Elections, Queen AllJAHyé Searles,
Appellant in this cause, submits her Testimony as follows:

All forms of discrimination can be devastatingly hurtful and damaging to; not only the discriminatee, but
to society at large. Research indicates that it can result in catastrophic long-term socio-economic affects
that exacerbate; unemployment, mental and physical health issues, hatred, suicide, homicide,
homelessness, etc. In short, discrimination is a form of bullying; psychological and spiritual warfare
that is illegal, as well as morally abominable and indirectly, it affects all. The Congress found it
necessary to protect public interest and the economy from improper practices, corruption, breach of
trust, and failure of labor leaders to adhere to the highest standards of responsibility and ethical conduct,
and thus enacted the Office of Labor-Management Standards (OMLS) Labor-Management Reporting
and Disclosure Act (LMRDA). Similarly, the SAG-AFTRA Constitution provides guidelines for
protecting the interest of media professionals.

The National Officer Election Committee, et al., are vested with the authority to enforce the SAG-
AFTRA Constitution, the SAG-AFTRA Nominations and Election Policy, and to ensure adherence to
the OMLS LMRDA Act, Federal laws and the Civil Rights Act. Members of the respective Committees
must hold accountable SAG-AFTRA’s National President, Gabrielle Carteris, Secretary Treasurer, Jane
Austin and National and Los Angeles Local Board Member, Matthew Modine. Committee
representatives must respond with corrective action to the express discontentment of SAG-AFTRA
members and Candidates affected by leaderships’ wanton indifference, willful breach of trust, and
blatant disregard of their fiduciary duties as SAG-AFTRA Leaders. They must each face serious
reprimands for their intentional egregious acts, engaged in individually and collectively, which have
brought the SAG-AFTRA UNION and its constitution into disrepute.

In response to a twitter post interpreted to be a death threat, to Gabrielle Carteris, SAG-AFTRA National
Executive Director, David White, issued a staunch condemnation saying, “Bullying, harassment, and
violent verbal and written attacks will not be tolerated.” He further asserts that, “our union is a
democracy and we fully support the right to free speech…” For this public denunciation of vitriolic
behavior to reign true, the Committees herein complained to must find that the discriminatory acts of
particularly, Officers Gabrielle Carteris in her capacity of National President and “UNION
spokesperson,” and Jane Austin, in her capacity of Secretary-Treasurer, and Matthew Modine as a
National Board member, are per se acts of bullying and violence against Queen AllJAHyé Searles and
Abraham Justice. Queen AllJAHyé does not take lightly the tweet by a frustrated Matthew Modine and
Member first supporter that is the root of Mr. White’s public reproof, however it is her contention that
such a public outburst on social media was expressive of the widespread dissatisfaction with the
narcissistic leadership style of Gabrielle Carteris, her insensitivity to the concerns of membership and
her unabashed contempt for campaign protocol, not necessarily a “death threat” per se.
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Whereas, the acts of UNION officers Carteris, Austin and Board Member Modine were
calculated, with the intent to discriminate on the basis of race, national origin and/or color, as well as to
deny the two candidates, of African descent, the right to freedom of speech. Their collective
antagonistic actions extend beyond the realm of mere objectionable invidious discrimination, it attacks
the heart and pierces the psyche like a double-edged jagged sword. The candidate herein has faced
various forms of discrimination all of her life. As a youth she was bullied for being too poor, too smart,
too ugly, too light-skinned, bald headed, truthful…as she matured, she was harassed for setting the curve
too high, completing her job too fast, being an “over achiever,” too pretty, too young, too old, too
BLACK, too PROUD, too weak, too strong…too ambitious. As depressing as her childhood was, it
was not one iota as emotionally distressful as being discriminated against by SAG-AFTRA leadership
after having made tremendous sacrifices, to become part of what she believed to be the best thing that
she has experienced this lifetime.

Unhoused, surviving on an SSI income, dealing with physical limitations and working pertinaciously to
overcome anxiety and mental health issues resulting from a university discrimination scam that left her
destitute, Queen AllJAHyé found solace in acting. Having been forced to abruptly park her lifelong
entrepreneurial dreams of taking her internationally test-marketed Organic Gourmet Products to the Nth

Power of possibilities, the Appellant was BLESSED with new opportunities in the Entertainment
Industry. Modeling and learning the art of Acting, especially comedy, not only rejuvenated her and
freed her from a gut-wrenching depression, it was the saving GRACE that revived her HOPE and kept
her from relying on outside stimulants such as illegal and/or legal drugs and alcohol. She was brutally
criticized for joining the UNION, while operating from a vehicle, and even more so for refusing to work
off the card and accept non-union assignments. The enormous sacrifices made by the Appellant to
become a SAG-AFTRA Member, “at her age,” caused her to lose friends, suffer strained relationships
and to endure unmerciful reproach from other members who sometimes worked off-card, particularly Fi-
Core members.

Undeterred, believing in her new found passion and career goals, she began following the SAG-AFTRA
pathway to success by honing her acting skills, attending workshops, participating in rallies, taking
classes and following the advice of the “Best in the Business,” including Cicely Tyson, who told her age
doesn’t matter just “master your craft” and Octavia Spencer, Laurence Fishburne, Denzel Washington,
Viola Davis, Regina King, Gloria Allred, etc. She has been an avid supporter of Gabrielle Carteris and
Jane Austin throughout their terms of service. For them to consistently turn deaf ears to every issue that
she has raised to them personally and then to treat her as if she doesn’t exist and is not worthy of
speaking on the same platform, is a diabolical slap in the face that continues to cause Appellant, a bona
fide Candidate, undue humiliation, severe anxiety, stomach pain, insomnia and extreme melancholia.
They have made her the laughingstock of antagonists as well as in the entertainment community at large.
The masses are murmuring insults, saying she wasn’t invited to the debate because she’s unqualified to
hold office and is not an actor. Her name has been publicly disparaged and she is embarrassed to show
her face in social gatherings and in public places among Entertainment Industry Professionals. She has
been disrespected in the media and is being blamed for causing the prejudicial acts by choosing not to
attend a SAG-AFTRA TOWN HALL debate notwithstanding that she was not invited.

Queen AllJAHyé has witnessed firsthand the violence that can arise in large crowds when opposing
factions gather. Having grown up on Chicago’s West-Side, she saw the violence of the 60’s riot’s and
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would not want to be responsible for sparking the kind of tension the could result in violence by
attending a for White’s only debate which was sponsored by a UnionWorking organization that has a
history of physical violence as reported by Board Member Shaan Sharma
(https://storytellersconservatory.com/blog/2019/7/25/shaans-2019-letter-to-the-members). It pains her
that there are those who would post comments that make the victims of reprehensible discrimination
appear to be responsible for their own victimization, as stated in a Facebook post by Background Actors
Coalition (BAC). There have been mysterious occurrences recently that are causing the Appellant
concern, including cameras being installed directly facing her unit on July 26, 2019, her vehicle being
vandalized on July 27, 2019 and upon a formal complaint to property management regarding the
installation of the cameras in the courtyard focusing on her unit yet none being installed near the
entrances or in the parking structures, she was told by the manager that he did not know who was seeing
or monitoring the cameras, nor who authorized them. While she is not suggesting that this is related to
the elections, discrimination can cause paranoia that makes one believe that there is a connection.

Appellant attests that the acts perpetrated against her has substantially reduced her moral, her desire to
work in the industry and has created despise for those who have silenced her voice. They are creating
divisiveness among members by not responding to member verses member complaints. Rather than
setting up mediations that could resolve issues they procrastinate on the issues. Carteris and Austin
made a fool of her, using her to advance their objectives and then disrespecting her as a candidate for
office because her race as well as because of her status as a Background (BG) Actress
(https://youtu.be/Z-yhEt8ozpg). The UNION made her believe that she could join the ranks of actors by
conforming to their rules, attending workshops, being actively involved knowing that they consider
(BG) actors to be pawns and have no intention of ever allowing a BG actor to be in leadership as they
are not considered “Actors.” This is particularly true if you happen to be African American.

It is Appellant’s belief that because BG Actors comprise approximately one third of the SAG-AFTRA
membership, UNION leadership desires to maintain the current antiquated voting procedures and
continue depriving members of their right to vote and their right to be informed, while commending an
organization the staged a discriminatory debate designed to conceal the “important issues” that SAG-
AFTRA Members are facing (https://deadline.com/2019/08/sag-aftra-elections-leading-candidates-r-
pitches-presidential-town-hall-gabrielle-carteris-matthew-modine-jane-austin-1202669519/). In the
State of California, they are revolutionizing the way citizens can vote ( https://lavote.net/home/voting-
elections/current-elections/mock-election ), yet one of the largest unions in the world has ridiculous
voting practices, which at the May Annual meeting Board members fabricated that this method was
required by law! That was the point at which Candidate herein decide that she must run for President
rathe than board member. The current leadership is intent on antiquated business as usual in a global
technologically advanced society that is progressing at lightspeed. They only way to negotiate effective
contracts that reduce the avariciousness of Mega Entertainment conglomerates is to have business savvy
entertainment professionals in leadership positions.

Queen AllJAHyé Searles is unequivocal that had not she been discriminated against, more members
would have exercised their voting rights to protect the trillions in income that is generated by
entertainment industry professionals, which the UNION is responsible for overseeing; to insure the
future of emerging artists and to protect the art of Acting as a viable Career rather than allowing it be
reduced to a mere hobby. The members of the committees herein complained to are obligated to enforce
the SAG-AFTRA Constitution, and the Congress enactments that protect public interest and the
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economy from improper practices, corruption, breach of trust, and failure of labor leaders to adhere to
the highest standards of responsibility and ethical conduct as established by the OMLS-LMRDA. To do
otherwise would be for the SAG-AFTRA UNION to join in the discrimination against Candidates
Queen AllJAHyé Searles and Abraham Justice and allow the continued diminution of actors incomes,
residuals, pension and health benefits and set precedents for other organizations to engage in acts
antagonistic to the SAG-AFTRA Constitution and its Preamble, and to misuse the SAG-AFTRA name
to discriminate.

RESPECTFULLY & Humbly Submitted,

Queen AllJAHyé Searles

CC Et al.
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Michelle Bennett

Subject: FW: Please Review: How to Win a Series Lead Workshop 

From: Serena Kung  
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2019 3:44 PM 
To: Damon Romine <Damon.Romine@sagaftra.org>; Rio James <Rio.James@sagaftra.org>; Jacqueline Perez 
<Jacqueline.Perez@sagaftra.org> 
Cc: Pamela Greenwalt <Pamela.Greenwalt@sagaftra.org>; Ilyanne Morden Kichaven 
<Ilyanne.MordenKichaven@sagaftra.org>; David Gregoire <David.Gregoire@sagaftra.org> 
Subject: RE: Please Review: How to Win a Series Lead Workshop  
 
OH NO. We did not see that video. Joseph has been teaching for the Conservatory since before most of us where here, 
so we just went by precedent. 
 
I will handle this ASAP.  
 
From: Damon Romine <Damon.Romine@sagaftra.org>  
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2019 3:26 PM 
To: Rio James <Rio.James@sagaftra.org>; Serena Kung <Serena.Kung@sagaftra.org>; Jacqueline Perez 
<Jacqueline.Perez@sagaftra.org> 
Cc: Pamela Greenwalt <Pamela.Greenwalt@sagaftra.org>; Ilyanne Morden Kichaven 
<Ilyanne.MordenKichaven@sagaftra.org>; David Gregoire <David.Gregoire@sagaftra.org> 
Subject: Please Review: How to Win a Series Lead Workshop  
 
Hello L.A. Education team: 
 
Regarding your event: How to Win a Series Lead Before It Goes to Casting on Sept. 13, in reviewing 
for Governance matters, Michelle notes that the guest instructor, Joseph Perlman, has a video on his 
website of a live chat interview with a member:  
  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rdsMaMNFams 
  
At the 11:36 mark, Joseph’s guest (a member) talks about gaming the system and presenting 
yourself as a local hire so the production doesn’t have to pay for travel….and Joseph seems to 
support this method of pitching yourself as someone who may be correct for a role.  
 
Please review and determine if this is the correct fit for SAG-AFTRA. 
 
Thank you.  
   
  
Subject: Event Need Attention. 
  

Hello Mr. Approver, 

The event How to Win a Series Lead Before It Goes to Casting created by staff_la is ready for your review.  

Event Title: How to Win a Series Lead Before It Goes to Casting 
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Event Time: Sep. 13, 2019 - 1 PM to 3 PM PT 
Event Location: SAG-AFTRA Plaza 
Event Body:  
James Cagney Boardroom- Lobby Level 
5757 Wilshire Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90036 
Enter the parking structure via Curson Ave. or Masselin Ave.  
Parking will be validated. 
When: 1 - 3 p.m., Friday, Sept. 13 

With 20 clients having booked leading roles this year, Joseph will show you what it takes to launch your career 
now from anywhere in the world and land a series lead before it goes to casting. Learn how to market yourself 
like a celebrity. Get a career-launching game plan that delivers instant results, and insider secrets from the 
industry's top movers and shakers. Discover how to supercharge your audition rate, and guarantee audition 
wins. Select attendees will coach one-on-one with Joseph on currently casting major film/TV auditions to 
guarantee a win, and experience an undeniable acting breakthrough and transformation.  
JosephPearlman.com 

Questions? Please contact the Member Education Department at (323) 634-8277. 
RSVP: Reservations are required. Please complete form below to RSVP. Please note that you must be logged in 
to RSVP.  
ONLY IF YOU ARE SEEING THIS EVENT PAGE ON YOUR MOBILE APP, click here to be redirected to 
the website and RSVP. 
Audio and video recording is not permitted, but written note taking is welcome. 
No late admittance. Doors will close at the beginning of the event. RSVPs do not guarantee seating. These 
events are overbooked to compensate for no-shows. 
This workshop is only open to paid-up SAG-AFTRA members in good standing. Unfortunately, no guests 
allowed. All performers under the age of 18 must be accompanied by their parent or legal guardian. SAG-
AFTRA members, PLEASE BRING YOUR MEMBERSHIP CARD OR DIGITAL CARD ON YOUR APP (paid through 
October 31, 2019) FOR ADMITTANCE. This workshop is not intended to imply an endorsement of any individual 
or company by SAG-AFTRA. The information provided through the workshop is given for informational 
purposes and may not be a suitable substitute for the advice of other industry professionals. You should always
use good judgment in these matters and should not act or refrain from acting based solely on information 
provided through the workshop. 
  
Event Confirmation Email:  
The event will be located at the SAG-AFTRA Plaza, James Cagney Boardroom - Lobby Level located at 5757 
Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90036. Doors open at 12:30 p.m. Parking is free with validation (entrance off of 
Curson Ave. or Masselin Ave).   
No late admittance. Doors will close at the beginning of the event. RSVPs do not guarantee seating. These 
events are overbooked to compensate for no-shows 
We look forward to seeing you there! 
Sincerely, 
SAG-AFTRA Los Angeles Local 
  
Notes from staff_la: 

This can be viewed here: https://www.sagaftra.org/how-win-series-lead-it-goes-casting-1 
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Thank You, 
SAG-AFTRA Staff 
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Michelle Bennett

From: Michelle Bennett
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2019 10:22 AM
To: '
Cc: Duncan Crabtree-Ireland; Kathy Connell
Subject: RE: Bylaws

Hi Jessica, 
 
Thank you for your patience while we have been reviewing your suggestion that SAG-AFTRA provide a link to Voices in 
Action on our website, and/or partner with Voices in Action on other initiatives and events.  
 
As you know, we are currently in the midst of internal union elections around the country for our National and Local Board 
Officers and representatives.  It has come to our attention that a candidate endorsement was promoted through a Voices 
In Action social media account.  Because our elections are subject to internal union policies and Department of Labor 
regulations, both of which regulate these types of issues, we are unable to link to or partner with Voices in Action during 
our election period.  
  
Once our election cycle is concluded, we will conduct and complete a review of partnership with or linking to Voices in 
Action. SAG-AFTRA always conducts a thorough review before web-linking to non-affiliated or outside organizations. We 
look forward to talking with you more after the conclusion of our elections about how we can move forward. 
 
Thank you for all of your work to help protect the community and we look forward to discussing partnering with you 
following the Union’s elections in October. 
 
Michelle 
 
Michelle Bennett 
Executive Director, Governance 
SAG-AFTRA 
5757 Wilshire Blvd., 7th Fl. 
Los Angeles, CA 90036 
 
323.549.6094 
michelle.bennett@sagaftra.org / SAGAFTRA.org 

 
 
 
 
From: Jessica Barth   
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2019 6:02 PM 
To: Kathy Connell <Kathy.Connell@sagaftra.org> 
Cc: Gabrielle Carteris ; Michelle Bennett <Michelle.Bennett@sagaftra.org> 
Subject: Re: Bylaws 
 
Kindly respond prior to the W&W's.  
 
Thank you 
 
On Tue, Jun 18, 2019 at 4:20 PM Jessica Barth  wrote: 
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Hi Michelle, 
 
I am following up regarding the previous emails. 
 
Thank you, 
Jessica 
 
 
On Tue, Jun 11, 2019 at 1:38 PM Jessica Barth  wrote: 
Dear Michelle, 
 
I have copied below my questions regarding union bylaws specific to elections and I am requesting to speak 
with the legal department regarding my concerns. Please let me know you received this email. 
 
 
Can you please send the section in the union bylaws or other where it states what specifically constitutes 
endorsing a candidate? 
 
Can you please send where it is written that the endorsement of a candidate disqualifies an organization from 
simply being listed as a resource for members? 
 
Please explain who and how a retweet was determined an endorsement of any candidate? 
 
 
Thank you, 
Jessica 
 
On Fri, Jun 7, 2019 at 4:28 PM Jessica Barth  wrote: 
Kathy, 
 
I very much appreciate your getting back to me. 
 
I also appreciate your forwarding my request to  the appropriate person. 
 
Nice to meet you, Michelle. 
 
In gratitude, 
Jessica 
 
On Fri, Jun 7, 2019 at 3:34 PM Kathy Connell <Kathy.Connell@sagaftra.org> wrote: 
Jessica, 
 
As we discussed, Voices in Action has been part of a larger review by our attorneys and staff. Your request 
for Voices in Action continues to be under review. I simply wanted to respond to you and let you know that 
consideration will continue during the election period but we would not have a final answer for you until 
our elections are over.  
 
I am not an expert on the elections nor an attorney so I am referring you over to Michelle Bennett who can 
assist with answering your questions regarding the elections.  
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Best, 
kathy 
 
 
 
> On Jun 7, 2019, at 3:00 PM, Jessica Barth  wrote: 
>  
> Dear Kathy, 
>  
> Thank you for your phone call. Can you please send the section in the union bylaws where it states what 
specifically constitutes endorsing a candidate and where the endorsement of a candidate disqualifies an 
organization from simply being listed as a resource for members? 
>  
> Please explain who and how a retweet was determined an endorsement? Voices in Action has not 
endorsed any candidate. 
>  
> The fact remains, Voices in Action could have been listed as a resource for Sag-Aftra members long 
before the upcoming election.  
>  
> SAG-AFTRA members are already using Voices in Action as a trusted resource.  Our union’s lack of 
support of the organization as a valuable resource is a negligence of responsibility to ensure the safety of its 
members.  
>  
> Jessica 
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
> --  
> In gratitude, 
> Jessica 
>  
> Voices in Action, Founder CEO 

--  
In gratitude, 
Jessica 
 
Voices in Action, Founder CEO 

--  
In gratitude, 
Jessica 
 
Voices in Action, Founder CEO 
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